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PREFACE 

Increasing attention has been focussed on the possibility of a 

relationship between learning disabilities and juvenile delinquency. 

If these were related. there woul~ be· policy implications for preventing 

or controlling delinquent behavior. Consequently, the Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration .commissioned the American Institutes for 

Research to examine the available research literature and anecdotal 

evidence regarding the "Learning Disabilities!Juvenile Delinquency 

link," to assess the policy implications of that evidence. and to 

recommend an intervention strategy, if warranted. 

In summary, AIR found the case for such a link to be not strongly 

documented but suggestive. They recommended that the most effective 

use of LEAA resources would be .to support: 

(1) A study of the incidence of lear'ning disabilities in both 

delinquent and non-delinquent adolescent populations under 

controlled research conditions; 

(2) A program to examine the extent to which learning disabilities 

could be effectively remediated for adolescent delinquents; and 

(3) Monitoring the effects of such a program on their delinquent 

behavior. 
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LEAA is following these recommendatiCJiis and 1'3 supporting, through 

the National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 

a major research and demonstration program in three cities representing 

a substantial cross section of the general population. 

We feel that the American Institutes for Research have done a 

commendable job in examining this topic and in making useful suggestions 

on the basis of the available evidence. We are pleased to share this 

document with you. 

jI ( 

Mi1l:!:~ 
Assistant Administrator 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention 
Law .Enforcement Assistance Administration 
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INTRODUCTION 

The py.rpose of this report is to assist the Office of Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention in determining what, if anything, 
the Federal Government should do about learning disabilities as a . 
means of reducing or preventing juvenile de1inquericy. 

"Learning disabilities" (LD) is a young term, created in 1963 
to label a variety of dysfunctions which appeared to prevent other
wise normal cll.Hdren f!om learning at· the expected level. The term 
rapidly achieved widespread use; by 1970, 43 states had adopted 
official definitions of LD and made provisions for funding diagnostic 
and remedial programs. 

Along with the interest in LD as a "cause" of educational failure, 
a second avenue of interest developed: might it be that learning 
disabled children were making up a disproportionate segment of the 
juvenile delinquent population? The question arose initially because 
of observations of delinquent children. Their characteristically 
poor school performance was one source of interest: in many cases, 
something besides lack of motivation, emotional disturbance, or low 
intelligence seemed to be at w0rk. The clinical descriptions (e. g. , 
short attention_span) were often strikingly similar to descriptions 
of behavior among LD children. Information of this type led to more 
systematic attempts to diagnose i..D among delinquents. Several pro
jects were started which took LD as a diagnostic category for screen
ing juvenile arrests, or the remediation of LD as a treatment for the' 
remediation of delinquent behavior. Some of the'Sei'lTQjects were 
locally funded, some received support from LEAA's revenue~haring 
"block grants," and some were financed out of LEM' s discretioo.<:!-ry 
fmds. ". 

~'. 

The growing interest in LD as a cause of delinquency has coin
cided with the rapidly increasing concern about delinquency itself. 
During the last fifteen years, delinquency has not just kept pace with 
the general increases in crime; it has outstripped them. And the 
increases have been most dramatic among the most serious offenses. 
A few summary statistics help to convey the magnitude of the changes 
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and the magnitude of the existing problem: 

-. Youth arrests for all CrillleS rose 138% during the fifteen 
years from 1960 through 1974, while arrests of people 
18 years of age and over were increasing by only 16% 
(Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1974, p. 182). 

• Youth arrests for the four violent index crimes;-mur~er, 
rape, robbery, and aggravated assault--rose 2S4~ dur1ng 
those fifteen years, more than twice the adul!, percentage 
increase (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1974, p. 182). 

• These increases in serious offenses far outstrip . 
increases in the youth population. The youth ~opulatlon 
aged 9 throu~h 17 increased only about 27% durlng the 
same period.' 

• In 1974 the problem had grown to the point that there 
were a1~ost 1.7 million arrests of youth under ~8, m?re 
than 80% of them for offenses which would be cr~es.lf 
committed by an adult (Federal Bureau of Investlgatlon, 
1974, p. 186) .2-

Or, as it was noted in the Juvenile Justice and Delinque~i.('Y 
Prevention Act of 1974, "Juveniles ~ccount for almos~ half the 
arrests for serious crime in the Unlted States today (U.S. 
Congress, 1974; p. 1). 

That same Act authorized the Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) for which this study has~~~en.con- . 
ducted. The problem motivating the study was put r?u¥h~y..thlS war. 
A new office has been created with sw~eping res~o~lbliltles for ~he 
Federal anti-delinquency effort but wlth very llIDlted r~sources •. 
The OJJDP cannot afford to be deflected byfad~, bu~ ne~t~e: can lt 
afford to overlook pr,omising approaches. Learnlng dlsab11ltles as an 

lEstimated from 1960 and 1970 census ,data as reported in the 1972 
statistical Abstract of the United States, Tables 7 and 33. 

Zonly 18.1% of the total arrests were for the curfe~ v~olations, 
runaway, and liquor law violations which a~e the p.r.~nc~pal sources 
of status offense included in the FBI's Un~foPlTl C:t''lme Repopts. 
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explanation for delinquency may be a fad or a promising new approach, 
depending on who is presenting the case .. 

Thus this study is a reconnaissance. Its purpose is not to 
help implement an already formulated policy relating to LD. It is 
not to extend the state of our knowledge about the link between 
LD and delinquent behavior. The project was created to develop an 
objective review of the issue as an aid to UJJDP decision-making. 

The first section describes the conduct of the research. The 
study then moves to a discussion of the follOWing questions, from an 
explicitly policy-oriented viewpoint: 

• What, in summary, is "learning disabilities" all 
about? How is the term defined? What does it exclude? 
What are the main points of consensus and d::r ssension 
which impinge on the OJJDP's interest in LD~ (Section 
II) 

• What is the rationale for arguing that LD is a major 
cause of delinquency? How does it fit into what l<lJ'e 
know or think we know about the causes of delinquency? 
(Section III) 

• What is the hard evidence linking LD to delinquency? 
Is it logically persuasive? Is it methodologically 
persuasive? To what extent do we know enough already; 
to what extent should the link be the object of 
further study? (Section IV) 

Findings on these questions are the subject of Sections II 
through IV. Section V presents conclusions and recommendations. 
But among and even within those sections, the approach of the 
study shifts radically. . ... 

The discussion of LD as a set of phenomena (Section II) is 
descriptive and non-techrlical. Since the phenomena themselves and 
~heir diagnoses can be very technical, the discussion in this study 
1S properly called a primer. Then, the discussion turns to the 
definition of LD (Section II), and subsequently to the discussion of 
the LD/JD link (Sections III and IV). We have tried to be extremely 
explicit and technical in the critique, occasionally tp the point 
of being pedantic. We did so because clarification is essential-
during the COUTse of data collection, we steadily upgraded the pro
portion of the LD/JD controversy which appears to be attributable 
to semantics instead of substance. Still another shift in tone 
occurs in Conclusions and Recommendations (Section V). The process 
of trying to pin down what is known about LD as a cause of deli~quency, 
or the remediation of 10 as a cure for delinquency, produced more 
possibilities and implications than can be fully documented with the 
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available data. We report speculationS m Section V along with. 
the more solidly grotUlded findings, trying to be clear about wh1ch 
is which. 
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I. DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

A. St~ff 

The study was carried out from September through December, 1975, 
by staff of the Washington Office of the Americari Institutes for 
Research. The study was directed by Dr. Charles A. Murray, who was 
responsible for the overall conduct of the research and was principal 
author of the final report. Dr. Jane G. Schubert and Dr. Scott A. 
Bass had special responsibility for the discussion of learning disa
bilities. Mr. Philipp P. Harper had responsibility for the inventory 
and analysis of existing demonstration programs which relate LD and 

,delinquency. He was assisted in that task by Ms. Michele Bektemirian. 
Ms. Adele E. Gunn conducted the literature search for material on 
the LD/ JD link._ She and Ms. Shirley L. Hines prepared the annotated 
bibliography of that literature. ~~. Michael D. Casserly had special 
responsibility for the literature survey of alternative causal 
explanations of delinquency. All of the staff members participated 
in the interview of consultants. 

B. Data Collection Procedures 

The study entailed three types of survey relating to the LD/JD 
link: surveys of the existing literature, of current theoretical 
developments, and of the existing practical applications. A descrip
tion of the procedures for each of these surveys follows. 

1. Literature Search. The objective was to conduct a compre
hensive review of all literature which dealt directly with the LD/JD 
interface and more selective reviews of the literature on LD and JD 
as separate fields. 

The searches of the LD literature focused on titles which dealt 
with 

• definitions of terms and typologies of disability, 

'. diagnostic teclmiques, 

• treatment teclmiques, and 

• epidemiological data. 
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The searches of the delinquency literature focused on titles 
which dealt with 

• causal explanations for delinquent behavior, 

.• quantitative baseline data on incidence and offender 
types (especially pertaining to education-related 
variables), and 

• theoretical typologies of offenders. 

The rule of thumb in searching for work on the LD/JD link was 
to tag any title (or abstract) which appeared to discuss schools and 
delinquency, intelligence and delinquency, neuropsychological topics 
p ... nd delinquency, general achievement and delinquency, or handicaps 
and delinquency. 

The following sources were included in the literature search: 

• The Educational Research Information Clearinghouse 
(ERIC) : computer and manual search. 

• NIMH information system: computer search. 

• Psychological Abstpacts: computer and manual 
search. 

• National COllllCil on Crime and Delinquency: catalog 
search. 

• National Criminal Justice Reference Service: computer 
and. catalog search. 

• NIMH Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency: 
interview. 

• DHEW Office of Youth Development: catalog search. 

• Council for· Exceptional Children: computer search. 

It soc'iological Abstracts: manual search. 

• Crime and DeUnquency Abstracts: manual search. 

• Crime and Delinquency Litepature:manual search. 

• University of Maryland Library: catalog seaTch. 

6 

We routinely obtained copies of all titles cited in the biblio
.graphies of articles which reviewed the literature pertaining to the 
relationship between LD and delinquency. And finally, some pieces 
were obtained circuitously, while conducting inquiries about current 
projects. Many of the relevant manuscripts have not been published, 
and reside in the files of municipal youth bureaus or university 
graduate departments. Eventually a point was reached at which no 
new titles were forthcoming. A very few items (speeches presented 
at conferences) have not been obtainable; otherwise, the complete 
texts of the titles in question were examined. We must assume that 
t~e annotated bibliography in Appendix E is not an absolutely complete 
listing of the LD/JD literature--there is always the stray title that 
is missed--but it is believed to be very close to complete, in terms 
of the literature as of the end of 1975. 

2. Survey of Cuprent Theory. The published literature typically 
lags behind actual developments. Even more importantly for our 
purposes, it seldom reflects current states of consensus and dissension 
on the critical topics. From the outset of the study, it was assumed 
that a major source of information must be experts in the LD and JD 
fields. 

We identified the consultant group iteratively. Members of the 
A.I.R. staff whose specialty was special education or delinquency 
drew up lists of the most widely recognized names in each field, 
with StmlIl1ary comments.about each person's special expertise. We also 
considered "ideological'" factors. The fields of LD and delinquency 
both are characterized by differing theoretical schools of thought. 
No attempt was made to interview a representative sample--we 
frankly do not know what "representative" might mean in terms of a 
sample of experts. But we did attempt to ensure that we interviewed 
persons holding a broad range of perspectives on LD and delinquency. 

The top of the list--those whose specialties and reputations made 
them obvious first choices for a study of this type--were telephoned. 
We explained the nature of the study and our interest in obtaining 
their participation. Further, we asked who they thought was currently 
doing the best work on relevant topics. Their ~ominations were added 
to the list. For each subarea, the same names kept reappearing. 
The degree of consensus was high. Even if--to take just one example 
--a respondent did not find personality studies of delinquents useful, 
he would probably recommend a Herbert Quay as a man ''you ought to 
talk to," as being an able member of (in his view) a misguided lot. 

Through this process, we identified a core of key people. Once 
the key persons were identified, we made arrangements to interview 
them and others, both in research and demonstration proj.ects, who 
were in the same geographic area. 
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In all, 'forty~six persons were interviewed for periodS ranging 
up to a full day, plus (in many cases) follow-up interviews by tele
phone. Names and positions of those interviewed at length are 
given in Appendix A. They include academicians, judges, members of 
correctional staffs, clinicians working with disturbed youth, and 
educators who are implementing advanced remedial techniques for LD 
and other learning handicaps. Our overall assessment of the group 
is that (a) it is not complete--some prospective consultants were 
not available--but that (b) it includes some of the most able, 
well-informed authorities in the delinquency and LD areas, represent~ 
ing abroad spectrum of approaches to both topics. 

3. Inventopy of Demonstpation ~ojeats. The search for demon
stration projects took as its basic source a printout of all LEAA 
grants arid subgrants which dealt with delinquency, from 1972 through 
the present. The listing was current as of November 1975. No attempt 
was made to delimit the search to projects which dealt with education; 
the abstracts for al.l delinquency-related projects were examined. 
All projects which could plausibly be expected either to diagnose or 
to treat LD as part of their operation were identified and assigned 
to one of six categories. Three groupings were designed to acconnno
date those projects whose printout summaries identified them as having 
a direct involvement with LD detection or remediation: 

1. Projects involved exclusively with LD. 

2. Proj ects limited to educational interventions 
which possessed an LD component. 

3. Broad-based projects possessing an educational 
component which, in turn, was involved in part with 
LD. 

The remaining categorie? included projects for which involvement 
of LD was deemed possible, although such links had not been identified 
in the printout summaries: 

ft I 

4. Projects based solely on educational interventions 
(e.g., remedial education and alternative education). 

5. Broad-based projects which included an educational 
compone.nt. 

6. Projects not involving education but based on evalua
tion or diagnosis of juveniles. 
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Telephone research was conducted for all FY 1974 and FY 1975 
projects covered by the six categories. Such investigation was not 
carried out for the 1972 and 1973 projects! exploratory effm'ts 
revealed that it would be possible to track down only a fraction 
of those which, for the most part, had already been phased out. 

When it was found that a project did have an LD-related compo
nent, information was obtained about operational objectives, diag
nostic tools, remedial techniques, mnnber 0:[ participants, and any 
available evaluative information. An abstract of each of the 
directly related projects and tables s~mnnar.izing the budget data 
for a1l of them are given in Appendix D. 

It should be assumed that the inventory is not complete. Some 
relevant LEAA-sponsored projects presumably were missed because the 
abstract gave no hint of the LD component, or because they had been 
started too late to be included in the November 1975 printout. MOst 
import&~tly, state-sponsored projects could not be inventoried 
systematically. 

C. Data AnalysiS 

This study does not present analyses of primary data. It reviews 
and assesses the work of others. In this sense, ther.e were no formal 
analytic procedures. We did, however, apply two guidelines which may 
be useful in interpreting the report. 

The first of these was to distinguish data from theory. In both 
the literature and discussions with consultants, it became apparent 
that opinions on the LD/JD link are far more abundant than facts. 
This was true both of'the arguments for and the arguments against. 
A conscious, even pedantic effort was made to disentangle the kernel 
of established fact from speculative statements. 

The second analytic guideline was to break the subject matter 
into the smallest possible units, before trying to reaggregate the 
material into "findings." Thus the rationale for the LD/JD link 
(Section III) is broken into discrete causal steps; the literature 
on incidence of LD among delinquents (Section IV) is treated not 
only in terms of the individual articles, but the individual tests 
that were used and the procedures for administering and scoring them. 

There is a c011lIlon danger in both of these guidelines, that we 
become preoccupied with minutiae. We are particularly aware (and 
defensive) of this! because of the frustration communicated to us 
by many advocates of the LD/JD link who are deeply convinced that 
the problem is being studied to death. But the-guidelines are,in
tended to produce a benefit which, to our knowledge, is unique among 
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the existing reviews of 10 as a cause of delinquency: it is a 
presentation which permits an examination o~ ''rninu~iae'' of logic 
and of evidence, independent of the conclUSlons WhlCh we as 
researchers have drawn from their aggregation. 

A note on presentation. In general, the discussion refers to 
consul tant viewpoints without naming who said what. After trying 
drafts written both ways--with attribution and without--we concluded 
that the added weight of tagging specific statements with specific 
names was not worth the potentia.l hann. For we did not conduct 
the interviews in a format designed to remind the consultants 
that anything they said was fair game for a quote. On the contrary, 
we encouraged them to speculate, synthesize and interpret the 
literature on extremely complex topics, and generally act as a 
source for pulling together strands of current thinking in ways 
that the published sources could not. To encourage this kind of 
free-wheeling discussion and then. attribute their statements in 
the same way that we cite their articles seemed too much like 
having it both ways. The practice, therefore, has been to 11St the 
names of thQsepersons who contributed most to a given topic, 
then stnnmarize the themes of consultant responses, using published 
statements when a particular consultant is cited. The major excep
tion to this rule is the discussion of LD personality traits and 
delinquent personality traits in Section III, for ~>lhich three con
sultants--Hursch, Quay, and Warr'en--dominated the contributions. 

10 

II. LD: A PRIMER AND A DEFINITION 

This section has nvO purposes. First, it describes for the 
nonspecialist what "learning disabilities" means, or has been taken 
to mean by students of the field. It goes on to describe the general 
state of the art in diagnosing and treating these conditions. The 
section then turns to the problem of definition. The phrase "learn
ing disahilities" started as a label. It is an elastic tenn, and 
specifying the nature of the elasticity is extremely important in 
making sense of the discussion of the LD/JD relationship in subsequent 
sections of the report. 

A. The Primer 

The tern "learning disabilities" was first given currency 
by Samuel Kirk in the early 1960's, although research into learning 
problems has longer historical roots. Learning disabilities was 
intended as a label: a convenient way of referring to a variety 
of learning problems which apparently were not caused by lowintelli
gence, emotional disturbance, physical handicaps, or incompetent 
teachers. . As a label, it was not originally meant to have diagnostic 
utili ty . A child could be called "learning disabled," but not 
because he had a learning disability in the same sense that a child 
"has" pneumonia.! Yet, despite its lack of a specific construct, the 
phrase had other potential utilities which rapidly increased its 
popularity. One of these was that it gave parents a non-pejorative 
way of referring to children who were doing poorly in school. Another 
and more important reason was that the phrase "learning disabilities" 
met a substantive need. Generic s~ilarities did exist among a 
variety of learning problems, and 10 provided a rubric under which 
those similarities ~ould be grouped. 

Use of the tern "learning disabilities" has grown rapidly. In 
1964, a society was formed called the Association for Children 
with Learning Disabilities (AC1O). States adopted official defini
tions of learning disabilities--43 of them by 1970. Seminars and 
conferences of academicians are routinely held to discuss LD. 

IThe use of the masculine pronoun is not only convenient, but appro
priate. As mentioned elsewhere, ma1e LD children appear to outnumber 
female LD children by ratios commonly estimated to be about four to 
one. 
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Professionals representing numerous disciplines have become specialists 
in learning disabilities. University departments exist to train 
teachers as specialists in the instruction of LD children. 
Divisions created to study LD exist within national professional 
,organizations. In short, LD has secured a finn,Cif sometime? con
troversial) place in the lexicon of fields which are concerned with 
the development of children. 

There are many ways to define the boundaries of the domain of 
learning disabilities and few elements of complete agreement. One 
of the most widely disseminated attempts to forge a consensus was 
the adoption of the following definition by the National Advisory 
Committee on Handicapped Children. 

Children with special learning disabilities exhibit 
a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological 
processes involved in understanding or using spoken 
or written languages. These may be manifested in 
disorders of listening, thinking, talking, reading, 
writing, spelling, or arithmetic. They include 
conditions which have been referred to as percep
tual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dys
function, dyslexia, developmental aphasia, etc. 
They do not include learning problems which are 
due primarily to visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, 
to mental retardation, emotional disturbance, or to 
environmental disadvantage. (Hobbs, 1975, pp. 301-
302) 

The spipit of this definition is generally accepted by 43 
states and the ACLD. Some states have adopted modified versions 
of this overall theme, but none of them stray from its sense--the 
criteria for receiving federal funds for programs in learning 
disabilities are based on this definition (Vaughn and Hodges, 
1973). But t~e, definition of LD follows from observed behaviors, 
and probably the best way of introducing the subject of learning' 
disabilities is to describe not how it is defined, but how it 'appears 
to parents and teachers. 

1. Symptoms and Types'. The symptoms most connnonly associated 
with learning disabilities are probably those which ar~ also associated 
wi th language. The child cannot distinguish "d" from "b," or he 
confuses and mixes letters (reads "shop" for "hops," for example). 
When asked to read aloud, the child may omit letters ruld syllables. 
Perhaps he will repeat a set of nonsense syllables as he struggles 
to say a sen~ence. Or, in milder cases, he may exhibit an inability 
to use a word he knows, until someone has said it for him. When 
spoken to, the child may be unable to process spoken language at a 
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. normal speed. He may lose track of spoken instructions after the 
first few words, and thereby do part of a task precisely as told 
and then completely ignore (or misconstrue) the rest of it. Other 
symptoms that suggest an impairment of language functions include: 
an ~bi1ity ~o d~s~inguish be~een close sound gradations (~ip' 
for t1p) , or lllab111ty to assoc1ate letters with a corresponding 
vis~l symbol, or inability to reproduce rhythm sequences by 
tapp1ng. them with a finger. 

Language is ,not the only context which leads to a diagnosis of 
an LD condition. A child who is otherwise bright and motivated 
may show an inability to differentiate left from right, up from 
down, front from behind. Or he may be unable to process perceptions 
of speed and weight--so that when the ball is thrown to him he is 
never ready to catch it; or when he shuts a door, he slams it uninten
tionally. He may misperceive distance--when he tries to hang his 
coat on a hook, he misses by a few inches. 

A common characteristic of the learning disabled child is that 
he exhibits more than one type of disorder. He reverses letters 
and is clumsy and has a short attention span. Or the'disorder may 
be interactive, involving more than one sense--he can read in a 
quiet room; he cannot read when any sounds are within his hearing. 
The multiple-disorder, multiple-modality characteristic raises 
questions' about the utility of subdividing the disorders at all; 
and not surprisingly, it has resulted in variations of terminology. 
But out of these variatiqns, three diagnostic terms have gained 
widest usage: dyslexia, aphasia, and hyperkinesis, each of which 
is outlined briefly below. 

DysZewla. The best known of learning disabilities, dyslexia, 
usually implies reading problems--"word blindness," as it was 
originally called. Dyslexia embraces a variety of problems in 
visual processing of language. In its extreme forms, it can pro
duce nearly total inability to absorb meaning from written symbols, 
even though the victim of it may be able to understand spoken 
information with normal or above normal intelligence. OVerlapping 
terminology includes specific reading disability, primary reading 
retardation, strephosymbolia, and dysembolia. 

Aphasia. Aphasia is a broader term than dyslexia, and encom
passes language processing difficulties which can also be called 
dsylexic. But the basic distinction is that aphasia deals with 
audit0IT' and speech deficits in addition to some visual ones. The 
symptoms mentioned earlier involving nonsense syllables and inabi~ity 
to understand spoken language at normal speed are aphasic problems. 
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Again~ the range ~f severity is great, from being unable to 
voca~lze an occasl0~al word to an inability to use language compre
~enslbly .. Overlappl~g terms f~r ~phasia are congenital auditory 
l~er~e~tlon, congenltal aphasla, and developmental language 
dlsablhty. 

HYRer~inesis. The word "hyperkinesis" is widely familiar to 
nonspeclallsts--often as a synonym for hyperactivity--but it is 
not ~ c~rnmonly assumed to b~ a learning disability. Its core 
meanlng lS abnormally exceSSlve muscular movement, ranging from 
the large muscles that move legs to the very ?mall ones that move 
eyes. Note that hyperkinesis is not synonymous with hyperactivity 
The probl:m of. the ~~eractive child can be wholly emotional and • 
psychologlC~1 In.orlgln; the hyperkinetic child is thought to have 
probl:ms.whl~h wll1 eventually be traceable to neurological origins. 
~e dlstlnctl0n.can be a fi~e one, as in ~o many of the etiological 
lssues su~ro~dlng LD. ObVl0usly, too, mlld cases of hyperkinesis 
blend e~lly lnto !he ~orrnally frenetic behaviors of children. 
But genu~ne hyperkl~es~s c~ have ~ unequivocally disabling impact 
on lea:nlng. When lt lS 11terally Impossible for a child to remain 
atten!lve for more t~an~ say, .a minute at a time, he is going to 
exp:rle~ce extrem: dlffl~ulty in absorbing information as ~t is 
Ordlna:lly cornmunlcated ln the classroom. In addition to a short 
~ttentl0n span, hyperkinesis can be characterized by symptoms of 
Impulsiveness, irritability, social awkwardness, and clumsiness. 

.These br~ef and, it should be emphasized, technically imprecise 
outllnes are lnten~ed to convey the natuT;e of LD and its principal 
type~. A theme Whl~h may already be apparent is that -the "legi ti
macy of a.symp~o~ lS relate~ to t~e degree to which it appears to 
have organlc orlglnS. The dlscussl0n now turns to this issue ~ the 
causes of learning disability. 

. 2. Causes. Very little is known about the causes of LD So 
l~tt~e~ that .o~e ~otivation ~or using the phrase "learning di~abili
tles lS that lt lS free of Implications about causes. Other termino
logy ~oes ~ave etiological :implic~fons. Children who are called 
learnlng ~lsabled ~r: ~lso wid:lY labeled as "brain-injured," or 
as sl!fferlng.from 'mlnlffial braln dysfunction." But whenever this 
te~~ology lS applied, !he objection can be raised that no medical 
technlques.currently avallable can determine the location or nature 
of the br~lll ~ge for ~y types of "brain-damaged" children. 
The gue~t~on 1~ asked: ~f t~e ~eurological base is only inferred, 
w~y ~:lSt on ~corporatlng lt lnto the label? "Learning disabil1.
tles lS to thlS extent a matter of word substitution for other terms. 

. Nonetheless, organic cause remains the most economical explana
hon for ~y LD ·sympto~. Perhaps the simplest way to put it is' that 
the beh~vl0r patterns WhlCh lead to diagnoses of these disorders are 
ones WhlCh Zook as if they result from an organic base. If an other
wise bright, cooperative child of a~p-rQpri~te. age cannot do things. 
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like copy a simple geometric shape, there are few plausible explana
tions except some sort of neurological impairment . 

The more ultimate question 6f what causes the impairment is even 
less well-informed. Genetics may playa role. Several consu~tants 
noted that the parents (particularly fathers) of a learning disabled 
child would sometimes say that "I didn't worry about it for a while, 
because I was just like him when I was a boy," and these consultants 
speculated that systematic research would reveal family histories of 
LD. Another cand~date c~use is pre-natal brain insult to the fetus, 
perhaps from nutritional, physical, or drug-related sources. Still 
another possible source of impairment is nutritional deficiencies in 
infancy and early childhood, or side-effects of food additives. 
Finally, extreme degradation of the physic~l environment--the very 
high levels of air and noise pollution and crowding in urban slums, 
for example--was raised as an explanation worth-investigating. But 
at present all these are essentially hypotheses. Prevention of LD 
by working with causes is not yet a feasible option. 

3. Diagnosis. In their most severe forms, many symptoms of LD 
can be drapJatic and unambiguous. But in the mild and moderate case, 
anyone manifestation of a learning disability can be confused with 
a variety of other conditions. This is best illustrated by returning 
to a few of the LD symptoms which were listed earlier. When, for 
example, a child has a very short attention span, he may be suffering 
from the type of LD with the generic label of hyperkinesis. But he 
may also be a "nervous" child for any number of environmental reasons, 
or he may be reacting to a history of frustrations in school, 
the teaching materials may be boring, or he may simply be immature-
some first graders are 6~ years old, some are 5~ years Old, and the 
extra year makes a difference. The example of the child who goes to 
hang his coat on the hook and misses is another illustration of the 
ambiguity. He may indeed have a perceptual disorder which prevents 
11im from moving his arm in accordance with visual information about 
distance. But he may instead need glasses. And he may miss the hook 
because he does not particularly care whether the coat gets hung up. 

The obvious question raised by this ambiguity is ",he.ther the 
LD child can be diagnosed accurately. In our discussions with the 
consultants, the question was put in two forms. The first was, is it 
possible to diagnose LD reliably, even under the best of conditions? 
The second was, is it possible to diagnose LD reliably on a mass 
scale? 

The answer to the first question was widely agreed to be yes, 
if a skilled diagnostician is in charge. By determining patterns 
of behavior, combining the results of a variety of tests, and running 
these data through the mind of an experienced observer of LD children, 
a learning disability can be distinguished from general retardation, 
emotional disturbance, and (in nonclinical language) ordinary contrari
ness or laziness. 
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The answer to the second question was as widely agreed to be 
no: reliable diagnosis of LD cannot yet be conducted by nonspecialists 
using standardized instruments. There is as yet no set of tests for 
learning disabilities wnich can be administered and interpreted with 
the ease and routinization of an IQ test or a College Board examination. 
Or to put it another way.: no test battery wnich has learning dis
ability as its construct has achieved wide acceptance among profes
sionals in the field. Very few have even been attempted.! 

This state-of-the-art of LD diagnosis raises two important , 
implications which will figur~ throughout the rest of this report. 

The first of these derives from the subjectivity of the diagnos
tic process. Symptoms of LD can be found in nearZy anyone, given an 
expectation that they wiZZ be found. LD poses yet another instance 
of the problem which scientists forced to make subjective judgements 
have always faced, of tending to find what one is looking for. 2 

One consultant referred to it as the medical student syndrome, 
whereby a first-year student regularly discovers he has the disease 
covered in the current chapter of the textbook. 

The second implication derives from the ,unavailability of 
adequate standardized procedures for diagnosing LD. In view of the 
fact that standardized procedures are being used to diagnose ~D 
in public schools throughout the country, the implication is obvious 
that these diagnoses are of, questionable reliability. ~d several 

_ consultants were emphatic about the dangers a~so~iated with this. 
Even among experts who were most convinced of LD's irr~rtance as 
an educational issue, concern was expressed about the way that LD 
is being identified. As one of the most prominent ones put it, 
"Don't advise a major government agency on the basis of the hysteria 
in the public schools." 

IThis statement was said to hold true even after definitional con
fusion about LD has been taken into account. Even people who share 
a conunon understanding of "perceptual or integrative disorder" have 
no set of tests for which the scores alone are adequate to diagnose 
LD. 

2We observed it in ourselves. At one point or another during this 
study, nearly every member of the project staff seriously suspected 
that he or she had' an LD child, an LD sibling, or had once been LD. 
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4. Incidence~ Despite the widespread interest in learning 
disabilities there are no adequate epidemiological data: no one 
knows what p~oportion of U.S. children suffer from learning disabili
ties at what levels of severity. There are estimates; ~here are 
cla~ made on the basis of diagnostic rates in the pubiic schools, 
but the LD specialists interviewed for this study unanimously agreed 
that sound data on a representative sample of children had not been 
collected as of 1975. 

To get a sense of the magnitude of incidence, we did ask each 
of the consultants on LD to give a best guess, based on his or her 
personal experience and knowledge of the literature. It wa~ emphasized 
when the question was asked, and it is re~emphasized here, that the 
resulting estimates are to be treated as best guesses rather than 
as "probable incidence." For unifonnity, each consultant was asked 
to apply the National Advisory Committee's definition of LD (see 
p. 12) to estimates of (a) percent of all children aged 10 years or 
md:ar who are LD, and (b) percent of LD children who_ are male. As 
Table 2.1 indicates, the median estimates were that 5% to 10% of 
the population of children through age 10 are 10, as defined by the 
National Advisorv Committee's definition; and of these roughly 80% 
are ID4le. By imPlication, these estimates L~ly incidence among 
male children of roughly 8% to 16%. 

TABLE 2.1 
Incidence of LD as Estimated by the LD Ccnsultants 

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN THROUGH Number of consultants 
AGE 10 WHO ARE LEARNING DISABLED: estimating this figure 

n=14* 

{ Low estimate 2 3 
Estimated 

High estimate 17 1 Median estimated 
minimums 

Median estimate 5 1> range: 

{ 
2 

about 5-10% 
Low esti mate of all children Estimated 
High estimate 40 through age 10 maximums 
Median estimate 10 6 

PERCENTAGE OF LD CHILDREN Number of consultants 
WHO ARE MALE: estimating this figure 

n=12* 

{ Low .";m,,, 70 
Estimated High estimate 90 1 Median estimated minimums 

Median estimate 80 6 range: 

80 6 
about 80% 

{ Low "t;m," of.LD children Estimated High estimate 96 are male maximums 
Median estimate 81.5 

* Of the consultants interviewed, 18 had special qualifications in sp~cial education or related ~i~ciplines. Of ~hese, 
four declined to respond, or responded using a definition of LD different from the one specified. An additional 
two did not specify thl;l estimated proportion of LD children who are male. 
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B. An Approach to Definition for this Study 

The pTe ceding primer has assumed that "learning disabilities" 
is a meaningful tenn. It is an assumption which many would dispute. 
LD has become an exceedingly hot issue in the past decade, characterized 
by debates which appeal as often to ideology as to ·data. At the same 
time, a definition is essential for this study and for the OJJDP's 
policy decisions. A connnoJl~y understood vocabulary is a prerequisite 
to a discussion of the LD/ JD link. So on the following pages we 
attempt to describe the dimensions of dissension and of consensus, 
and to define our terms for purposes of this study. 

The dissent is of two kinds: objections to the populal" usage 
of the tepm~ and issues of its conceptual validity. 

1. Populap Usage. "Learning disabilities" has become encrusted 
with several negative connotations which have very little to'do with 
the original concept ot its utility. 

The first of these is the generality of the tenn, leading to 
what could best be described as intellectual affront at having to 
use it at all. "It is a kitchen sink term," was one consultant's 
response; another called it a "garbage can concept." All the dis
senters made the general point in one way or another: "learning 
disabilities" is a label; its increasing use as a diagnostic term 
is illegitimate. 

Some attacked it as an essentially political creation which is 
attached to children in numbers that maximize local school subsidies 
for special education programs. In California, for example, a school 
is said to receive an additional $620 per year for each child diagnosed 
as EMR (educable mentally retarded), and $1,800 for each child diag
nosed as learning disabled. "Labeling kids as LD's has become a 
lucratiVe business," was one consultant's connnent. 

Others pointed to its use as a social euphemism--now middle class 
parents have a non-pejorative alternative,~o calling their children 
retarded, or emotionally disturbed, or poor students. "LD" makes 
parents feel better without usefully describing the needs of their 
children. 

Still another group pointed to misuses with racist implications. 
In states which have an 80-point IQ cutoff to distinguish mental 
retardation from LD, it happens suspiciously oft'en that EMR classes 
end up being all-black while the LD classes are all-white. 
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These many objections to the way LD has been used often obscured 
atten~)ts to discuss its under~ying me<;niI;gs. Some . consultants were 
so hostile to the label that 1t was d1ff1CUlt .to p1n down what they 
"thought about the reality of the phenomena grouped under the LD, . 
umbrella. Nonetheless, real differences were expressed about wna~ 
LD means or should mean. The most important of these differences 
are summarized below. 

2. Issues of Conceptual Validity. The first major controversy 
in the conceptual definition of LD is the extent to which it--op 
its constituent disabilities--exist independently of diagnoses and 
defini tions. To take a simple contrast as an. example: blin.dn~ss 
is inttinsically a disability;.the value of slgh~ ~d the.dep~l~a
tions of blindness are self-ev1dent. But dyslex1a 1S a d1sab1l1ty 
only insofar as reading is important. For all p~a~tical ~urposes, 
it does not exist until society creates the cond1t10ns.wh1ch mak~ 
inability to read a handicap. And if the word "school" is subst1tuted 
for ~'society," it was argued, a variety of other symptoms of LD 
should be seen not as disabilities but as behaviors which do not 
match school norms. Insofar as those nOl~ have weak external 
validity, they arbitrarily impose the connotations of "disability.'" 

A second maj or issue was the extent., to whic'f:!. "learning dis
abilities aPe deve"lopmental phenomena. It wa~ conunonly agreed . 
by the consultants' that LD symptoms tend to. d1sappear or moderate 
in adolescence. But some consultants were especially concerned 
with the implications of this,: if it is true that the bulk of the 
phenomena usually called "LD" are the result of differential rates 
of development, then we need to rethink our theoretical view of 
the syndrome, the design of treatment strategies, and the use of 
labels we now attach. There is nothing "wrong" with the child 
except that his development timing is out of synchronization with 
some members of his age group--a far different type of deviance 
than being "learning disabled." 

A third source of conceptual argument is the- etiological' vague
ness of LD. The cons'ervative definition of LD rejects ph:nome~a 
which are caused by environmental disadvantage, and restr1cts 1tself 
to phenomenq which have the outwardcharacteTisti~s of a neurological 
disorder~ But, as we noted earlier, little progress has been made 
in tracing the symptom back to the hypothesized neurological basis. 
This when a definition of LD tries to employ etiological characteris
tics as a means of distinguishing "LD" from "not-ID," it leaves itself 
open to a number of theoretical obj ections • A principal one is the 
charge that assuming organic cause triggers aqditional assumptions 
that we should be pointing toward new ways to "treat" and "cure" LD 
with medication and new instructional techniques. This, the critics 
charge, is an antiseptic approach which tries to ignore the many 
ways in which LD phenomena do interact with the environment and with 
institutional norms. 
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The several conceptual objections to the LD label are grounded 
in a common concern for the children who are labeled with it. For 
while "learning disability" may be a non-pejorative term in parents' 
eyes (or at least socially more acceptable than the alternatives), 
it is not neutral to or for the child. "It is used against socially 
failing kids," was one comment, and that typifies the ·concern ex
pressed by some other consultants that children are bearing the con
sequences of institutional failures to view LD symptoms in the 
proper social and developmental frameworks. 

Against this is what might be termed the mainstr,eam viewpoint 
of LD, stated roughly as follows: there exist perceptual and inte
grative disorders in children which differ in kind from the many 
other ways in which a child may be handicapped by his background, 
his general intelligence, his physique, or his personality. They 
are not artifacts of tests; they have an objective reality. They 
cannot safely be le"ft to developmental catch-up; early treatment 
is indicated. They cripple the child's ability to succeed in the 
academic setting and, "artificial" or not, that setting is a crucial 
one in preparing the child to succeed as an adult. 

3. The Definition for this Study. The definition employed 
in this study is based on n~o practical considerations relating to 
the OJJDP's interest in the subject. 

The first of these is that the OJJDP's definition of learning 
disabilities sr~uld be in the mainstream. No purpose is served by 
choosing a definition which fits the OJJDP's predilections but which 
requires it to COllst~'tly remind grant applicants or other agencies 
that OJJDP' s use of "LD" differs from all the others. We believe it 
is appropriate to adopt a definition for this study which is consis
tent with the National Ad?Jisory Committee's definition" quoted at 
the outset of this section. It is one which underlies the States' 
definitions; and it appears to have a.chieved a widely shared "under
stood meaning" among the consultants, despite the ambiguities which 
persist in its wording. 

The second consideration is that the OJJDP's definition of LD 
should be consistent with the reasons for the OJJDP's policy interest 
in LD. The OJJDP is interested in the field of learning disabilities 
because some people claim that LD causes delinquency, and it is the 
OJJDP's business to be interested in causes of delinquency. But 
to be a cause of delinquency" the learning disability must in fact 
be disabling. The arguments linking LD and delinquency necessarily 
depend on the assumption that the learning disability significantly 
affects the child's behavior and achievements; not just that it 
shows up in tl1e subtle ways on test batteries. The National Advisory 
Committee definition does not specify a threshold of severity; in 
this stUdy, we shall. 
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With these comments as preface, the'definition applied in this 
study is as follows. 

Conceptually, we shall apply a recent formulation reached 
collaboratively by several leading authorities in the LD field: 
a learning disability will be used to refer to ·"those children of 
any age who demonstrate a substantial deficiency in a particular 
aspect of academic achievement because of perceptual or perceptual
motor handicaps" regardless of etiology or other contributing 
factors." (Wepman et aI., 1975, p. 306. :Emphasis added).l 

Operationally, we include as learning disabilities the percep
tual and perceptual-motor handicaps which are often labeled as 
dyslexia, aphasia, or hyperkinesis, and which meet these diagnostic 
criteria: 

IThe aqvantages of using these established terms are judged to 
outweigh the advantages of greater specificity. For tlie record, 
this study generally subscribes to the discussion of operational 
characteristics which follows the conceptual definition in Wepman 
et ale It is worth quoting at length: "The term perceptual as 
used here relates to those mental (neurological) processes through 
which the child acquires his basic alphabets of sounds and forms. 
The term perceptual handicap refers to inadequate ability in such 
areas as the following: recognizing fine differences between 
auditory and visual discriminating features underlying the sounds 
used in speech and the orthographic forms used in reading; retaining 
and recalling those discriminated sounds and forms in both short-
and long-term memory; ordering the sounds and forms sequentially, 
both in sensory and motor acts ••• ; distinguishing figure-ground 
relationships ••• ; recognizing spatial and temporal orientations; 
obtaining closure •.• ; integrating intersensory information •.• ; 
relating what is perceived to specific motor functions •••• Behavior 
disturbances, severe mental retardation, poverty, lessened educational 
opportunity, visual impairment, hearing loss,.or muscular paralysis 
all may'produce educational problems but do not fall into the 
classtfication of specific learning disabilities. For example, a 
child/WhO is deficient in learning because of an emotional distur
bance, but who shows no perceptual or perceptual-motor problem, 
would not be classified as having a learning disability. On the 
other hand, a child who is deficient in learning because of a 
nutritional problem, and who also shows a specific perceptual or 
perceptual-motor deficiency preceded by a nutritional problem, 
would properly be classified as having a learning disability •••• " 
(Wepman et al., 1975, pp. 306-307. Emphasis in the original) The 
major question we would raise about this approach is whether it is 
operationally possible to disentangle the relative contribution of 
various problems to learning deficiencies. 
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The diagnosis should be based on evidenc~ which. 
cannot as easiZy be interpreted as a.man1festa!lOn 
of mental retardation, physical hand1cap, emot1onal 
disturbance or environmental disadvantagement. 
This does n~t mean that each indivi~ual ~dicator 
must be unambiguous, but that the d1agnos1s. 
should be based on triangulated measure~ Wh1Ch 
permit a pattern tha! is inconsistent w1th the 
alternative explanat1ons. 

The diagnosis should ~e accompanied b~ evidence 
that a discrepancy ex~sts between ac~~evement and 
expectation. For example, that a Ch1ld may be 
demonstrated to occasionally reverse letters 
does not constltute a learning disability if the 
child is reading and writing at the level expected 
of that age and jnte1ligence. 

These definitions, too, are far from being as clear~cut ~d as 
self-explanatory as one would wish. The nature of the 1abe1.1s sU:h 
that loopholes and grey areas persist. But throughout.our d1scuss1ons 
with the consultants the notion developed that there 1S a common-sense 
substratum of meaning to "learning disabilities" which is under
standable and not really much more ambiguous than other term~ we use 
with far less definitional fuss. As one writer expressed th1S 
underlying sense of the phrase: 

[A learning disability] consi:ts of.a defitienqr 
in learning despite adequate 1nt~11lgenc~, hear1ng, 
vision, motor capacity, and emot1ona1 adJustment. 
These children differ (especially from the mentally 
retarded) in that normal capacity for learning 
exists and in that normaZ outcome is anticipateg 
~k1ebust, 1968, pp. 1~2. Emphasis, in the original). 

The subsequent discussion of the LD/JD ~ink.p~o:eeds on the 
basis of this general approach to learning d1sab1llU'es. 
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III. THE RATIONALE FOR THE LD/JD LINK 

It is not intuitively obvious that a learning disability will 
ca~e delinquency. A causal chain is :implied: The LD produces 
effects which in turn produce other effects which in turn produce 
other effects which ultimately produce delinquency. Diagrammatically, 
the general form is as follows: 0 

I Intermediate Outcomes 

Learning; ·1 ? I ·1 ? I ·1 ? .. Delinquent disability! 
behavior 

The chain--we will call it the "rationale"--is only occasionally 
spelled out when a causal argument is presented in the social 
sciences. But implicit or explicit, it is a crucial part of the 
evidence. A statistical relationship between the states of "being 
learning disabled" and "being delinquent" has to make sense causally 
as well as pass the statistical litmus test. The more detailed the 
specification of the intermediate steps, the easier it is to examine 
the dynamics which will make a correlation coefficient or a t 
statistic meaningful. In this section we will review the causal 
rationale under three headings: its basic logic, the evidence 
presented for that logic, and how the rationale fits into the broader 
context of what is known about delinquency. 

A .. The Hypothesized 'Causal Sequence 

Discussions with proponents of the LD/<ID link and a review of 
the literature reveal two routes by which LD is thought to produce 
delinquency. 

The first of these is a familiar one which links LD to school 
failure, to dropout, and to delinquency--the "School Failure 
rationale," for convenience. 
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The most graphic description of it is found in this passage by Berman: 

The cycle begins with early problems at home. 
The child was showing perceptual and attention 
problems even prior to school, but the behavio! 
was written off as "ornery" or "uncooperative" 
personali ty. The Child enters the early grades 
of sChool already accustomed to the fact that 
he won't be able to do things as well as expected 
of him, that he will fail and be humiliated con
tinually. This prophecy is fulfilled in school 
as teaChers, considering the child "a behavior 
problem," punish and ridicule him for·failures 
or for behaviors that he cannot control. The 
Child begins to think of himself as a loser, as 
someone who can never hope to live up to what 
people e::pect of him. 

Rather than face the embarrassment of continual 
failure in front of friends and teachers, the 
behavioral signs become even more pronounced. 
Clowning around and general disruptiveness be-
come the ways which best insulate this youngster 
from having to face continual and repeated fail
ure. He becomes much more successful as a clown 
or troublemaker than he ever could be as a student. 

TeaChers now are completely diverted away from 
any learning problems and concentrate solely 
on how to deal with the child's behavior. He 
gets further and further behind, becomes more 
and more of a problem. Eventually he's suspended, 
drops out or is thrown out of school to roam 
the streets, and the inevitable road to delinquen
cy is well under way. The original problems have 
never been dealt with; the Child is thought of 
as incorrigible. His problems are seen as psyCho
genic, not as the result of deflated self-esteem 
and fears of inadequacy, all of whiCh have been 
generated by dis abi li ty. His prophecy of himself 
as a loser has been fulfill~d (Benllan, 1975, 
pp. 45-46). 

This rationale refers to three immediate effects on the learning 
disability (or set of disabilities): adults perceive the child as 
being a disciplinary problem; the child is inherently handicapped 
in achieving academically (apart from the effects of the self-ful
filling prophecy that Berman mentions); and his peers perceive him 
a~ socially awkward and generally unattractive except as an object 
of ridicule. Diagrammatically: 
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One or 
more types 
of LD 

Adults 
perceive as 
disciplinary 

problem "" 

Poor '" School 
academic . ~ dropout,. __ ..... uelinquent 
aChieveme;n absentE7lsm, behavior 

suspensIon 

Other 
children' 
perceive as 
socially. 
awkward, 

. unattractive 

It is useful to further elaborate on, the mechanism which is 
thought t~ be 4nvolved in the process leading to dropout; namely, 
the ZabeZ~ng process~ whereby a student who has a prior record or 
who is a behavior pro?le~ (or both) tends to be labeled as a problem 
~tudent. Pe:haps he 1S informally labele~; perhaps he is grouped 
:n classes mth. o~he~ problem students. As a result of labeling, it 
1S argued, the 7h1ld s negative self-image is reinforced by adults 
a~ well as by h1S peers; and, further, he is thrown into contact 
w~th other "problem" children, many of whom are likely to be con
sldered.problc,;ms because they are hostile to school and prone to 
~ng~ge.1n dellllquenc~. The result is to encourage the 10 child to be 
soc1allzed.by the ch1ldren who are most likely to drop out or to 
b~come ~el1nquent. The School Failure rationale now looks roughly 
11ke th1S: J 

One or' 
more types 
of LD 

Adults 
perceive as 
disciplinary 

Labeled and Associates 

problem ""'. 

Poor grouped with peers who School 
academic • with other _ ............ are hostile to__..,..dropout, ___ ....... Delinquent 
aChievem/et . problem school and absenteeism, behavior 

students prone to suspension 
delinquency 

Other 
children 
perceive as 
socially . 
awkward, 
unattractive 

Finally, i,t. is i~o:rtant. to specify the meChanisms hypothesi zed to 
p!oduce dellllqu~nt ~ehav10r. These are least often made explicit, 
Slnce the contr1but10n of dropout to delinquency is often taken for 
g!anted. There appear to be two main mechanisms for that linkage. 
F1rst, the dropout simply has more time on his hands - - as Elliott 
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and Voss put it (without endorsing it), "'idle hands are the devil's 
workshop' has bee~ ~ranslated into a simple scientific proposition" 
(Elliott & Voss, 1974" p. no). A second motive could plausibly be 
inferred from the dropout's lack of marketable skills--committing . 
thefts is the most available way of making a living. And a separate 
sequence is added, which does not depend on dropout or school failure: 
the fact of continual failure itself is hypothesized to produce 
needs for compensation, which in turn increase the reinforcement 
value of acts which defy authority. 

This rationale linking LD and delinquency is shown in figure 3.1 
below. It is not a complete set of links--a full-scale rationale 

One or 
more types' . 
of LD 

Adults 
perceive as 
disciplinary 
probl13m '\ Labeled and 

grouped 

/ 

with other 
problem 

Poor , s~tUdents 
academic 
achievement 

Other 
children 
perceive as 
socially 
awkward, 
unattractive 

FIGURE 3.1 

Increased ~sych~loglcal 
Negative ... need for . mcentlve~ 
self-Image - ....... cornpensatin~ to ?ommlt 

Associates 
with peers who 
are hostile to 
school and 
prone to 
delinquency 

successes delinquent ~ acts 

OpportUnities ., , 

< 
~r:h~~il~~que!t , g:~~~i~:nt 

School 
dropout, 
absenteeism, 
suspension' . Economic 

incentives 
to commit 
crimes 

The School Failure Rationale Linking LD and Delinquency 

would require variables and interactions and feedback loops of ter~ 
rific complexity - - but it does set down the es~~ential events of one 
common line of argument linking LD and delinquency. 

The second line of argument linking LD and delinquency is briefer 
and much more direct, at least in taking the chain to the point of 
increased susceptibility to delinquent behavior~ In effect~ this 
ratianale~-call it the Susceptibility rationale~-~gues that cert~in 
types and combinations of LD are accompanied by a variety of socially 
troublesome personality charac'teristics. These go beyond the physical 
and social awkwardness Which was discussed earlier. General impulsiv.e
ness is one of these characteristics: many LD children are said to 
be quicker than normal children to act on a sudden whim. Closely 
related to this is an apparent poor ability to learn fr~m experience. 
The LD child 1s often said to have more than usual difficulty in 4cc~ptjng 
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(or absorbing) the probability tllat if an act was accompanied by unpleasant 
cQns.equences the last;, time, ·i t will be accompailied by them this time 
too. The third commonly discussed'characteristic which fits into this 
rationale is poor reception of social cues. As one observer of LD 
children put it, " .•• he does not appreciate the 'weiaht' of what is 
said or the 'toughness' of social danger signs" (Pet:rs, 1974, 
p. 2). He can back himself into a confrontation without knowing how 
he got there. 

Together, Gharacteristics like these point to a child who 
is said to be less than ordinarily sensitive to the usual social sanc
tions and rewards. The problem. is not initia~ly callousness or street 
toughness on the part of ·t~e ch1ld. He might, on the contrary, be 
extremely receptive to rewards and sanctions. But the messages do 
not get through in quite the way they were intended, with the result 
that some of tl:e factors which might restrain a noml child from 
committing a delinguent act might not restrain the LD child. The 
Susceptibility I:ati<;,nale for ~inking LD to ~elinq,,!ency is, then, just 
that: a causal cha1n suggest1ng that ceter~s par~bus, the LD child 
starts out with a strike against him when exposed to opportunities 
for co~tting delinquent acts. The basic steps are recapitulated 
in figure 3.2 below. 

General 
Impulsiveness 

Certain 
types 
of LD 

Poor \ Decreased effectiveness 
<t--.... reception of / .. of the usual social _____ ... ~ Increased susceptibility 

social cues sanctions, rewards to delinquent behavior 

Poor ' 
ability to 
learn from 
experience 

FIGURE 3.2 

The Susceptibility Rationale Linking LD and Delinquency 

The two chains of reasoning summarized above capture the major 
arguments used to link LD with delinquency. The ultimate test of the 
argtmlents is sTInple--at least in theory. If the link ;exists, a popula
tion of learning disabled children will show higher rates of "delin
quency" (however defined) than a matched set of children who are not 
learning disabled. But such a test has not been conducted; and one 
is .nut. likely to be completed in the. near future. There art} a nlmloer 
of very difficult obstac1es~ A major one is time: to test whether 
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LD causes delinquency, it is (among other things~ es.sen~ial to know 
that the LD exists prior to the delinquency. ThlS 1ffiPlles the need 
to identify samples of LD and "nonnal" children at an early age, and 
to follow them 'through adolescence--the kind of longitudinal study 
that is so badly needed in so many a:pects of the ef~ort to under
stand and prevent delinquency. Lackmg that, the eVldence, for and , 
against the LD/ JD link must take other forms. In the rema~der of this 
section, we attempt to describe the overall state of the eVldence. 

B. The Case for a Link 

With rare exception, the impetus for discussing LD as a cause 
of delinquency has originated not among the academic specialists 
on either delinquency or LD, but among practitioners: counselors 
for schools and juvenile courts, staffs in correctional facilities 
for juveniles, and clinical psychologists who work with disturbed 
youth. 

In addition to reviewing the publications and conference papers 
of these persons, we talked with a mnnber of them. The programs for 
which they work are described in more detail in Appendix A; briefly, 
these consultants included: Thomas James and staff members of the 
project he directs, 'YNew Pride" in Denver, a community-based iI?-te~sive 
s1:lpervision project for 60 delinquents who have two or more adJudl
cations, and who also exhibit serious educational problems; Nancy 
Miles and Will Edwards of Denver's Project Intercept, a non-residential 
program for referrals from nearby schools--'''prob1em students" who 
are thought to be on the road to ser~ous ~el~qu~nt offense~j, " 
Richard E. Compton, now director of Juvenlle soc.lal and rehablll
tative services in Arkansas; Dr. Chester Poremba, Chief Psychologist 
of the Children's Hospital in Denver, formerlypsy~hologist for a 
juvenile court. and now one of the leading proponents of the LD/JD 
link' Dr. Allan Bennan, formerly director of the Neuropsychology 
Labo~atory and Diagnostic Clinic for the Rhode Island Training Schools; 
and five principal staff members--Dr. Steven Bloom, Dr. Helen Hursch, 
Dr. Charles Baccurn, Richard Stuart, and Edward Mi11s--of the Colorado 
Division of Youth Services, whith operates a leading program in 
specialif:ed educational services for delinquents. '1 

lAs the list indicates, Colorado is a center of activity in this 
area. An additional consultant from Denver on the education of LD 
children (not delinquent) was Sister Elizabeth Thro, principal 
of what is widely considered to be one of the nation's leading 
schools for LD children, the Havern School. 
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The evidence which the proponents offer in support of the LD/JD 
link takes two forms: the observational evidence of these professionals 
who work with delinquents, and some quantitative studies. 

1. The ObsepvationaZ Recopd. Of the two types, the observational 
data are at the same time less systematic and more persuasive. In 
effect, the counselors, correctional staff members, and psychologists 
whom we consulted were reporting case studies of the sequences of 
events we have outlined. The children they see in the course of 
their work ape in the process of being labeled as problem children; 
they ape experiencing school failures and contemporaneously commit
ting delinquent acts; they ape showing up in juvenile courts just 
fbI lowing dropout from school. Moreover, these practitioners report 
that their client youth give self-reports of "reasons why" which fit 
the rationales: children who say that their sets of friends have 
changed because they are isolated by academic and social failure; 
who say they are dropping out of school because of failures; and 
who convey their sense of getting even with their school failures 
by committing delinquent acts. 

That these observers are practitioners has also sometimes meant 
that they are not specially trained in observing and diagnosing 
learning problems or disabi1ities~ But among the most active propo
nents of the LD/JD link have been some who do have the specialist's 
credentials. One, for example, began as a clinical psychologist 
specializing in treatment of children with known brain insult and 
inferred minimal brain damage. Subsequently, he was hired as a 
psychologist for a municipal juvenile court. As he relates it, 
" •.•. my first year in the juvenile court was really a living hell. 
Because most of the kids I was seeing I was sure were like those 
kids whom we call minimally brain damaged .•.• I felt that I had 
some kind of hang-up on this, that I was seeing minimal brain 
damage in everybody" (Poremba, 1974, p. 3). He, like other psycho
logists with whom we talked, became convinced that his clinical 
judgment had not deserted him; that in fact he was observing 
minimal brain damage in an unusually high proportion of the delin
quents he met. Other practitioners have come to the rationale 
from an educational or a legal specialty. 

The common bond among them is a wealth of day-to-day personal 
experiences with delinquents and disturbed youth which exemplify 
the nodes outlined in the rationales. Throughout our interviews 
with them, it was apparent that they were able to give as many 
examples as we were prepared to hear. 

There are a few examples of s1»rnnarization of these kinds of 
observations, or ongoing attempts to summarize them. One of them is 
pragmatic observation of one senior staff member of a state correc
tional office that summer is a slack time for the intake and diagnostic 
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people. This may mean simply that s1:1rv~illance and apprehens~on. 
of delinquents is lower l,vhen school 15 1n sunrrner recess; but 1'j:: 1S 
a;Lso plausible, and supportive of the School Failure rational:, that 
"inability to cope with school, whether academically or emot1onally, 
increases a kid's chances of getting in trouble and getting committed" 
(Hursch, 1916). 

Another source of information to support the causal argument 
is the retrospective analysis of school records. Compton argues that 
analysis of records of learning disabled children reveals that "I~ 
a generalization of all of these patterns, [grades] two through S1X, 
t\lere are at least two significan.t items common to all--a sudden 
drop in achievement couple.d with truancy" (Compton, 1974, pp. 50- . 
51). The report was 'based on preliminarY results, and detailed analysis 
of these patterns is not available; but there is clearly a I>otential 
means of investigati:m through school records of this sort .. 1 

These examples of attempts to summarize the observational 
evidence also serve to illustrate the difficulties of the task. 
Much of the most provocative information is nearly intractabl~ to 
systematic examination. Each account is a story in itself, about 
a single case, and to be persuasive.it mus~ be told ~ some detail: 
And if the professional who works w1th del1nquents tr1es to summar1ze 
years of experience, he or she has to do it in subjective. terms, 
regardless of the validity of the judgment. There is no. way (that 
we can find) of doing justice in a summary report to the evidence 
accumulated by these observers. . 

$I I 

The intractability of the anecdotal evidence to the formal 
requirements of "data" should not obscure its latent authority. The 
persons whom we interviewed had dealt with thousands of delinquents: 
a "sample size" and representation which, if it were applied to a 
systematic survey, would be formidable. On a practical level~ this 
should add weight to the conclusions of many of the practitioners we 
interviewed. When, for example, a psychologist in a juV'~~ni1e facility 
generalizes that there is a subgroup of delinquents which is different 
from the rest~ in ways which indicate that learning disabilities are 
a primary variable, her description warrants attention no matter how 
difficult it is to convert her perception into a bundle of data 
suitable for quantitative assessment. 

ISee Appendix C for a review of the Compton article. Note that the 
school records data as reported in the article cut both ways. The 
pattern is said to characterize only 5% of the second grade records 
of LD delinquents, 8% of third grade, 20% of fourth grade (combining 
two similar patterns), 25% of fifth grade, and 17% of sixth grade. 
These proportions do not in themselves appear to make a compell.:l.ng 
case for LD as a cause of school failures, or for school failure as 
a cause of delinquency. 
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2. The Q~nti tative Reaol'd. If it is true that Ina11y experi
enced' per~eptlve obse~ers report that the phcno~ena supporting 
an LD/JD link characterlZe large groups of delinquents it is also' 
true that other, equally experienced and perceptive ob~ervers believe 
that these p~enomena are rare. This is not a new observation. In 
re~ponse to It, several studies of the LD/JD link have been conducted 
whlch ¥';1rport to ~emonstrate that, ~tati~tically, an unusually high 
pr0p?rtlon ~f dellllquents are learnlng dlsabled. 1 And the claims 
are In<::rea~lng in speeches, at conferences, and in the press that 
these studles are proof of the LD/JD link· accusations are heard 
th~t the relationshtp is being "studied t~ death" rather than 
belng made the tar.get of practical programs. 

----------~'-------
lFrom a research standpoint, measuring incidence of LD among delin-
quent populations is a poor second-best to the ideal test (pp. 29-30) 
of f~llow~ng the developm7nt of delinquency longitudinally among a 
pre-1~ent1fied LD populat1on. There are statistical reasons--ex post 
fa~to analyses must work around several statistical constraints 
~h1ch ten~ to decrease confidence in causal interpretations. There 
1~ the maJor, very practical consideration of accurate data collec
t10n: researchers can document what is happening in the present 
much more accurately than they can reconstruct what happened in the 
pa~t. ,There is the objectivity problem: once one knows that the 
Ch1ld :-s both, L~ and delinquent, it is a struggl,9 to keep from' 
select1vely f1X1ng on those data t,'hich support a link between the 
two phenomena. And finally, even ignoring these problems, the 
~easurement of ~D among an already-delinquent population and an 
alr7ady-nond711nquent" population is measuring LD in the adolescent, 

not,1n 7he ch11d w~o preceded him. Even with careful diagnosis, 
est1mat10n of the 1ncidence of LD prior to the occurrence of 
d71inquency wo~ld tend to falsely exalude (1) all spontaneous remis
S10ns among ch11dren who once were LD, and (2) children who have 
:tearned to compensate for their LD. It would tend tofalsety 
~naZude (3) all children with minor perceptual deficits who are 
underachieving primarily for other reasons, and (4) some non-LD 
c~ildren whose l~ng-term lack of exposure to schooling produces LD
~1ke symptoms wh1ch did not exist in childhood. The degree of error 
1ntroduced by ~hese false-positive and false-negative diagnoses is 
~nown. BU~ 1t can be concluded that there is high potential for 
~staken est1mates of childhood LD, when the diagnoses are based on 
testing of the children as adolescents. And to make matters even 
~re confused, it is plausible that the false omissions and inclusions 
w1ll vary systematically: on inspection of the four categories 
~ove, the best bet would appear to be that more false exalusions 
~111 b: found among the non-delinquent population; more false 
~nalus~ons among the delinquent population. 0:1: in other words: 
the difference in nO'in'cidenee rates win look .. greater. than it 
really was, falsely encouraging the conclusion that delinquents (cont'd.) 
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Because these quantitative studies loom so large in the dialogue 
about LD and delinquency, we have devoted the following section of 
the report and Appendix C ~o an extremely detai~ed examination of 
them. The overall conclusl0ns about them are glven at the outset of 
Se.~.:ion V, Conclusions and Reconunendations. But for this overview 
of the case for the link, it should be stated frankly that the 
extensive examination we devote to the studies is out of proportion 
to their weight as evidence. If the topic were not the LD/JD link, 
but some less highly-charged research question, they would have 
been summarized in a few sentences: There have been a few reports, 
most of them using very small samples, most of :them infonnally 
designed, which have .. tried to draw conclusions about LD among 
delinquents. The studies do generally support the notion that 
delinquents in institutions suffer widely from learning handi-
caps, ranging from retardation to ocular problems to emotional 
disturbance to perceptual-motor problems. A few of the more care
fully designed studies offer solid if small-sample (N = 15,. N = 46) 
evidence that there is a statistically significant difference between 
the incidence of perceptual and perceptual-motor deficits in a 
population of institution~lized delinquents and a population of 
secondary school studeIJ,ts. This evidence is worth noting, and it 
warrants further exploration., It cannot be interpreted in terms of 
LD incidence among delinquents, nor for estimating difference of 
incidence between delinquents and nondelinquents. As evidence 
of LD's causal relationship to delinquency, it is much less provo
cative than the observational, qualitative accounts. Readers with 
~pecial interests in the existing quantitative evidence may examine 
the basis for this assessment in Section IV and Appendix C. 

Overall, the evidence which was cited in direct support of the 
rationales may be summarized as follows. I~ is ab~dant,.particu
larlyin describing the impor~ance of learnlllg handlcaps 1ll 

general, but it exists in a highly qualitative, anecdotal fonn: 
Some of it was provided by persons 1'Jhose conunitment to persuadlllg 
us seemed stronger than their concern with a balanced report of 
their experiences. But most of it came from people who appeared 
to be perceptive observers with a rich. practical knowledge of 
delinquents and delinquency. The qU(l.Jltitative evidence adds 
little to their observations. 

(fn cont'd.) more often suffer from LD than non-delinquents. 
These issues are ~ot raised in the critiques of the specific 

articles--we lack any way of estimating the degree of error they 
introduce. But it remains true that all of them begin with these 
crippling, inescapable constraints of ex post facto analysis against 
them. 
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C. The Case Against a link 

The proponen~s.and opponents of the LD/JD link tended to 
break along practltlOner / academician lines. This is not entirely 
accurate--many of the practitioners also hold teaching positions 
0: perhaps. ~ondu~t .. some research; many of the academicians work 
wlth y<;mth ln cl1n~cs and correctional facilities. But as a 
rule,.lt c~ be sald that none of the leading proponents of the 
relatl0nshlp comes f:om.an ~cademic backgrollild; and the academic 
consult~ts.w~o speclal1ze ln delinquency were Unanimously skeptical 
that a slgnlflcant causal relationship exists. Their skepticism 
was base~ on two typ~s of objection: the general state of causal 
exp,zanat1-ons. for dellllquency, and some more specific existing 
eV1-dence ~hich casts doubt on some of the causal links between 
LD and dellnquency. . 

1. LD and Causal Explanations in General. The single point 
of ~onsensus was ~hat the rationales for the link between LD and 
dellnquency. cOInprlse one v~ry s~all segment of a very large causal 
map: The dl~grarnmed relatl0nshlps shown in the School Failure 
ratl0nale (Flgure 3.1), for example, are nested within a series of 
larger causal networks. LD is only one of many causes of school 

All causes of delinQuency
e.g. family.related, economic 
social, cultural, psychologicai, 
school·related, etc. 

failure; sch?ol fai~ure is only one of the many ways in which the 
school experlenc~ mlg~t ca~e del~nquency; and the school is only 
one of many.settlngs.ln WhlCh dellnquency is thought to be nurtured. 
A p~rallel 111u~tratl0n could be drawn about the Susceptibility 
ratl?nale: ~ lS o~ly one of many sources of the psychological 
attrlbutes ~ald iV.lllcrease susceptibility to delinquency; this 
se~ of attrlbutes lS onl~ one of many psychological configurations 
WhlCh can conduce to dellllquency; and psychological attributes are 
only one of many other factors which contribute to delinquent behavior. 
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These "other factors,1I it was frequently emphasized, are of 
major and documented importance. Given what is already known about 
the importance of poverty, the broken home, social disadvantagement, 
cultural alienation, emotional disorders, socialization by delinquent 
peers, or any of a number of other variables, the argument that LD 
is a primary cause of a major part of the delinquency problem is 
extremely dubious on its face--we are accumulating more "primary 
causes~' than the number of delinquents will bear. 

To get around this objection, it was argued, the proponents 
of the LD/JD link are driven toward one of two alternatives. The 
first is to argue that LD can be a critjcal catalyst of delinquent 
behavior, interacting with other potential causes. The second 
alternative is to argue that the socioeconomic factors which are 
said to cause delinquency actually cause LD, which in turn causes 
the delinquency. Either alternative produces the same question: 
how much of the variance can be attributed to the causal influence 
of the LD? Or less fonnally, to what extent are LD and delinquency 
symptoms of the same disease? Even if it is assumed for the sake 
of argument that (for example) pre-school environmental disadvantages 
can cause genuine LD, and that LD can increase the likelihood of 
delinquency, it is also an odds-on bet that the same home is having 
many other deleterious effects on the child. So, it was a'sked, 
even if the child is treated for his learning disability, how much 
difference will it make? 

Variations on this argument were connnon among the specialists 
on delinquency, cutting across theoretical schools of thought. It 
reduced to a single theme: the notion that a significant proportion 
of delinquent behavior can be causally explained by a single variable, 
LD, goes against the grain of the scholarship on delinquency. One 
of the few th~ngs known for sure about delinquency is that its causes 

, are multivariate and complex. 

2. The Rationales and Existing Evidence. In general, the 
many explanations for delinquency and their supporting data do not 
either contradict or confirm the causal logic linking LD with 
delinquency. They sjrnply do not intersect. But there are aspects 
of delinquency research which are relevant. They are summarized 
below, for each of the rationales. 

a. The School FailUX'e Rationale. Most specialists in delin
quency must keep in touch with educational developments as well; 
similarly, most specialists in the education of exceptional children 
deal with issues relating to delinquents and predelinquents. So 
nearly all of the consultants, whether they came from a delinq~ency 
or education specialty, had things to say about the school/delln
quency relationship. Among the consultants were, however, some who 
had dealt directly with that relationship in their work. Among the 
delinquency experts, these included Delbert S. Elliott (Delinquency 
and Dropout), William Kvaraceus (Juvenile Delinquency and the 
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School and Anxious Youth' D' . 
Polk (Scho~ls and Delinq~enc~~l~~ ~~ ~~~~f~~)enrY)' and Kenneth . 
and educatl0n specialists who had 1 d k' Am?n¥ the learn1ng 
delinquency were Ral h Rab' . a ~o one wor speclflcallyon 
tion of Etiology andPTreatm~~~~)Ch (dJ:enile Delinquency: Considera
("School Achie~rement and Delinqu~n~")' rgaret and Norman Silberberg 

The association between school f< 'l nd . 
point underlying the School Failure a~,upela hdel~nquency. On one 
delinquents characteristically do ha~a 10na e ~ ere was no argument: 
relationship was one of the first to ~ p~or sc 001 :ecords. This 
delinquency and it has been obse d e ocumented ln the study of 
by no means the most dramatic on~ei repeat:dl~.2 , A recent example, 
cohort study that more than half (54 s 6~h) e ~l~d1ng 1l!- the Ph,i1adelphia 
were below avera . h " 0 0 t 1e dehnquent boys 
of the non-delin~~e~~ ~~y~otw~~~leveme~t'lcompared to only 27.4% 
association between poor school gan~ ea., 1~72, ~. 63). 1be 
not disputed by. any of the consu er 0:mance an dehnquency was 
on the strength' of the causal rei~~~~hi:~t there was no consensus 

Direct critique of the causal l' k 
critical commentary on the logic f ~~ a§e~. By ~ar the most direct 
found in a study by a British 0, l,e c 001 Fa~lure rationale is 
E M R C ' specla 1st on learnlng disab'l't' : . . rltchley (See Critchley 1968) ~, ,1 1 les, 
tlonal definitions of reading r~tardat~ US1ng de~d1ng opera
analyzed the records of 371 institutiolo~,an~ ~YlS~eXla, the author 
The interpretatio f h' f" ,na lze e lnquent boys. 
dyslexic boys wit~ ~he ~~chl~~g~S 1S, oblscurfed bY,his inclUSion of 
and h' f" d' r samp e 0 readlng retarded 4 

lS 1n lngs are by no means "defini ti ve" But h d ' 
to stay well within his data when he conclud~s as fOl~ow~~s appear 

In the past~ many have speCUlated upon a 
causal Connectl0n between reading retardation 
truancy, and ~elinq~ency, ••• but few people ha;e 
attempte~ an lnvest1gation of this linkage. 
~e present att:mpt ••• including (i) examina
tlon of the aetlology of reading disability 

,--------~ 

ISee Appendix A for 't t' 
consultants. c~ a ~ons of these and other publications of the 

?' 

-See Silberberg and Silberberg (1971) f ' 
lite t or a eonc~se review of the 

ra ure on school achievement and delinquency. 

3A 'd' s ~n ~cabed in the technical 't' , 
gets high marks for technical c~~~_~que ~n Appendix C, Critchley 
et ,al." (1972) and the first section ~~ :::m:

ame 
order as, Hurwitz 

ev~dellce supportive of a statisti 1 ' n, (1975), wh~ch present 
deficits and delinquency. ca assoc~at~on between perceptual 

4Though his definition of "dyslexia" was so t' 
points out "it may h b s r~n.gent that, as he 
dyslexics in th ave een t~at the number of developmental 

e sample was ser~ously underestimated~~ (p. 1545). 
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as seen among delinquent children, (ii) review 
of the emotional and scholastic background.of 
the retarded readers and cornparis9n of thelr 
background with that of ot~~: del1nq~e~ts not 
retarded in reading, and (111~ sC~~lrry of 
the life-history of the more llltelllgen~ of 
the retarded readers to trace t~e rel~tl0n
ship between early schooling~ dlsruptlve events 
and behavioural disorders, d:d not rev~al ~he 
manner whereby a dyslexic chlld may drlft lllto 
delinquency. (Critchley, 1968,p. 1546) 

With this exception, ~he studies which directl~ addr~ss the LD/JD 
link have concluded tha.t their data suppor~ed.lts eXlstence. 
Criticism of the linkages comes from more lndlrect sources. 

The effects of labeZing. An irnpor~ant par~ ~f the S~hool 
Failure logic is that LD children are mlstakenly labeled a~ 
slow learners or behavior problems, w~ich sets up a. destru,~tlve 
cycle whereby the child does in fact b~C?me a beh~vlor ~rob~em d 
or a failure in school. Consultant Op1nlOn on thls tOP1C dlverge 
widely. 

Some consultants were convinced that labeling's causal role is 
substantial and proven: children do tend t? be~?me what they are _ 
told they' are. The more powerful the labehng rltual (e.g .. , the pro 
cess of becoming an adjudicated delinquent), the more powerful the 
effects. Wi thin the school, being labeled "dmub" ?y I?e81'S . or a 
"slow learner" by adults might produce less d:amatlc :rnnnedlate 
effects than being labeled "delinquent," but It.does escalate the 
frustration which can motivate delinquent beha~l?r •. By the same 
10 ic being labeled "LD" can hl'lve its own deblhtatlng e~f~cts on 
a ~hiid' s development. At this point in the argument, oplnlon . 
divided radically. Some consultants criti~ized the labels as belllg

d artificial and hannful props of our educatlOnal system, ID.ld. st~esse 
the need for fundamental refonn. Others adopted a more l1mlted 
stance criticizing inaccurate labeling rather than the.process . 
itself; or criticizing failure to follow up the label wlth remedlal 
programs. 

Others had reached generally skeptical c?n~lusions about the 
causal role of labeling. One source of ske~tlcl~ was the m:ny 
logical problems of d6fionstratin¥ th~ re~atl0nshlp. .To the ~~tent 
that labeling reflects reality, lt wll1 III fact pred~ct certa:n 
behaviors. The temporal sequence--labeling, followed by.p:edacted 

1 --has a s uriously causal appearance. Other ~kePtlclsm was ex~~~s~d about the plausibility of the argument. C~lldren are :abe~ed 
in dozens of ways s:i.mul taneously ,with labels of mned valhnc~. i e 
class brain l~ho is clumsy at athletics; the star athlete W 0 are y 
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passes his courses; the able underachiever in the classroom who is 
a social.; leader among his peers. Neither the soci~::ization nor 
the psycnological development of the child is likely to be governed 
by anyone label. And finally, the most general source of skepticism 
was the state of- the data. A number of studies have attempted to 
demonstrate the 'effects of labeling; there appeared to be wide
spread dissatisfaction with the quality of th6U. 

School dropout and delinquency. Proponents of LD's causal role 
repeatedly portray dropout as a key event bridging LD and delinquency, 
and it would appear to be one of the most obvious, least arguable 
links in the chain. But there is increasing doubt that the "obvious" 
causal role of dropout actually exists. A recent and major longitu
dinal study of dropout and delinquency (Elliott and Voss, 1974) 
raises serious doubts about the extent to which dropout contributes 
to delinquency. Elliott and Voss, like others before them, found 
that dropouts have much higher rates of official and self-reported 
delinquency than non-dropouts. But the longitudinal analysis reveals 
that the highest rates occurred prior to dropping out of school. Once 
they were no longer in school, "the findings based on the two measures 
of delinquency [police records and self-reported delinquency] are 
consistent--there is decreaSing involvement in delinquency after 
dropout" (Elliott & Voss, 1974, p. 119). This is not a decisive 
criticism of the School Failure rationale--the essential event is 
school failure; dropout is only one alternative route to subsequent 
delinquency. But this can be viewed in light of the additional 
finding that "educationally handicapped" dropouts had only slightly, 
non-significantly higher mean delinquency rates than "intellectually 
capable

H 
d.ropouts (Elliott & Voss, 1974, p. 115). Put conserva

tively, the£e findings, using a large, multi-school sample and what 
appears to be .a carefully executed methodology, are at least not 
supportive of arguments for the disability -)- failure -)- delinquency 
chain as a dominant SQurce of delinquency ~ 

Much the same conclusion could serve as a Stmnnary about the 
relationship of the existing theory and data to the SchOOl Failure 
rationale: They are not supportive of a major role for LD as a 
cause of school failure leading then to delinquency; neither do they 
eliminate the possibility that LD plays this major role. 

b. The Susceptibility RationaZe. Thl~ consultants who deal 
with LD children emphasized how ordinary thesp children are in general 
personality, when the disabilities are mild. The milder the disability, 
the more the LD child is indistinguishable from his non-LD peers. 
And by the same logic, the milder the disability, the less likely 
that it is a cause of subsequent delinquency. But many of those who 
argue for a closer look at the LD/JD link did so out of observation 
of a personality type characteristic of the severely learning disabled 
child who has reached early adolescence without diagnosis or treatment. 
A cons·teUation of personality traits is said to be at work: impulsive. 
ness, poor receptivity of social cues, and poor ability to learn from 
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experience. The pattern of traits was summarized in various ~ays. 
The most evocative was provided by Dr. Helen Hur~ch, ~ supervIsor 
of diagnostic services in the Colorado syste~. I !hlnk of them 
as large pre-schoolers," she said of the resIdents In.a co!tage . 
set aside for delinquents diagnosed as severely learnIng dIsabled, 
and that conveys the overall image suggested by other sources: of 
LD delinquents who are not essentially ~ostile, who. often'. try. hard 
to please without being sure how to do It, who are lffipulslve In 
childlike ways; generally linmature; often very depende~t. The 
question asked here is: to what extent have these traIts been 
found to characterize delinquents as a group? 

CZassification of deZinquents. ~e source.o~ in~ormation on 
this issue is the results of ~ersonallty.clas~lflcatlon ~rograms 
which have been applied operatIonally by ~uvenll~ correctIons 
services. The most widely used of thes~ IS the Inte~ersonal , 
Maturity Level Classification" system fIrst developed In the 1959 s 
(see Sullivan, Grant, & Grant, 1957) and since expanded and app~led 
in California, New York, and many other states= The sy~tem defInes 
seven successive stages of interpersonal m~turlty, rangIng, from the 
level of a newborn infant to that of a socIally matureadu~,t. For 
'all practical purposes, levels 2 through 4 have been found to 
include almost all juvenile delinquents who have undergone the 
classification process. A total of nine delinquent subtypes have 
been defined within those three levels. 

lVhich of these levels include the severely disabled child who 
is characterized in the Susceptibility r~tionale? .Two were proposed. 
One was the "I'!'2'.' level, applied to ~ ChIld whose 1ntel1?ersonal 
standing and behavior are integrated in way~ that conceIve and 
react to others primarily as "givers" or "wlthho~ders .. " .He has no 
conception of interpersonal refinement beyond thIS. He IS unable 
to explain, understand, or predict th~ beh~vior or ~eact~ons of 
others The child is not interested 111 things outsIde hlffiself 
excent·as 'a source of supply. He behaves ~pulsively, ~aw~re 
of the effects of his behavior on others. Since the Chlld.ls.a 
simple perceiver, "a receiver of life's ~pact~" and has dlfflCU~ty 
understanding structure, he has many ~roblems In school, and typlcall) 
needs small classes and specially traIned teachers (Warren et al.,. 
1966). According to Marguerite Q. Warren, who was one of t~e l~adlng 
figures in the development of the syst~,.extenslve classIfIcatIon 
experience in California and New York 111dlcates that ~~y a~out 
five percent of all delinquents fall in the 1-2 classIfIcatIon. 

A second level in which LD delinquents t~nd ~o cl~ster.was 
argued to be "1-3 cfm," the "innnature confornust. ThIS chIld may 
generally be described as inunature, dependent, extre~ely ~ager.for 
social approval and with low self-esteem. About 26~ of J~venlle 
delinquents in New York are classified as 1-3 cfm. ReferrIng 
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specifically to institutionalized delinquents, Hursch estimates 
that 1-3 cfffi's constitute half to two-thirds of the intake for 
Colorado. 

Neither of these groups should be seen as learning disabled 
by another name. It is argued simply that those delinquents who 
ape severely LD tend to cluster within them. The problem is 
estimating the proportions. Warren (who disclaimed expertise in 
LD pep se) speculates that most LD would fall in 1-2. And on a 
more general level, her experience with classification results 
of the Interpersonal Maturity system and other systems left her 
very skeptical that LD can explain much of the variance in delin
quency. 

Another view was posed by Hursch. In her experience, the 
1-3 cfm group contains the bulk of the LD delinquents; specifically, 
"the 'low' end, in the interpersonal sense, are my 'large pre
schoolers' •••• Th~ extreme high end of the group usually, like 
the I-4's, are not LD, [while those in] the low end almost all are 
either retarded or LD." She describes the relevant sympto~ as 
follows: "The most important area of difficulty usually is language. 
They have aUditory reception problems (difficulty distinguishing the 
stimuli to which they are trying to attend from the background 
noise), sequencing, memory span,discrimination, etc., poor inner 
language to use in .thinking, difficulty retrieving words and facts 
they obViously know, plus small vocabularies and confused grammar •.•• " 
(Hursch, 197Q)~ 

Whether the results of the experiences in classifying delin
quents are inconsistent with the logic of the Susceptibility chain 
depends very much on the asstnnptions which are chosen. If the 
subset of LD children within the 1-2 and 1-3 cfm levels is assumed 
to be large, a nontrivial overall proportion of LD delinquents can 
be inferred. If the subset is assumed to be small, some very modest 
overall proportion of LD "susceptible" delinquents is implied. In 
either case, however, it appears most reasollable to assume that a 
clear minority of the total delinquent population is involved. 

PepsonaZit¥ Charactepistics. One of the consUltants for the 
study, Herbert C. Quay, has been for some years one of the leading 
schOlars in the study of personality characteristics of delinquents. 
Quay has also done substantial work directly on the issues of 
perceptual characteristics of delinquents, without explicitly using 
"LD" as a construct. 
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Quay approached the topic of delinquent personality from a 
quantitative and behavioral perspective, asking this question: can 
the deviant behaviors of children and adolescents be grouped into 
a few basic syndromes that are 1) internaUy aonsistent (if a child 
exhibits behaviors A, B, and C, chances are high that he will also 
exhibit behavior D), 2) independent (mixes qf behavior across syndromes 
are limited), 3) repliaable (the same patterns are found to occur 
across a variety of youth populations, 4) valid (the same patterns 
persist across measurement procedures, and 5) inclusive (the syndromes 
effectively encompass the universe of deviant behaviors in children). 
His synthesis of the literature and several studies of his own, lead 
him to the conclusion that these conditions can be met by use of 
only four syndromes, labeled "conduct disorder," ''personality disorder," 
"immaturity," and "socialized delinquency" (Quay, 1972). 

The relevance of this to the LD/JD issue parallels the relevance 
of the Interpersonal Maturity system: one of the syndromes--immatu
rity--roughly corresponds to the personality characteristics which 
are often ascribed to severely learning disabled children. Among 
the most common behavior traits in the immaturity subgroup have been 
preoccupation, short attention span, and clumsiness; in the life 
histories of children in this classification, key characteristics 
cited by Quay are truancy from home and inability to cope with 
complex world. Again, it must be emphasized that the immaturity 
syndrome does not coincide with the characteristics of the s.everely 
learning disabled; it is an imperfect superset which plausibly 
encompasses most of the severely LD children, plus many others who 
exhibit correlate personality traits without suffering from the 
learning disability. Quay's StumTIary is worth quoting a+. length: 

Although the third major pattern [immaturity] has not 
been as pervasive and prominent as the previous two 
patterns, it has nevertheless appeared in a number of 
studies.... As with conduct and personality disorder, 
immaturity has been found in samples of children and 
adolescent studies in public schools, child-guidance 
clinics, and institutions for the delinquent •.•. With 
the notable exception of a study of emotionally dis
turbed children in special classes, ••. it is generally 
less prominent than either conduct disorder or person
ality disorder.... Since most of the behaviors [in the 
immaturity pattern] seem appropriate to all children 
at some state in their development, this pattern seems 
to represent a persistence of these behaviors when they 
are inappropriate to the chronological age of the 
child and society's expectations of him. At the same 
time, regression to an earlier form of behavior could 
also be involved. Again, this pattern occurs in all 
settings where deviant children are found. It seems 
especially prominent in vublic school classes for 
the emotionally disturbed ••• and the learning 
disabled •• ' •. (Quay, 1972) 
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The point to emphasize is that th' t f . 
terized by the behaViors of the "innnate ~e ,,0 delmquents charac-
accounted for a smaller proportion of ~r~~y pattern has consistently 
other three pa ttems. presumabl e mquents than any of' the 
of even that population. Qua ,~,.the sever~lY.LD are only a portion 
fused with the quantitative e~·d Impr?~tu ~stiffiate (not to be con
of the de~inquents who were le~~~: J~tb~l~e~) of. the proportion 
clearly demonstrable perceptual . t lsa . ~ m. the sense of "a 
very sma1I--less than on or m egratlve d1.sorder" was e percent o 

Many other personqJ.i ty I . f· . 
employed for describing del. c ass~ lcatl0n schemes have been 
a 1966 NIMH conference on mquen.s. They have broad overlap-
of most of the major ones ~olofles attended by the progenitors 
on co~o~alities OWarren, 1971~bp~ ~~9)reac~~u~stantial consensus 
there lS a category which rou hI • . m most of them, 
su~gested by the SuscePtibili~ y ~~rrefPonds to ~he configuration 
eXlsts which shares man of'" ra 10na ~. A dehnquent subtype 
the learning disabled YBut ~~e pe:~on~ll~ characteristics of 
personality and delinquency sue ev~ en~e ln ~he literature on 
a minority, perhaps a small m.gge~ stat thlS subtype comprises 
population. This does not a morlty~ ~f the overall delinquent 
Failure rationale whereby a~~e ~ec~s~relY against the School 
critical trigger ;e ardless emlC al.ures alone could be the 
the Susceptibility ~ational o~per~~nallty characteristics. But 
The evidence on the delinqu: toes lnge on personality traits. 
a m.unber of doubts about how nwi~ers.o:lity ~ited above does raise 
to explain delinquency. . eye ratl0nale can be applied 
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IV. THE QUANTITATIVE EVIDENCE 

The close link between learning disabilities and 
delinquency is coming into focus. That delinquents 
preponderantly exhibit learning disabilities has 
been made clear •••• (Poremba, 1975, p. 146) 

With such research as this--and we have not endeavored 
to list nearly all of it--the question 'can no Zongep be 
"Is there a relationship between cerebral dysftmction 
and juvenile delinquency?", but, rather, ''How can this 
disability be treated, and, ultimately, prevented to 
help our troubled youth and reduce crime?" CWacker, 1974, 
p. II-5) 

"Learning Disabiii ties and Juvenile Delinquency: A 
Demonstrated Relationship." (title of an article by 
Jacobson [1974]) 

During the past seven years, several studies have sought to 
measure the incidence of LD among delinquent populations. Many 
of them have reperted startlingly high proportions. Half, 
three-quarters," even 90 percent of the members of the delinquent 
samples have been diagnosed as suffering from one or more learning 
disabilities. And, as the introductory quotations indicate, one 
school of thought holds that the evidence has already,demonstrated 
the basic relationship. 

The examination of the statistical evidence:is the subject of 
this section. For ail. overall, nonteclmical appraisal ~ see page ' 
32 and Section V. 

A. A Note on the, G.en,eralApproach to Proof 

The following is a teclmical critique', It deals with problems 
of operational definition, sample selection, tests, procedures, 
and data analysis. The value of the final results are often dis
counted because of defects in these areas; failures which sometimes 
~y s,eem minor at first glance. Giv:~n this approach, it may 
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rightly be asked whether methodological hair-splitting is obstruct
ing the effort to appraise the overall sense of the data. What is 
finally, "enough" evidence? Since this appraisal has been based o~ 
certain points of view about the meaning of enough, it is appropriate 
to state them explicitly. 

The first assumption is that in reaching program decisions 
an agenay like OJJDP should not as a mattep of aoupse demand th; 
sam~ standar.ds of pPoof,t~at aPe applied by, the saientifia aom- . 
mun~ty. If program declsl0ns have to wait for a precise calibra
tio~ of what kinds of learning disability lead to what kinds of 
delmquency, tmder what circtDTIStances, nothing is going to be done 
for years, lf ever. A rougher determination has to be made: based 
on th~ evidence at hand and the problem that has to be addressed, 
what lS a reasonable use of tax dollars? Often, the issues are 
such that hard data cannot be obtained, and decisions to go ahead 
must be based on qualitative or ambiguous evidence. 

But the argument for the LD/JD link has embedded in it a 
strai¥htforward statement of statistical association: delinquent 
behavlor occur: ~ong LD children I!l0re often than would be expected 
by chance. ThlS lS a statement whlch can be rigorously tested with 
metho~,already at hand. Its truth is a necessary condition for 
susta:nmg the argument that LD causes delinquency. So in this 
case lt seems not only reasonable but essential to take a hard 
look at,the statistical evidence. In doing so, we apply a second 
assumpt1On: 

When· one of the apitiaaZ vaPiabZes (LD) has no objeative 
opepationaZ de~inition and no objeative metpias fop measuping 
~he degpee o~ ~ts ppe~enae OP absenae~ the teahniaaZ aspeats of 
~nstPUmentat~on~ test~ng ppoaedupes~ and data anaZysis beaome 
apitiaaZ faatops in assessing not just the ppeaision ofaonaZusions~ 
but whethep they mean anything at qZZ. 

, Assessing incidence of LD among delinquents is a fundamentally 
dlffere~t research prob~em than, say, assessing incidence of myopia 
or h~r~g loss. Questlons that~can be trivial for some other types of 
assoclatlonal research take on central importance. 

OpepationaZ definition offers an excellent illustration. One 
of the studies which will be discussed in this section found that 
90.4% of the delinquents examined were learning disabled. There 
was no control group, but on the face of it there are good reasons 
for,asking w~ one would be needed: nobody argues that 90% of non
d~lmquentchlldren--or any figure approaching it--are learning 
dlsabled. And ,e~en supposing that ~s many as _.3: third. of the diagnoses 
werefalse-posltlves, that would stll1 leave more than half of the 
delinquents "genuinely" LD--a very large proportion. In short, 
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I the initial reported incidence is so ' 
of haggling over methodology will 1 ~lg~that apparently no amount 
that there is any question wh th owe: e percentage to a point 
ately learning disabled. e er delmquents are disproportion-

But the meaning of "90 49.<" ch ' , 
the author's statement that·"o ~ges radlcally when one notes 
dis~bi~ity or dysfunction is ~rthillosO~hy [is] that a learnll~ 
aah~ev~ng suaaessfuZZy in a no y Z ng wh~~h ppevents a ahiZd f~om 
S?Clological and psychological ~dyS~:~~~~on~z setting~" including 
vls~l and hearing handicaps (C t 10ns and (apparently) 
The mterpretation of "90 49.<" bOmp on, 1974, p. 49. Emphasis added) 
realized that it inciudes·l; 7come: further confused when it is . 
as "mild." How mild can LD ~~m! dl:abilities which were classified 
delinquency? an stl11 be a plausible cause of the 

, , For pUrposes of ·this stud th 
1 t10n make "90 49.<" an' un' t y, ese problems of operational defm' 
co t 'bl . 0 m erpretable mnnber F ' , -mpa,l e to accept as fact that (a) 90 49.<· O!lt lS entirely 
behavl0r problems are so greatth ' . 0 of chlldren whose 
also have some sort of learning d~if~her.h~ve to be institutionalized 
a relevant datum in assessin h 1 lCU t~, and that (b) this is not 
:ignif~cantly disabling perc~piU:lprop?rtl0n o~ tho:e youth who have 
ls:ue lS not one of methodolo ical or mtegratlve dlsorders. The 
usmg one label for two very dg, ff nuance, but a basic problem of 

1 erent constructs. 

Mlch the same introducto 
importance of examinin the ry- conmu:nts could be made about the 
content and their int~ded ~~agn01t;l;a tests~ in tenns of both their 
tn:trument for measuring Whate~t' c;:good test" is a valid, reliable 

" th~~-to-be-measured is an unc 1: :"upposed to measure. When the 
abll:ty, a statement that the :b~lci·t~ construc~ like spelling 
he dld.poorly on the spelling tesie~ ~s a spellmg problem because 
the thmg-to-be-measured become .;5 a. conunon-sense meaning. As 
a constrl!ct whiah is defined' bz s t~es~,. c~n:rete, the test must measure 
famous dlCtum that intelli e Y , e r~st ~~seZ.f--exemplified by the 
IQ ~est. When, as in the ~a~~eo~s tld.t WhlCh lS measured by an 
101S the construct it is da 10" there are no tests for which 
b~ subjected to spe~ial sc~y~01hth~~ the d~a~ostic procedures 
~lth self-evident test results b t, ~thlagnostlclan is not working 
~nfeps to be evidence that the' u, WJ: ' result: which he then 
any statement to the effect tha~~hect ~: learnmg disabled. .Thus 
tests A, B, and C and that th e su J ects were administered ' 
subjects were lea~ing disabl d hesults showed that X percent of the 
are those tests, and' What are e th as J~<? be .. seen as a red flag: what 
this is not 'a technical ' ey mtended to test for? Again 

lssue, such as arguing the relative merits 
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of the Wechsler or the Stanford-Binet IQ tests. It is a variation 
on the Fallacy of the Tool which occurs chronically in quantitative 
social science: use of the wrong tools, because they are the only 
ones available. 1 An "abnonnal" score on a test is evidence for 
the LD/JD association only if the test measures constructs related 
to perceptual or integrative disorde~s. 

Finally, testing proaedures and analytic techniquG!s take on 
added importance when the topic is LD. Given that a substantial 
portion of personal judgment is inescapable in arriving at a 
diagnosis of LD--LD consultants of all schools agreed on this 
point--the question is also inescapable: has the researcher pro
tected himself from the consequences of i'is own biases? This is not 
an indictment of the integrity of the rt:!?earchers whose work we shall 
be reviewing. Arriving at consistent, unbiased judgments is much 
more complicated than simply being honest. Every researcher who has 
tried to apply a qualitative rating scheme over a large number of 
cases is familiar with the subtle ways in which judgments can be 
skewed, despite the most conscientious efforts to apply the same 
criteria to each case. When the topics under investigation are as 
higtly charged as those of learning disabilities and juvenile 
delinquency, the potential for distortions is multiplied, and pro
¢edural precautions become correspondingly more significant. 

B. The State of the Evidence 

With the above remarks in mind, we turn to the review of the 
available evidence. Three types are examined: (1) evidence of 
simple association between the conditions of being delinquent and 
learning disabled; (2) evidence specifying the magnitude of the 
differenae in LD incidence among delinquents and non-delinquent 
populations; and (3) evidence of incidence of LD among delinquents, 
without reference to a non-delinquent group. 

Category I: Simple Association (Do delinquents and non-delinquents 
show si.qnificant differences on tests for learning disabilities?) 

Summary: The evidence is limited and equivocal, but the existence 
of a difference is supported. 

Discussion: Despite all the studies comparing delinquent and non
delinquent children, very few have compared both populations on 

IFallacy of the Tool: "Given a hammer, everything else must be a nail." 
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perceptual and integrative deficits 1 
(1975) unpublished article "A . We found only two: Bennan's 
etiology, prevention and trea~eu~op~y~holo~ical approach to the 
an ~rticle entitled :~~europsYCho~n .0 lJuvfunenl~e delinquency" and 
dellnquent boys and bo . oglca ctl0n of normal boys 
HUIWi tz, Bibace' Wolf+' y!n~lRth bleathrning( problems," coauthored by 
" , ... ~ ow 0 am 1972). 

A-technical appraisal of each is' . .. 
t~e Bennan study compared "45 bo . glven m Appendu C. Briefly 
Wl th 45 non-delinquent bo s' ys ~n the ~ode Is~and Training Scho~l 
sc~ool ,adapting the Halst~ad ~e~an~er-cl ty Provldence. sec?ndary 
ar~ly used to test for organic brain ~ry of tests W~lch lS custom-
conducted two separate small s .ge. The Htu'1Htz: group 
same 1972 article). One co ~le stud~es (both reported in the 
school, 15 in a school for ~are. 15 ~elmquent boys in a training 
school students on a test ofea~lngddlSabled children, and 15 public 
delinquent and non-delinquentm~ 01'1 evelopment. The second, with~ 
hypothe~is ~u~gested by the fir~s~~dof ~3, ~o~g~t to. build on a 
would dlSCrlffilnate "sequenc' " "t y, y admln~sterlllg tests which 
or "non-sequencing" skills. mg or ernporal" skills from "spatia.l" 

A summary of our assessm t .. h . 
tests of whether a clinical en ZlS t at both studies are valid 
~ the tests being aaministeS~P e and ~ nop,mal sample differed 
d~f~ere~ces in scores cannotr;e~dirnat lS, w~ are sati~fied that 
11 tles m testing conditions d . y b~ attrlbuted to lncomparabi
and that the statistical test:nofP~?ce.~es or to experimen~er bias, 
the data. 19n1 lcance were approprlate for 

Inter-pretation of the test scor . 
In one case (HuIWitz,et ale 1972) e~ poses a dl~ferent problem. 
appears to be an extremel '~. ,t e au~hor's lnterpretations 
other case (Berman, 1975)Y ~~c~e reflect~on ?f the data. In the 
and the test results admit of thterpretatl0~ lS more speculative 

. 0 er explanatlons. ' 

The summary, conclusions of the Hurwitz study are that 

• ~~ead~~~~du:;!c~~l~e~~s f"Significantly retarded 
o motor development; II 

lWe do not discuss the literature co . 
delinquents on the 14-6 . . mpar1ng delinquents and non-

. . cps POS1 t1 w" EEG st· . k ." motor se1zure. .Such comp· . ' :C1 e pattern and psycho-. ar1sons are cle 1 . . 
1Ssue of neurological bases of d l' ar Y relevant to the broader 

. e 1nquent beh . ,agreement amon~ the speci l' t aV10r; but there was 
shOUld not be confused Wi~h1~Ds we consulted that tpese topics 
of their relationship to del' phenomena, etiologically or in terms 

1nquency. 
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• the delinquent sample '~ad specific difficulties in 
tasks demanding the sequential ordering of sensori
motor arid verbal elements;" and 

• overall, "the neuropsychological deficits of 
delinquent boys and boys with learning disabilities 
are manifested more clearly in tasks of temporal 
sequencing than in tasks of perceptual restructuring" 
(Hurwi tz et al., 1972, p. 392). 

The summary conclusions of the Berman study are that 

• the delinquent sample was not retarded in "motor 
skills, attentiona1 abilities, and gross sensory 
functioning"; and 

• ti'1.e deficits of the delinquent sample were found 
in "verbal, perceptual, and non-verbal conceptual 
spheres'.' (Beman, 1975, p. 40). 

Converting these findings into statements about learning disa
bilities is difficult. Eighteen separate tests (plus general intelli
gence tests) were administered to the boys in the studies. Their 
terminology overlaps without being synonymous, and the' constructs 
tested overlap without being identical. A starting point, however, 
is an inventory of the individual tests and the comparison of delin
quent/non-delinquent performance, as shown in Table 4.1 on the follow-
ing page. 

It will be remembered that the critical features of 10 as we 
are operationally using that term are: 

• general I.Q. of "normal" or better (~80), 

• distinguishable from emotional disturbance or 
physical handicaps (e.g., poor hearing), 

_not direattyattributable to environmental 
disadvantage, 

• existence of deficits in academic achievement 
relative to ability, and 

lane of our few criticisms of the Hurwitz discussion is the inclusion 
of "boys wj.th learning disabilities" in their conclusion. The sample 
of LD boys was not reported to have been given the second set of tests, 
which included the tasks of perceptual restructuring. A mo~e appro
priate,limited, conclusion would appear to be that the motor develop
ment deficits of the'LD boys were predominantly ones which required 
competence in -rhythmical repetition~ an,.d tha't no data were obtained 
about their perceptual restructuring abilities. 
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TABLE 4.1 
'Summary of lD-Related Test Results Comparing Delinquent and Control Samples 

; Primary Modalities 'Test -~· .. ~ .. ;.1"':~11 

MOTOR Gross and fine motor Six items of the Lincoln-
development: repeti- Oseretsky Test' 
tive tasks 

Fine motor Halstead-Reitan Finger 
development Oscillation Test 

Sensorimotor rhythm Tapping tests 
(variability of peak-to-
peak) 

Gross ~d fine motor 27 items of the 
development: non- Lincoln-Oseretsky 
repetitive Test 

AUDITORY Auditory Rhythm subtest of the 
discrimination Seashore Test of Musical 

Talent 

VISUAL Visual discrimination Three subtests of the 
of colors (repetitive) Stroop Test 

Visual discrimination Naming repeated objects 
of objects (repetitive) 

Perceptual Children'S Embedded-Figures 
discrimination of Test 
embedded figures 

VISUAL- Visual-motor inte- Beery-Buktenica visual-motor 
MOTOR gration Integration Test 

Visual-motor inte- Graham-Kendall Memory-
gration, memory for-Designs Test 

Visual-motor inte- Reitan Trailmaking 
gration (spatial Test, Parts A and B 
organization) 

VISUAL- Auditory-visual Halstead-Reitan Speech 
AUDITORY integration Sounds Perception Test 

TACTILE- Tactiie discrimination, Halstead-Reitan Tactual 
OTHER fine motor development Performance Test: Time 

Tactile-visual integration, Halstead-Reitan Tactual 
fine motor Performance Test: Memory 

Tactile-visualizaticm Halstead-Reitan Tactu31 
of spatial configurations Performance Test: 

Localization 

GENERAL Sensory-perceptual Six (lubtests of Reitan 
disturbances Sensory-Perceptual 

Disturbances Test 

'Spatial relationships Standard Raven 
Progressive Matrices 

Ccincept formation Halstead-Reitan 
Categories Test 
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• evidence of perceptual or perceptual-motor disorder 0 

We shall examine the studies in tems of each of these stipula
tions. 

1. Can the results be explained by deficits of general 
inte l Ugenae? 

Our judgment is that the HUPlJJitz results as reported are no'.'; 
e~pZainabZe by deficits of general intelligence among the Ss.1 In 
absolute terms, all of the boys in Study I (motor development) were 
in the normal range (mean IQ, 101; range, 96-117; S.D. 22.5),2 All 
but an estimated 2 of the 13 boys in Study II (temporal and spatial 
tasks) were in the normal range (our interpolation from, the reported 
mean IQ of 96 with a range from 73 to 108 and an S.D. 6f 14.8). 
In Study I, between-group IQ differences were not significant. In 
Study II, group IQ differences were significant at the. OS level, 
but "the correlation between rQs and spatial and,temporal tasks 
within ,each population was not significant •.•• " (Hurwitz 1972, p. 
Z92) 3 More to the point, an analysis of covariance with intelligence 
as the control factor was carried out, and it showed that for ohly 
one test . (the Raven Matrices Test) did IQ differences contribute 
to observed differences between the means of the two groups--and 
still the difference was not statistically significant. 

In contrast, it appears that for the Be~an 8tudy~ generaZ 
intelZigence could account for some of the between-group differences. 
The analyses which could resolve this question have not yet been 
carried out. These observations seem pertinent: The mean full-scale 
IQ OWAIS) of the delinquent sample was only 90.6. This is lower 
than the mean for other surveys of delinquents in training schools, 
and raises the possibility that Berman had to work with a sample 
of boys with unusually low intelligence. Also, the standard 
deviation was 11.4, which, with the assumption of a normal'distribu
tion, suggests that roughly eight out of the 45 delinquents were below 
the 80-point score often used to demarcate the bottom edge of the 
normal ~ange. And finally, the difference between the means of the 
delinquent and control saJllples was 12.5 points, significant at the 
.001 level. As an absolute difference, it is less than those reported 
m the two sets of Hurwitz samples; but two factors make the problem 
8.n acute one for interpreting the Berman findings. 

1"5" is a widely used convention which denotes "subject of ths 
experiment in question." 

20ne of these parameters is incorrec'ti. An S.D. of 22.5 cannot be 
produced by a sample with the mean, range, and n as given. 

3 Nonetheless , the absence of inter-test correlation matrices in 
both the Hurwitz and Berman studies created a number of pzoblems in 
assessing the significance and stability of the results. 
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First, failure to take lower delinquent IQ into account would 
have tend~d to fa~s~lY disconfinm the Hurwitz argument that neuro
psyc~olog:cal ~eflclts am~ng delinquents divide along the temporal/ 
spatlal d1mensl0ns. The 1nfluence of general intelligence differences 
~u1d have,been to ob~cure evidence for the Hurwitz study's explana
tl0~, not LO e~ce It. In contrast, the failure to take lower 
del~nquent IQ ~nto account could tend to falsely confinm the Berman 
study's argwner;t that delinquents suffer from an impoverishment of 
neuropsychologl~a~ ~dapti ve abilities which is. ,negligible for the 
le~s.c?mplex ab:lltle? and p:ogressively more severe for more complex 
ablhtles. Arlval hypothesls app~ars to be Elqually consistent with 
~he data, ~at the delinquents' scores differ from a control group's 
ln proportl0n to the test's correlation with the WAIS results'. C'on
cept:ml~y, ~erman' s use of "complex adapt5.ve abilities" is difficult 
to dlstlngulsh from a descriptor of general intelligence. 

. . The 'second reason why the IQ difference confounds interpreta
tl0n of the B~rman study and not the Hurwitz study is, of course, 
that th~ HUrwltz study tested for its relevance while the Berman 
studf dld not •. It may be that the 10 influence can legitimately 
be dlscounted ln the Berman study, but the analyses necessary to 
demonstrate that were not performed. 1 

. On the oth~r .~ide of the argument, studies applying the Halstead
Reltan battery llldlcate that, with the exception of the Category Test 
the test scor~s ~re notsubstanti.ally correlated with IQ scores. ' 
I~~o~ar as thlS 1nd~pendence may have held true for Berman's sample, 
the lroportance of dlfferences in IQ are diminished. 

.2. Can ~he results be expZained by emotional disvurbance or 
phys~cal hand~caps? 

The Hurwitz study used as a criterion of selection that no Ss 
suf~er from maj?r neurological or other organic illnesses, or from 
OhVl0US pSychOtl~ s~toms. Berman's article does not specify 
procedu:es on thlS POLnt: Berman reports that standard admissions 
tests dld not reveal ob"VloUS physical or emotional handicaps (Berman 
1976). ' 

Berman took his control group from the same inner-city Providence 
~igh Schoo~ that is :eported ~o contr~bute roughly 80% of the Trajn
lng School s populatl0n. It 1S plauslble to assume that differences 

fA third and less important distinction is that the Hurwitz delin
quents came from lower SES backgrounds than the controls, a fact which 
should be expected to exaggerate IQ score differences. Berman's 
samples had roughly equivalent SES backgrounds; the differences in 
IQ scores can more'easily be interpreted as representing real di~fer
ences in mental capacity. 
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in SES background were relatively small. In addition, delinquents 
and controls were matched pairwise for race as well as age. Differ
ential environmenta~ disadvantage does not readily explain be~een
group differences in the Berman study. 

In Hurwitz, both Study I and Study II used delinquent Ss which 
were uniformly from families at lower socioeconomic levels, while 
control Ss'were from families at 10weT-middle or middle class socio
economic levels. If it were true that the tests of temporal/sequenc
ing abilities differed from the tests of spatial/perceptual restruc
turing abilities in their degree of culture-specific grounding, this 
distinction in the Ss' SES background would presumably bias the 
statistical results. We are unable to determine any basi~ for 
assuming this to be the case, and conclude that envirorunental 
disadvantage is probably not an important factor in the Hurwitz 
findings. The reader is referred to the descriptions of the tests 
in Appendix C. 

Before leaving this question, however, we should note the 
Hurwitz study's own speculation: 

While we have no evidence to support the claim, the 
skewed distribution of social class membership in one 
of the two clinical populations together with the 
similarity of their deficits on tasks of voluntary 
sequencing raises the possibility that children with 
delayed or disturbed neuromuscular development are 
more likely to be identified as delinquents when 
they grow up in a lower-class context and ~~o. be 
identified as children with learning disabi11ties 
when they come from a middle-class environment 
~Iurwitz, 1972, p. 393). 

3. Are the purported neuropsychological deficits acoompanied 
'by school achievement deficits relative to ability? 

Neither of the articles contains any information on the delin
quent Ss~ academic status. Berman did collect data on grade-levels 
using the Wide Range Achievement Test but did not include them in 
the article because of what he sees as the subjectivity of the grade 
level concept and its vulnerability to confounding through environ
mental factors. His data do indicate that the delinquent sample was 
lagging significantly ~ehind the control group on reading, spelling, 
and arithmetic (Bernunl, 1976). Whether this is a reflection of 
generally lower ability among the delinquent rather than the dis
abling effects of LD,remains an open question (and one for which it 
is difficult to conceive of a satisfactory procedure). 

4., Are the neuropsychological deficits measured hy the tests 
comparable to those perceptual and perceptual-motor disorders which are 
defined as being learning disabilities? 

In answering this question, it seems appropriate to avoid as 
much semantic nit-picking as possible. We shall approach it from 
this perspective: Do any of the tests appear to not involve signi
ficant perceptual processes? Are there any which appear to involve 
complex concept formation which is predominantly a function of 
general intelligence? 

We judge the Lincoln-Oseretsky Test (Hurwitz, which divided it 
into two subtests) and the Finger Oscillation Test (Berman) to be 
tests of motor development which would fall outside all but a very 
wide definition of perceptual or perceptual-motor processes. At the 
other end of the spectrum, it appears that at least two tests--the 
Category Test and the Raven Progressive Matrices Test--overlap well 
into the domains of concept formation, and a third--Trailmru<ing 
Part B--is grounded in an academically learned skill. 

The first of these, the Halstead-Reitan Category Test (in 
Berman's study), is said by Reitan to be 

"a relatively complex concept formation test which 
requires fairiy sophisticated ability in noting 
similarities and differences in stimulus material, 
postulating hypotheses, ... testing these hypotheses, 
... and the ability to adapt hypotheses .•.. While 
the test is not especially difficult for most normal 
[lesion-free] subjects, it seems to require competence 
in abstraction ability, especially since the subject 
is required to postulate in a structured rather than 
permissive context" (Reitan, 1966,p. 166). 

The Raven Progressive Matrices Test GHurwitz) is commonly used 
as a proxy'measure'of general intelligence (see review in Appendix 
C). Even though' there seems to be agreement that it does indeed ' 
measure; "perceptual adequacy," it is said to do so at an advanced 
level. 

Finally, Part B of the TraiJ~aking Test appears to be extremely 
sensitive to how fast the S can remember which letter comes after
which, in the Roman 'alphabet. If many of the Berman delinquents 
were school dropouts or r.eading retarded, it is plausible that the 
sequence of the ABCs had been differentially ingrained in the 
clinical and control samples. The Trailmaking Test Part B, scored 
as it is in elapsed time to completion, would be sensitive to such, 
differences (Reitan, 1970). 
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The results of this recasting of the tests (remembering the 
borderline nature of some of the decisions) may be summarized as 
follows: 

The control samples performed significantly better (p<.OS) 
than the delinquent samples on ••• 

lout of 3 motor tasks, 
lout of 2 IQ-related tasks, 
lout of 1 achievement-related tasks, and 
7 out of 12 perceptual and perceptual-motor tasks. 

,The delinquent sample did not perfonn significantly better than the 
control sample on any of the tasks. 

These 18 test results were obtained from samples of 15, 13, and 
45. Overall, they do comprise evidence that delinquents who have 
r.eached the point of being institutionalized tend to be outper£:onned 
on a variety of tests, including perceptual ones, by a comparable 
sample of "normal" youth who have never been arrested. This is a 
modest conclusion; it seems also a fair one. The evidence is too 
slender, from samples of too few, to justify much more o 

Category 2: Magnitudes of Difference (How great is the difference in 
incidence of LO, comparing delinquents with non-delinquents?) 

Swrmaroy: Only one study has reported incidence of LD among a sample 
of delinquents and a sample of non-delinquent controls. "LD" was 
diagnosed if the S scored in the impaired range on at least one 
subtest ofa battery used to diagnose brain lesions. 

Disoussion: A truism bears repeating here: a statistically signi
ficant difference is not necessarily a substantively significant one. 
The preceding pages have dealt exclusively with the most elementary 
of the issues: when researchers have compared test scores of 
delinquent and non-delinquent samples, were the groups' scores 
different? Is there reason to believe that these differences would 
occur by chance at least less than five times in 100 trials?'l 

Now we are asking the much mpre direct (and policy-related 
question: How do diffepences in mean test scopes tpansZate into 
pepcentage of non-deZinquent$ who ape Zearoning disabZed? 

lReaders who are not familiar with "significance" as it is used in 
statistics should be aware that sample size also helps determine 
whether a difference in group ~cores is significant. For example, 
many of the Hurwitz "non-significant" differences for spatial tests 
would have become "significant" if differences of the. same magnitude 
had been observed in a sample of 50 or 100 instead of 15. 
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The Hurwitz article does not address this question in detail. 
It does point out that all 15 delinquent boys in Study I scored 
below the 5th percentile on the LincolIl'-Oseretsky Test or Motor 
Development, while only one of the. nonnal boys obtained a score 
below the 70th percentile. Beyond that, no assessment of incidence 
rates was 'attempted. We would add as a general rule, however, that 
the fact that a statistically significant difference is obtained 
fran a sc:unPle of 15 or 13 tends to indicate a "large" difference. 
The HUrwltz samples were so small that minor differences would 
usually be obscured. 

The Berman study does make statements about incidence. After 
presenting the statistical results which were discussed earlier, the 
study presents the results of diagnoses which were made from the . 
tests. Bennan concludes that 56% of the delinquent sample showed 
at l~ast one maj?r disability "significant enough to warrant pro
fesslona1 attentlon," compared to 23% among a control population. 
(Berman, 1975, pp. 44-45). 

The diagnosis was based on a simple criterion: all of the 
Halstead-Reitan subtests have a cutoff score to distinguish impaired 
from non-impaired. A subject was classified as LD if he scored in 
the impaired range on any subtest of that battery. We shall not ' 
try to address the validity of this procedure. The Halstead-Reitan 
battery is just that: a battery of subtests, a critical feature 
of which is a summary "impairment index" based on the combined 
test results. It was "designed to,be used in conjunction with the 
subtest scores to diagnose brain lesions. It is of proven validity 
for that purpose; in applying it to diagnosis of LD, Berman breaks 
new ground. Questions of validity have yet to be tackled. Compared 
to standards used in popular discussions of the LD/JD link, the 
criterion is relatively conservative. In tenus of the standards 
which were.generally urged by the LD consultants for this study, 
use of a slllgle subtest score to diagnose a specific learning 
disability is unacceptable. Berman's results -show that more than 
twice as many institutionalized delinquents as non-delinquents 
scored in the impaired range on at least one subtest of a battery 
otherwise used to diagnose brain lesions. This finding is unquestion
ably intriguing. But it is a major leap from that datum to a 
conclusion by the reader that more than twice as many delinquents 
as non-delinquents are learning disabled. 

We w~re.unable to discover an~ other studies which directly 
compared lncldence of LD among dellnquent and non-delinquent samples. 
Instead, a number of studies were found which attempted to measure 
LD incidence in a delinquent population. We now tum to those 
studies. 
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Category 3: I ncidence Among Delinquents (How commonly do delinquents 
suffer from LD?) . 

Swrmarry: As of the end of 1975, no usable est:iJllate was available. 
Different studies have applied widely disparate ~efinitions of LD 
and have reached widely disparate results. Nor can it be deduced 
which is closest to the mark. All of them fall far short of a thorough, 
widely acceptable survey of incidence of LD among delinquents--some~ 
because·the objectives were limited; some, because of very severe 
problems in the conduct and presentation of the work. 

Discussion: Of the many titles which suggest a study of LD among 
delinquents, only a few present incidence data. Of the many titles 
which suggest a study of learning problems and delinquency, only a 
handful deal with learning disabilities as such. The nature of the 
collateral evidence--the studies of reading retardation among delin
quent youth, the anecdotal articles ou.LD among delinquents, the 
literature reviews--can be seen in the collection of titles in 
Appendix E. Here, the purpose is more limited: When p:t'oponents 
of the LD/JD link alaim~ as in the quotations heading this ahaptep~ 
that the high inG~denae of LD among delinquents has been p:t'oved, 
what evidenae ape they talking about? 

We identified six studies for which it is reasonable to critique 
an estimate of incidence. By that, we mean that the studies explicitly 
sought to diagnose LD among a delinquent sample which was not pre
selected on the basis of learning problems, and which sought to draw 
some conclusions about the incidence of LD. The studies are: Bennan 
(1975), COOlpton (1974) , Critchley (1968) ,Du~ing et al. (1970~, 
MUlligan (1969), and Stenger (1975). A review of .each study 1S 
given in Appendix C. l 

This list of six omits some titles which persistently appear 
in reviews of the evidence. Some of these titles are descriptive 
evidence of the kind recounted in Section III. Holte's "Confessions 
of a Juvenile Court Judge" (Holte, 1972) is one example; Mauser' 5 
article, "Learning Disabilities and Delinquent Youth" (Mauser, 1974) 
is another. Some titles which are frequently cited deal with learning 
problems in general, and the data cannot be reconstructed to inform 
the question of LD. Dzik's ''Vision and the Juvenile Delinquent" 
(Dzik, 1966). and the article by Margolin et al., '~eading Disability 
in the Delinquent Child" (Margolin et al., 1955) are examples. 
And, finally, some titles are mentioried which· the authors themselves 
did not intend as studies of incidence of LD among delinquents, or 
which include an estimate of LD incidence in passing, without trying 
to expound on its technical legi t:iJllacy • This is not to denigrate 
the articles, but to point out that their inclusion as part of 
the scientific ''proof'' for the LD/JD relationship is unwarranted. 
S~~.9~t4~principal examples of studies in this last category are 
as follows. 
-I •. 

lA study'of LD incidence being conducted by the General Accounting 
Office was not available for review during this.study~ 
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The Oklahoma ACLD study, "LearniIlg Disabilities and Predelinquent 
Behavior of Juveniles" (Jordan, 1974). This paper mentions briefly 
that 81% of more than 100 juveniles "manifested learning disability 
symptoms" on a screening test devised by Jordan and his colleagues 
(Jordan, 1974, p. 6). Of those who did showithe symptoms, 80 subjects 
were selected for more intensive study. We have no other information 
about.: the 81% ~igure. Th~ article does contain detailed information 
about the learning characteristics of the 80 subjects, but the 
Jordan :report focused exclusively on the study group and the results 
of the treatment program, ~ot· on incidence. In effect, all it tells 
us is that 81% of the original set of candidates responded to a 
screening test in w~ys "which could be interpreted by an lUlSpecified 
set of criteria as indicating some fonn of LD. The 81% figure 
could be important or meaningless, depending entirely on the 
unknown factors. 

Lester Tarnapol's article, "Delinquency and Minimal Brain 
Dysftmction" (Tarnapol, 1970). Tarnapol presented a preliminary 
report on a study of 102 male youths. He also incorporated into 
tile article additional infonnation on 165 enrollees ina Neighborhood 
Youth Corps Program (about 70% of the 102 had been in that program 
as well). The first insurmountable obstacle to using the Tamapol 
article with reference to delinquents is that the proportion of 
either sample which represents delinquents is not stated. SOOle 
were adjudicated delinquents; some were uncaught delinquents; some 
showed no evidence of delinquency. Apparently something substantially 
more than half of the 165-enrollee sample had been adjudicated delin
quents; nothing is specified for the 102-person sample except that "almost 
all had dropped out of school and had engaged in varying degrees of 
delinquency" (Tamapol, 1970, p. 206). Aside from this fundamental 
problem (if incidence among delinquents is at issue), the article's 
discussion shifts between the two samples with very few explana-
tions about who is being tested for what. In many cases, it is 
not possible to determine the population to which the test results 
l'efer. And samples shift in size: 85 members of one of the popula-
tions was administered the Bender Visual-MOtor Gestalt Test; 44 of 
those were administered the Closure Flexibility Test, and 15 of those 
were administered the Osetetsky MOtor Test. Why some subtests instead 
of others? Why were so many not tested? What were the background 
characteristics of the subpopulations? None of these questions 
are answerable. The article does offer interesting evidence of 
deficiencies--38% of the 8S-person subtest scored in the abnormal 
range on the Bender-Gestalt, for example--but it is not legitimate 
to try to infer how the author would approach the question, ''What 
is the incidence of LD among delinquents?" 

. Eugene L. Walle's "Conununicative Disorders of Juvenile Delin
quents and Young Adult Criminals," presented at the February 4, 
1972 ACLD conference on LD and juvenile . delinquency • Three problems 
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make this s.:t.udy inappropriate for purposes of estimating the extent of 
LD among delinquents •. ' First, it did not ex~ine juveniles. The 
average age of the sample was 26.4. Second, the "communicative 
disorders" which Walle sought to identify were predominantly physio
logical handicaps (0.g., hearing loss) and problems such as stut~ 
tering. Third, the sample is a highly selective one, taken from 
persons confined at a facility for chronic offenders who are also 
diagnosed as intellectually deficient or emotionally unbalanced. 
Anyone of these three factors should. prevent its citation as 
part of the evidence of LD among a delinquent population or, for 
that matter, any population. 

We are left then with the six studies which do directly and 
explicitly confront issues of LD incidence among delinquents. They 
are reviewed relatively briefly, summarizing the more detailed cri
tiques in Appendix C. In general, the review is a critical one. 
Before begirming it, two points should be made. 

First, only two of the six studies (Critchley, 1968 and Stenger, 
1975) were written for a scientific or academic audience. It is there· 
fore quite possible that procedures in the other four were not fully 
reported. A lengthy account of, say, diagnostic techniques is not 
appropriate for a presentation to an ACLD conference. Sometimes 
we have been able to clarify issues through interviews with the 
authors; sometimes that has not been possible. Overall, it should be 
be remembered that we are assessing these studies by standards 
that most of them never pretended to meet. 

This, however, :leads to the second, extremely important point 
made at the outset of this $ection and reiterated here: the techni
cal issues we raise are fundamental ones. We are not assessing 
whether the estimates of incidence are off-base by a few percentage 
points, but whether they mean anything at all. In the discussion 
which follows, we have deliberately tried to avoid pointing to 
technical errors which are only peripherally relevant. l 

lwe make one exception via thi.s footnot~. There are a number of 
simple ari,thmetic and reporting errors in some of the studies which 
get in the way of our accounts of them. For example, in Table 4.2, 
something is wrong with the statement .that 90.4% of 444 people had 
LD (or anything else): no whole number rounds off to 90.4% of 444. 
Or in the sam~ table: why is the Berman sample shown as 46, when it 
has been reported elsewhere in this section as 45? The answer is, 
because Berman reported different sample sizes in different tables. 
Or in Appendix C, we reproduce Mulligan's tables on the 23 slow 
readers in his study--but only 19 cases are shown in the tables. 
These are errata which do not critically affect the articles' findings. 
But several of them will be apparent to a careful reader, hence a 
footnote. 
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Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize some facts about the studies: the 
populations from which the samples were drawn, sample sizes, reported 
incidence of LD, and the operational criteria which led to the 

TABLE 4.2 
Summary of LO Incidence Findings in the Existing Literature. 

Diagnosed as LD 
Study. Population N N Percent 

Berman Institutionalized male delinquents 46 26 56 
Critchley Institutionalized male delinquents 106 not reported 

Compton I nstitutionalized male delinquents 444 ? 90.4 
Duling Institutionalized male delinquents 59 19 32 
Mulligan Adjudicated delinquents and children 

referred by schools for delinquent 
tendencies 32 41 n.a. 

Stengel Males and females, nail-institutionalized 67 15 22 
adjudicated delinquents 

1 19 others showed some similar symptoms of varying severity, but funds did not permit fuII·scaIe diagnosis. 

diagnoses. We shall briefly discuss each of these topics, then 
turn to a general methodological appraisal. Again, the reader is 
referred to Appendix C for details. 

PopUlations. The use of institutionalized male delinquents in 
four of the six studies has the advantage of finessing at least 
some of the definitional questions surrounding delinquency. As a 
rule, institutionalization in a training school has been increasingly 
reseliTed for juveniles who have been adjudicated for offenses which 
would be crimes if committed by an adult. Increasingly, it has been 
reserved for juveniles who have been apprehended for more than one 
offense. So the populations in these four studi~s can plausibly 
be assumed to include few borderline cases. The disadvantage of 
using institutionalized delinquents is their unrepresentativeness. 
If the question is whether delinquent acts in general tend to be 
conmitted disproportionately by learning disabled youth, testing 
institutionalized delinquents for LD is likely to yield inferences 
based on very skewed samples. It should be assumed that status 
offenders are underrepresented and that one-time offenders are 
underrepresented. MOst significantly, it should be assumed that 
out of the set of delinquents who could be corrnnitted to an institu
tion because of their offense histories, the ones who actually are 
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TABLE 4.3 
Operational Criteria for Diagnosis of LD Applied by the Incidence Studies 

, Study Criterion for diagnosis of LD 

Berman Subject scores in 
impaired range on at 
least one subtest of the 
Halstead-Reitan Battery 

Compton not specified 

Critchley (dyslexia only) Reading 
retardation of 3 or more 
years if 101~90, 5 or 
more if 10 <90; plus 
indications b::lsed on\test 
batteries for dyslexia. 
Ocular, other medical, 
and psychological ex-
planations were che~,ked. 

., 

Duling Criterion cannot be 
reconstructed. 
Probably based on 

\scoring beyond cut-off 
points on at least one 
of 3 or 4 tests. 

--
Mulligan (dyslexia only) Reading 

retardation of more than 
2 years, plus indications 
based on batteries for 
dyslexia rmd medical 
history. 

.-
Stenger (1) Subject has academic 

;difficulties, (2) WRAT 
more than 10 points 
below FSIQ, (3) differ-
erlce betw.:t~n via and 
Pia more than 15 
points or "significant" 
scattering of subtest 
scores" 

{! I 

: Comments 

The Halstead-Reitan tests were developed 
for use as a battery in diagnosis of brain 
lesions. Reliability of separate subtests for 
diagnosis of LD is unknown. 

An extensive battery of established tests 
was used. "Mi!d", "moderate" and "severe" 
levels were specified. Bases for these 
classifications are not known. 

Author assumes underdiagnosis of\dyslexics 
because of stringency of the criteria. 

Text is\ambiguous and contradictory about 
tests used and scoring procedures. 

Funds were available for only four 'full-scale 
diagnoses. 

Via/Pia difference as indicator of! LD 
has extensive and controversial literature. 

) Widely seen as useful screening device; not 
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committed·also tend to be those who are not getting along at school. 
The child who is "seriously" delil1.4Uent but also attending school 
regularly and not acting .out in the classroom is more likely to stay 
out of the institution. In short, we suggest that an institution
alized delinquent population is selected in ways which will drive 
up the incidence of all kinds of learning problews even beyond the 
high levels of learning problems among delinquents in general. 

- . Incidence estimates. The range of the estimates is impressive: 
from 90.4% to 56% to 32% to 22%. The disparity of estimates fairly 
reflects the disparity of definitions, procedures, and analyses in 
the studies. 

C:roitenon fo~diagnosis of LD. Of the six studies, only two 
(Critchley and Mulligan) use an approximation of the operational 
definition which has been proposed (pp. 21-22); that is, one which 
requires evidence of underachievement relative to ability and 
consistent, multiple indicators of perceptual disorder. One of the 
t;wQ' (Critchley) concluded on balance that :the high rates of reading 
retardation did not indicate con~arably high rates of dyslexia; but 
he did not eliminate the possibility. The other study ~lligan) 
was truncated for lack of funds; the author believes that continua
tion of the study would have produced an unusually high number of 
diagnoses of dyslexia • 

The Compton study deserves special mention with regard to 
diagnosis. Conceptually, Compton's approach to LD was very broad-
"anything which prevents a child from achieving successfully in a 
normal educational setting" (Compton, 1974, p. 49). But actual 
diagnosis of the delinquents was conducted by use of an extensive 
set of established tests. The data referenced by Compton are 
potentially very rich, despite the obstacles to interpreting them 
from the published record •. 

The operational criterion used in Duling et al. is indecipherable. 
Details are given in Appendix C. The sum of the criticisms is that 
the more closely the ~rticle is read, th~,more difficult it is to 
understand how a' subject was tagged "W. i'\' 

Stenger's criterion is attractive insofar as it d~mands evidence 
of underachievement relative to ability; but her reliance on the 
analysis of IQ scores and subtests as evidence of perceptual disorder 
raises a number of difficulties: the significance of VIQ/PIQ differ
ences and the scattering of subtest scores is the subject of an 
active debate. There seems to be reasonablrbroad agreement that 
the procedure is a useful screening device. 

IJordan contends that the plr'ocedure produces underdiagnosis; that 
37% of the LD children in his study group would have been missed if 
the diagnosis had relied on the Weschler scores (Jordan, 1974, p. 26). 
The more widespread assumption among the LD specialists we questioned 
is that the procedure tends toward overdiagnosis, insofar as it is 
usable at all. 
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The operational criterion used by Berman has already been dis
cussed (see p. 55). 

MethodoZogicat considerations. OVerall, how do the studies 
match up against normal standards of data analysis and interpreta
tions? The following are judgments summarizing the critiques in 
Appendix C. 

Be:t'TTIan. This study represents a generally careful, competent 
administration of the tests in question. The two main issues about 
the LD incidence rates are: 1) How many of the delinquent sample 
(mean IQ = 90.6, standard deviation = 11.4) who were diagnosed 10 
were also mentally retarded? 2) Does a score on a single s\lbtest 
constitute a meaningful definition of "disability?" With a sample 
size of only 46, even relatively small changes in numbers of LD 
diagnoses would produce large changes in the percentage estimates 
of incidence. 

Compton. The raw data which Compton was using could well be 
an invaluable source of information about LD among delinquents. 
But the published record, meant for a nontechnical audience and 
using tabulations compiled for planning treatment needs, is unusable 
for estimating incidence of 10. An examination of the matrix in the 
article (see Appendix C, p. CS) indicates that a narrower defini-
tion of LD would cut the 90.4%' figure drastically. When, for example, 
the reader asks about the subset of the Compton sample most likely 
to have met a strict definition of LD--"severe" cases of auditory, 
visual, and language processing disabilities--the percentage is less 
than 20%. It is probably much less, because the percentage is 
computed from ,diagnoses" not individuals (mean = 2'.6 diagnoses per 
handicapped child) and the definitions of even these areas are 
very broad (including in language processirig, for example, bilingual 
children who do not decode eqUally well in both languages). This 
does not mean that only the "severe" cases would'have met a strict 
definition of 10 (we have no way of knowing); the point is simply 
that the reader cannot work backwards from the published record into 
an estimate of what the data imply about learning disabilities among 
delinquent children. 

Crit~hZey. This article is by far the most scholarly, pain- . 
staking available discussion of dyslexia among a delinquent popula
tion. The discussion of method is precise and the interpretation 
of results is restrained. Critchley's is also the only study that 
fails to support the LD/JD linl<. This does not disprove the link, 
but it does raise the question: If the other studies had used a 
20mparably rigorous approach to the clinical phenomena and the 
evidence of disability in learning, how deeply would their estimates 
of LD incidence have been cut? 

DuZing et ale Whether the problem is simply trying to decide 
what tests were used (one of them is given five different labels), 
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or for what purposes, or the results of the analysis, this article 
fails to give the reader consistent answers. A close examination 
of the text does not resolve confUsion; it adds new questions. 

MUlligan. This study, conducted at the Sonoma County Probation 
Department.' is 8;:'potentially valuable study cut short. Diagnostic 
procedures."appear to have been thot.ough, and Mulligan's presentation 
of case-by-case data is extremely helpful in interpreting the findings. 
But the case-by-case data also reveal that the sample of 32 children 
who were to be tested for dys1exia.was very different--perhaps drawn 
from a completely different population--than the "total case10ad" 
of 60 adjudicated, committable delinquents referred to the Special 
Supervision Unit of the Department Tor.,:Whfch reading-level data are 
initially presented (Mulligan, 1969,. pp. 177-179). In part ar, 
the smaller samp1~ suffered from substantially more severe learning 
problems than the total caseload of the Special Supervision Unit. 
Insofar as we can reconstruct the procedure, it seems that the 32 
were drawn from overall referrals to the probation department, not 
just from among adjudicated delinquents. The 32 included children 
referred under California's compulsory education laws for truancy or 
for acting out behavior in the classroom, even though they had com
mitted no delinquent act. For some (Unknown) proportion of the 32. 
then, the question was not "Do adjudicated delinquents tend to have 
dyslexia?" but "Do children with severe sChool problems tend to have 
dyslexia?"--two very different questions. .This helps to account 
for the inference which could be drawn from the Mulligan data, that 
the adjudicated, connnittable delinquents had fewer learning problems 
than the borderline cases. In any event, the four children who mani
fested the most severe reading retardation, or who were already in 
classes for the educationally handicapped, were diagnosed and found 
to be dys:lexic. Funds were,:exhausted before another 19 -reading 
retarded children in the sample of 32 could be diagnosed. 

Stenger. Within the limits set for itself, this appears to 
have been a carefully conducted survey. The author's attempt to 
distinquish between underachievement because of LD fran problems 
of generally low mental capacity is especially welcome. The validity 
of the PIQ/VIQ approach to the diagnosis of perceptual disorders 
is a major question mark in interpreting the results. 

Adding up the pieces of evidence and the obstacles to inter
preting them, what can be said about the incidence of LD among delin
quents? When a draft of this discussion was shown to reviewers of 
varying perspectives, the answers varied predictably. At l!:Jile extreme,. 
~ome argued simply that the studies had been subjected to a hatchet 
job. Another, sometimes related argument was that so much smoke 
must mean some fire. From-another extreme, it was argued that the 
existing evidence that delinquents are disproportionately learning 
disabled is too slipshod to warrant s3rious attention. We obviously 
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do not share the first of these views.. But we do share some common 
grotmd with each of the other reactions, when the quantitative studies 
are seen in the perspective of the other, less fonnal evidence 'which 
was obtained. The conclusions, .arid the recommendations we have drawn 
ttom them, are detaiied in the following pages. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The conclusions and recommendations which follow are grouped 
under three headings. The first of these, the state of the 
evidence, includes our summary reading of the state of lmowledge 
about LD's role in causing delinquency. The second heading, 
program recol71l17endations, deals with the next steps which appear 
to be warranted by the. evidence.. The third heading, procedura"l 
issues, highlights some measures which the OJJDP might wish to 
consider when implementing a program of LD-relatedactivities. 

A. The State of the Evidence 

Repeatedly, articles and speeches about LD and delinquency 
present it as a relationship which has been more than adequately 
documented and still is denied the attention it deserves. A 
survey of the evidence argues against this view. As of the end 
of 1975, 

'the existence of a causal relationship 
between learning disabilities.and 
delinquency has not be established; 
the evidence for a causal, "link is feeb"le. 

On the basis of the s~~tchy data so far produced, the notion 
that many delinquents have become so bf3daUSe of learning dis
abilities cannot be accepted. The notion that programs to 
diagnose and treat learning disabilities early will actually 
prevent delinquency is not supported by any data at all. Far 
from being "studied to death," as proponents of the ill/JD 
link sometimes c.J.aim, the link has scarcely been studied at 
all. The existing work that meets nonnal, . minimal standards 
is.fragmentary. 

This is especially true of the quantitative evidence . 
.An extensive effort was made to examine the text of every 
study which purports to have diagnosed learning disabilities 
among delinquents. Every reference cited in the literature 
reviews written by proponents of the link wasexarndned. 
Addi tional published and unpublished studies were obtained 
independently in the course of our own literature search. 
Our appraisal is that 

\\. 

with few .exceptions, the quantitative work to 
date has been so poor"ly designed and presented 
that it cannot be used even for rough estimates 

. of the strength of the "link. 



Ntnnbers have an authority which makes them hard' to ign~re! but 
that authority is unwarranted for almost all of the eX1st1ng 
work on LD among delinquents. 

This is a harsh conclusion. It is because of that, and 
because the quantitative studies are cited so frequently as 
proof that the relationship exists, that Section IV and 
Appendix C go into such detail about each st1;ldy, ~he. methods 
used, and the conclusions drawn. The followmg fmdmgs emerged 
from that examination. 

First as in so many areas of delinquency research, ~he 
classic lo~gitudinal test of the LD/JD link is far in the future: 
No study has even been started which will compare the deveZopment 
of a set of LV children and a comparable set of non-LV ahildren. 
The existlllg work is ex post facto, subject to all the barriers 
to interpretation which that situation entails'-

Second, 

no study ha~ yet been conducted which even 
alaims to demonstrate that the average 
delinquent is more likely to suffer from 
learning disabilities than his non-delinquent 
counterpart. -

That is, no study has diagnosed LD amo~g a non-delinq1;lent popula
tion, diagnosed ill among a general delmquent populat10n, then 
compared incidence between the two groups. Only two small
sample (N=15, N=46) studies have Used a non-del~quent control 
group at all, and in both of these cases the delm~uent sample 
was comprised of institutionalized youth--neither 1ncluded the 
institutionalized delinquent's more numerous counterparts who 
are on probation or who have been diverted from adjudication. 

Third, even if the comparison between delinquents and 
non-delinquents is ignored, 

no estimate of the incidence of LV can be 
depived from the existing studies. 

The problems are definitional (different studies using different 
definitions of LD), diagnostic (studies failing to.en~~oy t:sts 
which fit their definition of ill), prodedural (subJect1ve d1ag
noses being conducted by the same person who set out to prove 
that delinquents are learning disabled), analytic (inappropriate 
or simply inaccurate use of statistical tests) and presentational 
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(failure to tell the reader enough to let him interpret the 
author's results). And with the exceptions noted below, the 
studies suffered from more than one of these problems. Some 
suffered 'from all of them. It should be emphasized that the 
technical issues are fundamental ones. The conclusion is not 
that the estimates of ill incidence may be off-base by a few 
percentage points, but that they are simply uninterpretable. 

Nonetheless, there are some things to be learned from the 
set of existing studies, despite the overall weakness of the 
evidence. Two studies (Berman, 1975; Hurwitz et al., 1972) 
demonstrated a statistically significant difference between 
samples of i~stitutionalized delinquents and non-delinquents on 
some tests.for perceptual and perceptual-motor disorders. l . The 
test results are equivocal and sometimes conflicting, and insti
tutionalized delinquents are a special case--genera1Iy, fewer 
than one apprehension in ten results in institutionalization. '2 
But a kernel of usable evidence is there. A third study (Stenger, 
1975) applied a screening test for LD on a sample of non
institutionalized, first-adjudication delinquents, and also 
estimated the proportion of this sample who were achieving below 
expectation in school. Twenty-two percent of the sample were 
both suspected LD and underachieving. No control sample was 
tested, nor can the possibility of over-diagnosis be ignored, 
but the 22 percent can plausibly be argued to exceed expectations 
for a normal population. 

Adding up the fragments from these and the other studies, 
even though most of the quantitative studies aan be criticized 
for not grappling with learning disabilities as suah~ they per
sistently suggest a pat-tern of learning handiaaps. The studies 
may not have prov'cd what they set out to prove, but they suggest 
that-,~omething is out there which deserves systemq.tic investiga
tion. 

In develop:ing this argument, we should start with a po:int 
that is too easily obscured by the technical critiques: Almost 
all of the literature on the LD/JD link has been written by 
practitioners Who saw the re1atiollship in the del:inquents they 
treated and who then set out to prove it with statistics. They 
generally did a poor job of it. This does not mean that the 
original insight was wrong. On the contrary, although the first 

1 "Statistically significant" as used here means that the dif
ference in test scores of the delinquent and non-delinquent samples 
would be expected to occur by chance less than five times out of a 
ilundred, if the true difference were zero. It does not imply a 
large difference, only a difference greater than zero. 

2· 
E.~., in the Philadelphia cohort study, the proportion of 

institutionalizations was 6.4% of apprehensions (Marvin E. 
Wolfgang et ale DeZinquenay in a Birth Cohort. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1972, p. 219). 
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major c<:>nclusion of this study is that the quantitative evidence 
for a l1nk between ,LD and delinquency is feeble, the second 
major conclusion is that 

the cumulation of observational data 
reported by professionals who work with 
delinquents warrants further, more 
systematic exploration of the leaPning 
handiaaps of delinquents. 

A variety of loosely connected but compatible data supoort the 
conviction of these professionals that a disproportionate 
number of their client youth are unable to learn in a normal 
classroom setting, for reasons beyond their.control. 

By "handicaps" we include problems such as hearing loss, 
ocular impairment, or motor dysfunction- -problems that share 
with LL' ~strict~y defined) a c~inical.meaning and a susceptibility 
to solut10ns, e1ther through d1rect ~eatment Qr through specific 
class:oo~ te~hniques that work around the deficit. Thus, they 

. are d1stmgu:shable from the all- embracing set of "learning 
proble~" wh1ch undoubtedly characterize virtually all delinquents, 
but wh1ch call for the much more· elusive solutions of generally 
better teachers, better schools, and more supportive parents. 

We urge the importance of the distinction. The child who 
grows up in a horne without books may well be suffering from a 
barrier to learning which is just as disabling as the one facing 
a dyslexic child. But to put the two children under the same 
label obscures important questions about what to do for each of 
them, with what priorities. That large numbers of delinquents 
have severe learning problems is not news. That la.rge numbers 
have learning. disabilities and handicaps of the narrower type 
we have descr1bed ~ould be news, and news with important policy 
implications for the OJJDP. 

One option for the Office is to ignore the existing 
scatte:ed evidence until it has been filled out and expanded. 
But this would probably mean a very long wait. The prospect is 
for more of the same : inconclusive studies which confii'm the 
convi~tions of the faithful without persuadtng the skeptics. 
In th1s sense, for the OJJDP to adopt a wait-and-see attitude is 
probably tantamolmt to foregoing systematic exploration of the 
relationship of learning handicaps to delinquency. 

: B. Program Recommendation$ 

An examination of LEAA spending over the past four years 
reveals, that substantial sums have already been expended in 
support of LD-related programs. 1 They may have been usefully 

Isee Table 0.1 in Appendix D. 
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spent; they may have been wasted; but whatever their real 
effects, it is clear that the projects added very little to 
IEM's understanding of LD' s role in delinquency. The need for 
a coherent, carefully designed strategy is acute. And the first 
step is a simple one: 

the OJJVP should not aaaept or rejeat 
LV-related grant appliaations on a aase
by-aase basis, until a program strategy 
has been prepared and announced. 

This moratorium should not apply to proj ects which have only a 
peripheral LD component. But it should be applied across the 
board to applications which have the diagnosis or treatment of 
LD as their main purposes. Definitions, designs, and implemen
tation features for this type of project will have to be decided 
by the Office, not by choosing among random grant applications. 

This points to the second basic guideline: for the 
immediate future, 

the OJJDP's interest in learning dis
abilities should fall in the research 
and evaluation sector, not m program 
applications • 

10 and related learning handicaps are phenomena of potential 
importance to the Office, and every effort should be made to 
ensure that money is. directed toward learning about them. This 
does not exclude demonstration projects; on the contrary, eval
uation of a few carefully designed demonstrations could help 
answer some basic questions. But the appropriate time for broad 
applications is still in the future. 

If research is warranted, what research? If demonstration 
projects are warranted, what demonstration projects? 

Answers to these questions depend heavily on the UJJDPYs 
policy priorities and resources. To the extent that the Office 
has a full docket of promising, fundable projects, 1O-related 
efforts should take a relatively low priority. But as one pro
ponent of the 1O/JD link pointed out, the competition is ~ot that 
impressive--there are no panaceas nor even very many new ldeas 
for preventing delinquency and rehabilitating delinquents. The 
OJJDP has very few sure things on which to put its money. Below 
are outlined four efforts which we believe merit serious con
sideration. Two of them could be funded independently; the other 
n~o are appropriate for inter-agency collaboration. 
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The first of these efforts, a minimal response which could 
be fit within almost any ordering of the OJJDP's priorities, is 
peseapch to detePmine the incidence of leaPning handicaps, 
including LD stpictly defined, among a few basic populations: 
the chPonic juvenile offendep, the fipst-time (op pephaps 
status) offendep, and the non-delinquent. Th~ ~xpen~e and. sample 
size for this effort would depend on the preclsl0n wlth which 
incidence needs to be measured, and the degree of generalizability 
which is desired. The essential point is that the research be 
designed and executed in such a way as to provide.stateme~ts of 
comparative incidence which can stand up to scrutlny. ThlS 
effort could appropriately be financed solely by the OJJDP. 

The second effort which is suitable as an independent 
project of the Office is a demonstpation ppo~ect to tes~ ~~e . 
vaZue of diagnosing and tpeating LD~ as an a~d to pe~~b~Z~tat~on 
of sepiou8 juveniZe offendeps. Avallable data on thls.lssue are 
sparse but provocative. Info:mal report~ of the experlences of 
the Lathrop Park program, Pro] ect New Prld~, and !he Colorado 
Youth Selyices indicate that they have achleved hlgher success 
rates than usual and that special attention to LD-like learning 
problems has played an important rol~ in this succes~.l And 
independently of the data, it seems lnarguable !hat lf a 
delinquent is seriously learning disabled, knoWlng that fac! and 
acting on it is important if a sensible treatment approach lS 
to be developed. Perhaps the existence of the disabil~ty means 
that special educational programs.a:e needed; perh~ps lt me~s 
that some kinds of vocational tralnlng are approprlate and o~hers 
are not· perhaps it simply means that the staff of the facility 
can better understand and respond to the youth's behavior. A 
broad rrulge of remedial approaches might be proposed; ideally, the 
demonstration project would investigate several of them. 

Note that this project could have high value even if it is 
found that LD is not a major cause of delinquency. Regardless 
of 1O's causal role, the populations of the nation's juven~le 
facilities can be presumed to include at least as many serlously 
learning disabled youth as the population at large. If !he . 
studies to date are even pointing in the right general ~lrectl0n, 
the proportion is probably higher, if o~y for co:relatl0~al 
reasons. Given that, and given that LD lS a genulne h~d:cap~ 
diagnosis and treatment shOUld be part of a sound rehabliltatlon 
program. 

In terms of projects to be sponsored b~ the OJJD~ inde
pendently, we believe that the two efforts Just descrlbed-
carefully designed, adequately financed, competently executed-
should comprise the extent of the initial program. In terms of 

1 " d' D Abstracts of these programs are g~ven ~n Appen ~x . 
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the OJJDP's overall interest in 10, two more projects deserve 
attention as potential collaborative efforts with other 
agencies. 

TIle first of these is a national inventopy of ZeaPning 
handicaps among youth which would permit profiles of critical 
pop~ations and age groupings. The OJJDP' s interests in learning 
han~lcaps are not limited to a comparison of adjudicated 
dellnquents.versus non-delinquents; the Office's responsibilities 
for preventl0n programs :equire iPJformation on a wide variety of 
vulnerable youth populatlons. .And there are complementary 
needs ~rom the educator's standpoint. The consultants on LD 
for t~ls study repeatedly emphaSized the many ways in which their 
work lshampered by lack of adequate epidemiological data. These 
considerations argue for a collaborative effort among the OJJDP 
~d the appropriate agencies of the Department of Health, Educa
tl0n and Welfare. The advantages of uniform instrumentation 
combined sampling designs, and shared finanCing are obvious. ' 
We stress, however, the need to foaus on cZinical phenomena on 
which thepe is peasonabZe consensus among the ppofessionaZs, and 
avoid yet anothep catch-aU suwey of "ZeaPning ppoblems." 

A second high-priority prospect for collaboration would be 
a demonstpation ppojeat to identify and tpeat ZeaPning disabil
ities in an innep-aity elementar-y OP ppe-sahool, with thopough 
fo Z lowup peseaPah. Several consultants, including some who were 
g~nerally dubious abo~t.t~e causal effects of 10 on delinquency, 
dld see a strong posslbl11ty that LD could have much more potent 
effects when it occurs in an inner-city environment, with parents 
who perhaps have never heard of LD, than when it occurs in a 
suburb with parents who are not only aware of 10 but are eager 
to use it as an explanation for their child's problems. Findings 
about what happens when 10 is found and treated early in the 
high-risk inner-city environment could have high ~,~tility for 
shaping delinquency prevention strategies. But because it would 
also ha~e high intrinsic value, a shared sponsorship would seem 
approprlate. 

The two collaborative efforts described above by no means 
~xha~t the number of useful possibilities. As a general in
]unctlon, we suggest that 

because prevention of delinquency overlaps 
so many areas of education, employment, and 
physical and mental health, the OJJDP shouZd 
identify and foUow ongoing FedepaZ ppojects 
peZated to LD among the you:th popuZations 
which aPe most vuZnepabZe to deZinquency. 
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Preferably, the OJJDP should become aware of these projects 
during their planning phases. In some cases, the OJJDP may 
simply wish to know what is being done; in others, to make the 
sponsoring agency aware of the delinquency implications of the 
project; in still others, to collaborate fully. In the case of 
the two projects we have suggested, it appears appropriate for 
the OJJDP to make the initial overtures. 

Before leaving program recommendations, one final point: 
The causal issues raised by the 1O/JD topic represent yet another 
instance of the need for a thorough, multi-year longitudinal 
study of the development of children in relation to their 
ultimate delinquent behavior or lack of it. The LD questions 
alone do not justify such a study, but they cannot genuinely be 
resolved without one. The same point is true, of course, of 
most of the other unanswered questions about the sources of 
delinquency. 

c. Procedural Issues 

The fields of 10 and delinquency both deal with children in 
trouble. They tend to attract people who care about· children and 
who measure their success in tenus of children helped, not just 
children studied. This is an extremely desirable state of 
affairs for staffing treatment programs; it is not so desirable 
for staffing dispassionate research and evaluation. 

The problem is compounded by growing public and political 
interest in LD and delinquency. Pressure on the OJJDP is 
building--not to conduct baseline research, not to conduct care
fully structured demonstration tests, but to get something done, 
now, to apply diagnosis and treatment of 10 to delinquents. 

These two factors--the nature of the people who are most 
interested in LD and delinquency, and the na~ure of the pressure 
on program choices--have important implications for executing 
the kinds of limited, targeted, detached efforts which we have 
recommended. The principal implication, and one which we 
emphasize, is that 

~' I 

the opdinapy RFP op gpant appZiaation 
ppoaess witt not ppoduae the kind of 
ppoduat that is required~ if lessons 
are to be learned about the relation
ship of LD to delinquency. 
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If, for example, theOJJDP decides to sponsor a survey of LD 
incidence among delinquents and issues a general statement of the 
problem in an RFP, we predict that the end result will be to 
perpetuate the confusion. The contractor will use its definition 
of LD, its diagnostic battery, its experimental design, all of 
which will be critiqued after the fact and lead to calls for 
still another survey. Part of the reason is likely to be sub
stantive: the highly charged nature of the LD and delinquency 
issues inherently increases the chances of tendentious research" 
or research that is extremely vulnerable to charges of bias. A 
second reason will arise from the OJJDP's own lack of identifi
cation with the results. Insofar as the research deals with 
Professor X's approach to LD, and that approach is not congenial 
~o cert~in critics, the OJJDP will tend to keep the books open 
mdefinltely. 

So, for substantive reasons, we would argue that 

in the planning of research and evaluation 
projects relating to 10, the OJJDP has a 
aentraZ poZe as honest broker; one which 
cannot be passed on to a grantee or con
tractor. 

'This is not to say that the OJJDP has a natural image of being 
above the battle. But it is in a position to provide funds for 
thorough, carefully designed investigations and to act as a 
guarantor of the integrity and competence of the research. Per
haps even more importantly, the OJJDP is in a position to act 
as a~, arbiter of what facts are really at issue. 

Apd for ensuring that the OJJDP is ready to use the results 
of the LD-related efforts it sponsors, we emphasize that 

the OJJDP should first reach internal 
decisions about the precise. nature of 
the objectives of the research, the 
defini tion.s of tenus, and' acceptable 
standards of design. A good' statement 
of the researah probZem is not enough~ 

nor is the usual degree of guidance which is provided to con
tractors. The program of applied research and evaluation we 
have proposed is one instance when a substantial degree of 
central control is not only appropriate but essential. 

There are several potential mechanisms for reaching these 
decisions. Common to all of them should be a way for the OJJDP 
to tap the services of persons who are leaders in research on 
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tD and research on delinquency. As the research specialists in 
these areas were identified for this study, it became apparent that 
the dialogue about the LD/JD'link has been conducted ailimost entirely 
without their involvement. If any program is to be undertaken, it 
will be appropriate to move away from general policy-oriented 
appraisals (including ones li~e this)j and away from the clamor of 
partisans on both sides of the issue, and obtain technical advice. 
on some exceedingly technical points which must be resolved. The 
objective is to develop procedures whereby the OJJDP can contribute 
to the accumulation of practical knowledge on a topic that has thus 
far generated much more heat than light. 
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Appendix A . 
THE CONSULTANTS 

Below are listed the persons who served as consultants for this 
study. For those who are academicians or who have written extensively, 
we have included a selected bibliography of works most pertinent to 
his topic area. For others who are professionals working directly with 
delinquents, we give an outline of the program for which they are 
employed. In all cases, the consultants served as sources of .. expert 
opinion, not as co-authors. No argument or conclusion of this study 
should be attributed to any consultant, except as specifically cited 
and referenced in the text. The listing omits some persons who parti
cipated in large group interviews, or whQ .were. contaGted.·by .. telephone 
for a few' questioris. . . -

. Mr •. R. Bauer 
Supervisory Auditor 
P"'"Oj ect Director, GAO Survey of Impact of Learning 

Disabilities on Juvenile Delinquency, Colorado 
General Accotmting Office, Denver 

Dr. Charles BaCClUn 

Chief Psychiatrist 
Colorado Division of Youth Services 

The Colorado Division of You.th Services operates one of the largest 
programs in the nation for diagnosis and treatment of learning disabled 
delinquents. After a youth has been committed by the state, he is tested 
for learning disabilities by diagnosticians employed at the Colorado Division; 
of Youth Services. Diagnostic testing typically starts with visual and audio
metric screening examinations that measure sensory input. If results of 
a recent general achievement test are not available, such a test is 
administered and the results, including a handWI'iting legibility analysis, 
serve as the basis for further testing. If the youth does poorly on 
either the reading, spelling, or mathematics achievement subtest; or 
if the youth's handwrftten test responses are found to be clumsy, ~emi
legible, or poorJy ~oordinated, further te~ting is conducted. Such 
testing m~ght determine the youth's reading comprehension level, non-
verbal intelligence, vis·ual.perception ability, auditory discrimination 
ability, visual memory, or visual motor integration ability. In addition 
to-the testing procedures mentioned above, all students are given a speech 
screening to determine articulation problems. If such problems are found, 
an auditory discrimination test is administered. In additian, the speech 
screening picks up mumbly· speech l stammering, stuttering, nasality, and 
voice problems. Based on test results, personal observation by the 
lear.ning disability-diagnostician, and recommendations of tho Department 
of Youth Services' psychologist, an individualized rehabilitation program 
is developed for each youth. Rehabilitation goals are determined and 
progress toward those goals is periodically measured . 
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Dr. Allan Bennan 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
University of Rhode Island 
Di~ector, Neuropsychology Laboratory and Diagnostic Clinic 
RhOde Island Training Schools 

Berman, A. Delinquents are disabled. In B. Kratovi11e (Ed.), Youth in 
trouble;. Proceedings'of a symposium, Dallas-Fort Worth Regional 
Airport, May, 1974. San Rafael, Calif.: Academic Therapy 
Publications,-1974. Pp. 39-43. -

Berman, A. Delinquents are disabled. An ~nnovative approaah to the 
prevention and treatment of juvenile.delinquenay. Final Report 
of the Neuropsychology Diagnostic Laboratory at the Rhode Island 
Training Schools, December, ~974. 

Berman, A. Learning disabilities and juvenile delinquency; initial 
results of a neuropsychological approach. Paper presented at 
the International Conference of the Association for Children with 
Learning Disabilities, Atlantic City, N.J.~ February 4, 1972. 

Berman, A. Neurological dysfunction in juvenile delinquency: Implica
tions for early intervention. Child CaPe Quarterly~ 1972, 1 (4), 
264-271. 

Berman, A. Speech before, the Symposium on the Relationship of 
Delinquency to Learning Disabilities Among Youth, Little Rock, 
Arkansas, December, 1974. 

Berman, A., A Neuropsycho}.ogica1 approach to the etio1oo'V 
prevention, and trE',~tment of juvenile delinquency. {Jnpublished 
document, 1975. To be published in Apthony Davids (Ed.), ChiZd 
personality and psyc!inot'athology: C~"".i1t:l'ent topiaa. Vol~.3. New 
York: Wiley and· SOll:', 1976. 

Dr. Steven L. Bloam 
Psychologist 
Colorado Diviston of Youth Services 

See program description under Baccum. 

Dr. Eli M. Bower 
Associate Dean, Graduate Division, Director, Health and Medical Sciences 
Professor of Education 
University of California, Berkeley 

-~-.. ---
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Bower, E. M. Behavioral saienae frontiers in eduaation (with W. G. HOllister). 
New York: John Wiley, 1967. 
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Bower, E. M. Comparison of the characteri~tics of identified emotionally 
disturbed children with other children in classes. In E. Phil1i? 
Trapp 'and Philip Hime1stein (Bds.), Readings on the eaJaeptionaZ ahiZd: 
ReseaPah and theory. New Yor'1<: Appl'~ton-Crofts, 1961. 

Bower, B. M. 
sahool. 

Bower, B. M. 
sahool. 

EapZy identifiaation of emo~ionaZZy handiaapped ahildPen in 
Sprj,ngfield, 111.: Charles C. Thomas Publishers, 1960. 

EaPZy identifioation of emotionaZZy handiaapped ahildPen in 
(2nd ed.) Springfield, 111.: Charles C. Thomas, 1969. 

Bower, E. M. Games in eduaation and development. (with L. Shears) (Ed.) 
Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas. 1974. 

Bower, E. M. (Ed.), prthopsyahiatry and eduaation. Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1971. 

Bower, E. M. Primary prevention of mental and emotional disorders: A 
conceptual framework and action possibilities. Ameriaan JOUPnal of 
Orthop8yahiatry~, 1962, 32(3), 832-848. 

Bower, E. M. A proaess for in-sahool sareening of ahildPen with emotional 
handiaaps. (Manual and technical report for school administrators 
and teachers; also includes instruments for screening). Princeton, 
N.J.: Educational Testing Service, 1962. 

Bower, E. M. School screening of children with emotional handicaps. (With 
N. M. Lambert). In N. J. Long, W. C. Morse, and R. G. Newman (Eds.), 
Confliat in the alassroom: The edUaation of ahildPen with probZems. 
(2nd ed.) Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1971. 

Dr. William Cruickshank 
Director, Institute for the Study of Mental Retardation and Related 
Disabilities 
University of Michigan 

Cruickshank, W., & Hallahan, P. Pepa~ptional and learni~g disabiZities in 
ahitdren. Vol. I: Psyahoeduaational pitoaedu.res. Syracuse, N. Y • : 
Syracuse University Press, 1975. 

Cruickshank, W. f & Hallahan, P. Peraeptual and 'learning disabi·Uties in 
ahiZdren. Vol. II: ReseaPah and methods. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse 
University Press, 1975. 

• 
Cruickshank, W. (Ed.), The '/;eaahep of bpain-injuped ahil'd!ten. Syracuse, 

N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1966. 

Cruickshank I! W., Benizen, F., Ratzebu:rg, F., &. T.annhausser, M. A teaahing 
method fop bpain-injuped and nypepaative ohiZdren. Syracuse, N.Y.: 
Syracuse University Press, 1961 • . -~~ 
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Cruickshank, W •• Bice, H., & Wallen, N. Perception and cerebraL paZsy. 
Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1957. 

Cruickshank, W., Bice, H., Wallen, N., & Lynch, K. Pel1aeption and ae!'eb!'aZ 
paZsy .• (2nd ed.) Syracu'se, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1965. 

Cruickshank, W.~ & Doiphin, J. The educational im1?licatio~s of psychological 
studies of cerebral palsied children. Exaept~~aaZ Ch~Zd!'en, 1951, 
18, 3-11. 

Careth Ellingson 
Consul tant-Special Education 
Florida 

Ellingson, C. Direato!'y of faaiZities for the lea!'ning disabled 'and the 
handiaapped. New York: Harper & ROW, 1972. 

Ellingson, C. The shp.dOlJ) ahiZdPen. New York:, Harper '& Row, 1973. 

Ellingson, C. Speaking of ahil,dPen: Their Zearni~ abiZipies/disabil,ities. 
New York: Harper & Row, 1975. 

Dr. Delbert S. Elliott 
Professor of Sociology 
University of Colorado 

Elliott, D. Delinquency, school attendance, and dropout. Soaial, ~obl,ems, 
1966, l~, 307-314. 

Elliott, D. i '& Voss,~. DeZinquenay and d!'opout. Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath 
and Co., 1974. 

Elliott, D., Voss, H., & Wendling, A. A dropout and the social milieu of 
the high school: A preliminary·'ana1ysis. AmePiaan Journal, of 
OrthopsyahiatpY, 1966, 36, 808-817. 

Ernesto Galarza 
Consultant 
San Jose Public Schools 
california 

Galarza, E. Merchants of iabor. 
, Publishers, 1966 •. 

---~--'--' 
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Santa Barbar'~, Calif. ': McNally, & ~ol>j:,in 
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Galarza, E. Sp~ders in the hOuse. Notre b~~e, Ind.: Notre Dame Univer~ity 
Press, 1970. 

Galarza, E. Ba!'rio boy. Notre Dame, Ind.: Notre Oame University Press, 
1911. 

Judge Seymou~ Gelber 
Family DiVision, Eleventh. Judicial Circuit 
Dade County, Florida 

Dr. Travis Hirschi 
Professor of Sociology 
University of California, Davis 

Hirschi~ T. Causes of deZinquency. Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1969. 

Hirschi, T., & Se1vin, H. DeZinquenay!'esea!'ah. New York: Free Press, 
1967. 

Hirschi, T., & Se1vin, H. False criteria of causality. In M. Wolfgang, 
. L. Savitz, & N. J.ohnston (Eds.), The socioZogy of a:r>ime and deZinquenay., 

New York: John Wiley. 1970. 

Dr. Helen Hursch 
Psychologist 
Colorado Division of Youth Services 

S~e program description under Baccum. 

Thomas James 
Director, Project New Pride 
Denver, Colorado. 

The New Pride Project is a community-based intensive superv~sion 
project serving approximately sixty probationers. The project, which takes 
the form of a work-study program, serves as an alternative to institution
alization for juveniles, aged fourteen to seventeen, who have records of 
~wo or more prior adjudications of delinquency. The identification of 
learning handicaps, including learning disabilities, is a focal point 
of the diagnostic process. Remedial educational programs also are central 
to the rehabilitative services. 
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" Dr. Richara Klendenen 
Professor 
Center for Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency 
Director of Delinquency Control Center 
University of Minnesota 

K1endenen, ,R. Dialogue in adolescents. Rep0'l't on a 'l'ound table. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967. 

K1endenen, R. Juveni Ie delinquency" is everybody's business. In 
Encyalopedia of ahild aa'l'e and guidanae. New York: Doubleday, 1968. 

K1endenen, R. A training center for child welfare staff. In Children~ 
Washington, D.C.: 'U.S. Government Printing Office, 1964. 

Klendenen, R. What's the matter with corrections? Fede'l'al P1'obation~ 
September 1970. A-4 

pr. William Kvaraceus 
Professor of Education and Sdciology 
Chairman, Department of Education 
Clark University 

Kvaraceus, W. Anxious youth: Dynamias of delinquenay. Columbus, Ohio: 
Charles Merrill Books, 1966. 

Kvaraceus, W. The aommunity and the delinquent. Chicago: World Book, 
1945. 

Kvaraceus, W. Forecasting delinquency. Exaeptional Child~ 1961, 27, 
429-35. 

Kvaraceus, W. FO'l'eaasting'; , ."lile deUnquenay. Supplement to the Manual 
of Direction for KD Pruneness Scale and Check List,. "Chicago: World 
Book, 1956. 

Kvaraceus, W. Juvenile deUnquenay. A P1'obZem fo'l' the modePn bJo'l'Zd. 
New York: UNESCO, 1964. 

Kvaraceus, W. Juvenile delinquenay and the sahoot. Chic~go: World Book, 
1945. 

Kvaraceus, W., & Miller, W. Delinquent behavior: CultU'l'e and the indi
vidual., . Washington, D. C.: National Education Association, 1959: 

Dr. PhilliP H •. ·· Mann 
Director, Special Education 
Development and Technical Assistance Center 
University of Miami I 

__ k~6~~ __________________ ~_1 
.. 

1 I 

Mann, .P. (Ed.)~ Mainst'l'eam speaial eduaation: Issues and perspeatives 
~n U'l'banaenters. Reston, Va.: Council on Exceptional Children, 
1972. 

Mann, P. & Brezner, J. Labeling and Minority Groups - An Issue. In P. H. 
Mann (Ed.), Mainst'l'eam speaial eduaation: Iss?A-es and perspeatives in 
urban aenters. Reston, Va.: Council on Exceptional Children, 1972.," 
Pp. 110-118. 

Dr. Jane R. Mercer 
Sociology Department 
Chairman and Professor of Sociology 
University of California, Riverside 

Mercer, J. Institutionalized ang10centrism: Labeling mental retardates 
in the pu~lic schools. In P. Or1eans~,~ W. R. E1iss (Eds.), Raae 
ahange~, qnd U'l'ban soaiety. Vol. V~ Los Angeles: Sage Publications 
1971. . ' 

Mercer, J. TIle meaning of mental retardation. In R. Koch, & J. Dobson 
(Eds.), The mentaUy 'l'etarded ahiZd and his family: ,A rrr.A.Uidisai
plinary handbook. New York: Bruner/Maze1, 1971. 

Mercer, J. Sociocu1 tura1factors in labeling mental retardates. Peabody 
JOU'l'nal of Eduaation~ 1971, 48, 188-203. 

Mercer, J. IQ: The lethal label. Psyahology Today~ 1972, .§., 44-47, 95-97: 

Mercer, J. Who is normal? Two perspectives on mild mental retardation. 
In E. G. Jaco (Ed.), Patients~ physiaians~ and i"Uness. (Rev. Ed.) 
New York: Free Press, 1972. 

Mercer, J. Ldbeiin(i the mentaUy 'l'ei;a;rded. Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1973: 

Mercer, J. The myth of 3 percent prevalence. In G. Tarjan; R. Eyman, and 
C. E. Meyers (Eds.), Soaiobehavioral studies in mentaZ reta'l'dation: 
Papers in hono'l' of Ha'l'vey L. Dingman. Washington: American Associ
ation on Mental Deficiency, 1973. 

Mercer~ J. Latent functions of intelligence testing in public schools. 
In L. P. Miller (Ed.), The testing of blaak students. Englewood 
C~iffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, in press. 

Mercer, J., & Brown, W. C. Racial differences in IQ'~ 
In C. Senva (Ed.), The fallaay of IQ. New York: 

Fact or artifact? 
Third Press, 1973. 

Mercer, J., & Smith, J. M. Subtest estimates of the WISC Full Scale rQ's 
for children. In U.S. Department of Health, Education, and We1far"e, 
Public .Health Service, Vital and Health Statistics. Series 2, No. 47. 
Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1~7~. 
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Nancy Miles, 
Will Edwards 
Diagnosticians 
Project Intercept, Denver, Colorado 

_____ ~-___o_--,______-------..~. - ~ 

Project Intercept is a community-based juvenile delinquency prevention 
and rehabilitation project serving youth under 16 years of age who are 
referred by the schools and by the juvenile justice system. Since 'the 
majority of youth in the Project are performing 2 or more years below 
grade level, each youth is tested for learning disabilities. Based on 
test results an individualized program of instruction is developed and 
administered by Project Intercept education personnel. 

Dr. William C. M:>rse 
Educational Psychologist 
Universi ty of Michigan 

Morse, W. The crisis teacher. In N. Long, W. Morse, & R. Newman (Eds.), 
ConfLict in the classroom: The education of emotionally disturbed 
childPen~ Belmont: Wadsworth, 1965. 

Morse, W. The education of socially maladjusted and emotionally disturbed 
children. In W. Cruickshank & G. Johnson (Eds.), Education of 
exceptionaL chiLdPen and youth. 2nd Ed. Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1967. 

Morse, W. The learning disabled child and consider~tions of life space~ 
In W. M. Cruickshank & D. P. Hallahan (Eds.), Perceptual and learning 
disabilities in chiLcb>en. Vol. 1: Psychoeducational. practices. 
Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1975, Pp.336-353. 

Morse, W. Public ~chools and the disturbed child. In P. Knoblock (Ed.), 
Intervention approaches in educating emotionaUydisturbed childPen,. 
Syracuse: .syracuse University Press, 1966. Pp. 113-128. 

Morse, W. Working paper: Training teachers for life space interviewing. 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1963, '33. 727-730. 

Morse, W., & Small, E. Group life space interviewing in a therapeutic 
camp. American Jou:mal. of Orthopsychidtry, 1959, ~ 27-44. 

Dr. Thor.1.:''ls· Murray 
Assistant Administrator for-Programs 
~tUnnesota_State Department of Education 

~furray, T. Individualization of instruction in special. learning dis
abiZities resource cZassrooms. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, 
University of Minnesota, . Department of Education, 1971. 
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Murray, T. & Weatherman, R. Educational needs assessment and program 
development for chiZdcaring institutions. Minneapolis, Minn.: 
State Department of Education, 1970. 

Murray, T.,. Weath~rman; R., & Maresh~ L. 
social. prob·lem chilcb>en and youth. 
Department of Education, 1974. 

Judge F. Orlando 

Community-based programs_for 
Minneapolis, Minn.: State 

Family Division, Seventeenth Judicial Circuit 
Broward COtmty, Flor.ida 

Dr. Arthur Pearl 
Professor of Sociology 
Universi ty of California, Santa Cruz 

'ty f d t' S s N J' Citadel Press, 1975. Pearl, A. Atroc~ 0 e u~a ~on. ecaucu, .•. 

Pearl, A. ~ & Riessman, F. New careers for the poor. New York: Free 
Press, 1965. 

Dr. Kenneth Polk 
Professor of Sociology 
University of Oregon, Eugene 

Polk, K. Teenage delinquency in small town America. Rockvi11e
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Md.: 
Nati,..,na1 Institute of Mental Health" Research Report-5, 19 . 

h -; d -:f "1' quen;"'y Eng1' ewood Cliffs, N~J:.:. Polk, K., ,& Schafer, W. Sc oo&s an ~e&~n v. 
Prentice Hall, J972. 

Dr. Chester D. Poremba 
Chief Psychologist 
Children's Hospital 
Department of Psychology 

Poremba, C. Learning disabi1itie~, youth & delinquency:, Programs for· 
intervention. In H. Myklebust (Ed.), Progress in le:...r:'YLing disabil
ities, Vol.. III. New York: Grune & Stratton, 1975,. Pp. 123-150. 

Poremba, C. The adolescent and young adult with learning disabi~itie~: 
What are his needs: What are the needs of those who deal w1th h1m? In 
International Approaah to Learning Disabil.ities of ChiZa:en and . 
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Appendix B. 

TOPIC OUTLINE FOR THE LD CONSULTANTS 

Each of the consultants had his or her special area of expertise; 
no single instrument 'could be taken into an interview and a:pplied " 
blindly. We did, however, try to spell out the major 10 topics 
which pertained to the study. The result is shown on the following 
pages·~ . A copy was given to an LD consultan! at. the outset, and . 
the interviewer usually attempted to stay w1th 1ts structure dur1ng 
the discussion. The emphasis and time spend on anyone of the topics 
varied by the individual consultant's interests and competencies. 
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Topic Outline 
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TopiE-!: Issues of Definition and Classification. A major problem 
in relating LD to delinquency is deciding on boundaries;'-"We are 

not trying to arrive at a single definit~on of LD; but we do want 
to identify some criteria for distinguishing among classes of LD 
phenomena, in ways which are pertinent to understanding the LD 
relationship to delinquency. 

One obvious candidate dimension is the "hardness" of the LD 
~ype. At one end of the continuum would be those types which 
most unequivocally represent a perceptual disorder in processing 
spoken or written language. 1'.t the other extreme would be those 
types which are nlost easily confused with the results of environ
mental disadvantage or emotional disturbance. What criteria could 
be used to demarcate segments on the continuum? Is it even a 
reasonable task? 

What other dimensions might be useful for explicating the 
relationships of subsets of LD phenomena to delinquent behavior? 
Ones based on etiology? Treatment modalities? 

The definitional issues relate to a fundamental policy 
decision which the Institute must make. How should its interest 
in LD, be delimited? Apart from the many substantive issues which 
will inform this question, what is your general reaction to the 
policy merits of using a broad definition of the LD domain, as 
contrasted with a narrow one? 

Topic II: Diagnosis. The literature includes a number of studies 
which purport to have measured the incidence of learning disabil
ities among a sample of adjudicated delinquents. Almost always 
the reported percentages are very high. Obviously, they are key 
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, link betweenLD and delinquency. In the data for support1ng a , 

repor'ts of incidence rates are similarly LD field in general, 

If you had the task of assessing these results, how important. 

would·you go about it? Specifically: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Which types of LD are generally diagnosed with the 

'l't and valid~ty? What has "high-highest reliabl ,1 y .. 

;n terms of statistical tests for reliest" meant ... 

ability? 

Which types of LD cannot yet be diagnosed with 

" to permit a reliable statement enough prec1s10n 

of incidence? 

as t he best existing work on ~nciWhat do you see 

dence of LD among delinquents? Incidence in the 

1 Youth population? The incidence of de-genera " 

t he learning disabled popula~~ons? linquency among _ 
. . . . .' 

Is there reason to believe that diagnosing LD: 

, different ·techniques among delinquents requ1res 

than diagnosing the same type of LD among non

delinquents? 

To sumrnarizeour concern: In highly charged fields like 

LD and delinquency research, there are especially severe poten

tial problems of interpretation when the diag~Os~iC data are 

both. Given the eXlst1ng literature, subjective, imprecise, or 

hoW" severe are the actual problems? 

'b'l't' To date, we have ~~~~~~~f_~~e~a~r~n~l~'n~S~D~l~s~a==~l~l~l~e_s~. Topic III: T~atmen~ 0 

. , f';nd;ng quantitative studies of the had unexpected difficulty 1n ... ... 

I t h' s What do you see effeotiveness of the various remedia ec n1que . 

as the state of the literature on this topic? In particular r what 

do we know about long-term effects? As in the case of diagnosis, 

bl are resu.lts among delinquent how compara e 

populations? 

and non-delinquent 

. ~-~-------~-~-
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Topic IV: The Causal Link between LD and Delinquency. What -~ 

fOllows i~ a typical statement of the causal rationale: 

The cycle begins with early problems at home. The 
child was showing perceptual and attention problems even 
prior to school, but the behavior was written off as 
"onery" or "uncooperative" personality. The child enters 
the early grades of school already accustomed to the fact 
that he won't be' able to do things as well as expected 

. of him, that he 'will fail and be humiliated continually. 
This prophesy is fulfilled in school as teachers, con
sidering the child "a behavior problem," punish and 
ridicule him for failures or for behaviors that he cannot 
control. The child begins to think of himself as a loser, 
as someone who can never hope to live up to what people 
expect of him. Rather than face the embarrassment of 
continual failure in front of friends and teachers, 
the behavioral signs become even more pronounced. 
Clowning around and general disruptiveness become the 
,ways which best insulate this youngster from having to 
face continual and repeated failure. He becomes much 
more Successful as a clown or troublemaker than he ever 
could be as a student. Teachers now are completely 
diverted away from any learning problems and concentrate 
solely on how to deal with the child's behavior. He 
gets further and further behind, becomes more and more 
of a problem. Eventually he's suspended, drops out or 
is thrown out of school to roam the streets, and the 
inevitable road to delinquemcy is well under way. The 
original problems have neVElr been dealt with; the child 
is thought of as incorrigible. His problems are seen as 
Psychogenic, not as the result of deflated self-esteem 
and fears of inadequacy! all of which. have been generated 
by disability. His prophecy of himself as a loser has 
been fulfilled.l 

Our first r~quest is that you critique the logic in this 

argument and suggest other causal arguments that may have merit. 

We also have these specific questions about the standard causal 
argument; 

• To what extent dqes the a.rgument apply specifici2lly 

to the learnin,g disabled, as contrasted with the 

slow learner or the retarded? 

lprom a presentation by Allan Berman, transcribed in the report 
on "Symposium on the Relationship of Delinquency to Learning 
Disabilities Among Youth," Little Rock, Ark., 12/2-4/74. 
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'1'0 what extent does the school itself and its dif

f~rential treatment of exceptional children lead to 

subsequent antisocial or delinquent ~ehavior? 

To what extent do different types (;if LD provoke 

generally negative school achievement? Or can the 

LD child characteristically find compensating pos

itive experiences in some aspects of his studies? 

The evidence is persuasive that real incidence of 

youth crime has been increasing dramatically--far 

out of proportion to increases in the youth popula

tion. If this is true, how can LD be argued to 

explain any significant portion of the increase? 

Research Priorities. If you were administering the 

d t what research and demonstration project.s on 
Institute bu ge , 

LD would you fund first? 
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~ Appendix C. 
~ TECHN~CAL SUMMARIES OF THE LD/JD STUDIES 

l 

One major intent of the research was .toexamine a11.studies 
whiCh doctUTlented incidence'of LD among delinquent populations, 
or the incidence of delinquency among LD populations. On inci
dence of delinquency among LD populations, we lIDcovered no evi
dence whatsoever. None of the literature searches revealed 
pertinent titles, nor did any of the~onsultants know of such 
work. Several of the consultants stated categorically that none 
existed. There is, however, a growing body of literature on the 
inaidenae of LD among deUnquent populations. It falls into 
three broad categories: reviews of the evidence at second-hand; 
anecdotal £irst-hand evidence; and quantitative studies which 
attempt to diagnose LD among delinquents and, in the ideal case, 
among a control population as well. 

A summary of the evidence from all three categories is given 
in sectiOIls III and IV of the report. But the literature in one 
category--quantitat.ive studies--warrants critique on a study-by
study basis. Nlmlbers do have an authority: if a study concludes 
that 62.5% of juvenile deiinquents have learning disabilities, it 
is ~ot enough either to pass that figure uncritically, or to dis
count it because of vaguely specified methodological errors. What 
fo1~ows, then, is a technical critique or each study of LD inci
dence among delinquents ,which is citE)d in ,section IV. To the .. 
best of our knowledge, the inventory is complete as of the end 
of 1975. 

Each study was examined in terms of the following topics: 

Repl?eSentativeness of the sample. Is ,there reason to 
conclude that the delinquents in the study genera11y 
reflect the range and proportions of delinquent types? 
·Or do inherent biases exist? 

Controls. Was a comparable population tested with the 
same instrumentation? 

Conaeptual def1:nition of LD. Does the study use an 
explicit definition of LD? If so, does this definition 
fit a narrow or broad construction? 

Operational definition of LD. Are cut-off po:ints estab
lished to distinguish between mild cases and severe ones? 
Between perceptual disol'ders and retardation? Between 
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perceptual disorders and general learning problems? 
Between perceptual disorders and auditory or visual 
handicaps? 

Diagnostia tool,s. Are the diagnostic procedures ~pecified? 
Are the procedures ones, which can accurately test for the 
characteristics specified in the operational definition? 

'Diagnostic objeativity. Almost all diagnostic tests of 
lD require subjective judgments by the diagnostician. 
Since the motivation for the studies being examined was 
almost without exception to demonstrate the existence of 
the lD/JD association, there was a clear need to avoid 
researcher'sUbjectivity'in the diagnostic process. Were 
adequate safeguards adopted? 

statistiaal, anal,ysis. Are the statistical tests appro
priate to the data? Are the results presented in a form 
that permits the reader to assess them? Are the results 
interpreted accurately? 

A note on praoaedUI'e: The tests which are used to diagnose LD are 
too many to permit a detailed investigation of the validity of 
each. With a few exceptions, we have relied on the standard reference, 
Oscar Kresen Buros' Mental, MeaBUI'ements Yearabook (MMY) and his 
Tests in Pr>int (TIP)~ and have restricted the commentary to basic 
statements apout those tests. 
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Allen Berman, A neuropsychological approach to the etiology, 
prevention, and treatment of juvenile delinquency, in Anthony 
Davids (Ed.), Chil,d perasonaZity and psyahopathol,ogy: CU:i>raent 
top't~as. Vol. 3. New York: JOM Wiley and Sons, 1976, in 
press. (N.B.: Critique is bas~d on draft of the ~uscript). 

Sample. Forty-five boys, ages 15 to 18 years (mean 16.1), .,' 
resident for the first time at a juvenile correctional facility. 
All were examined within first week of admissi.on, randomly selected 
from the weekly intake rosters. ' -

, 
Contx>oL Forty-five boys in a Providence inner-city public high 
school, matched pairwise with the clinical sample for age and race. 

Conaeptual, definition of LD. None is explicitly stated. Although 
the author does use the term "learning disability," it should be 
noted that his main purpose is to assess broader neuropsychological 
"adaptive abilities." Deficits in these adaptive abilities are 
discussed in detail; the transition to the discussion of LD is not 
explained. . , 

Operaational, definition of LD. Subj,ect scored in the impaired 
range on at lease onesubtest of the Ha.lstead Reitan battery. 

Dia~~'stia 'tool,s.' Adaptive abilities were assessed through a 
l!lod1f1ed Halstead ~eurbPsychological Test Battery, using changes 
1nco~or~ted by Re1tan. The following tests were employed. 
Descr1pt1ons are taken from Reitan 1966.' -

Categoray test. The subject is seated in front of a milk glass 
screen, beneath which is an answer panel with four numbered levers. 
~e test is divided into seven groups of pictures. As each picture 
1S shown, the subject is to guess the unifying principle in that 
:equence. A bell rings for correct guesses; a buzzer sounds for 
:ncorrect ones. Through iterative experience, the subject is to 
1nfer. the principle. Reitan writes that "The Category Test is a 
rela!lv:ly compl~x concept formation test which requires fairly 
SOph1st1cated ab1lity in noting similarities and differences in 
s!:i.mulus material, postulating hypotheses that appear reasonable 
w1th respect to recurring similarities and differences in the 
stimulus material, testing these hypotheses with respect to 
positi~e.or negative reinforcement (the bell and the buzzer), and 
the ab1l1ty to adapt hypotheses in accordance with the reinforce-
ment accompanying each response." (~eitan 1966, p. 166) -

Taatual, perafo~anae test. The blindfolded subjects fits 
differently shaped blocks into a fonn board, using each hand separ
ately and then both hands. Finally, the blindfold is removed and 
subject draws a diagram of the board. The exercises test for 
tactile form discrimination, ktnesthesis, coordination, manual 

. dexterity, and visualization of spatial configurations. 
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Rhythm test. The subject is required to differentiate between 
30 pairs of rhythmic beats which are samet~es the same and som~
times different. This test appears to requ1re alertness, susta1ned 
attention to the task, and the ability to perceive differing 
rhythmic sequences. 

Spee()h sounds pe'l'()eption test. The speech sounds pe:rception 
test consists of 60 spoken nonsense words which are variants of the 
"ee" sOlUld presented in multiple choice form. The test is played 
from a tape r~corder with the intensity of so~d adjusted ~o meet 
the subject's preference. The subject's task 1S to ~derl1n~ 
the spoken syllable, selecting from the,f?ur alte~at1~e~ prmted 
for each item on the test form. In add1t1on to ma1ntammg 
attention through 60 items, this test requires the subject to 
perceive the spoken stimulus-sounds through hearing ~d to,rela~e 
these perceptions through vision to the correct conf1gurat1on ot 
letters on the test form. 

Fingel' os()'l ZZation • This test is a measure of finger- tapping 
speed using first the index finger of the preferred hand and then 
that ~f the other hand. The subject is given five consecutive 
ten-second trials with the hand held in a constant position in 
order to be sure to require movements of only the finger rather 
than the whole hand and arm. Every effort is made to encourage 
:the subject to tap as fast as he possibly can. This 1:.estwould 
appear to be rather purely dependent upon motor speed. 

T'l'aiZmaking test. The trailmaking test consists of two ~arts, 
A and B. Part A consists of 25 circles distributed over a whlte 
sheet of paper and numbered from one to 25. Th~ subject is ::equired 
to connect the circles with a pencil line as qU1ckly,as posslble, 
beginning with the number one and proceedL~g in numer~cal sequence. 
Part B consists of 25 circles numbered from one to th1rteen and 
lettered from A to L. The subject is required to connect the _ , 
circles, alternating between numbers,and letters as he proceeds 1n 
ascending sequence. The score$ obtamed are the number of seconds 
required to finish each part. 

Senso'l'Y impsl'aeption. ,This procedur~ att~mpts to d~termine the 
accuracy with which the subJect can percelve b~later~l sirnultan~ous 
sensory stimulation after i~ has c;lready been ~ete:rnmed th~t hlS 
perception of unilateral stL~ulatlon on,each sl~e lS essent:ally 
intact. The procedure is used for tactlle, audltory, and v~sual
sensory modalities in separate tests. With respect to tactll~ 
function for example, each hand is first touched separately 1n 
order to'determdne that the subject is able to respond with accuracy 
to the hand touched. Testing for auditory imperception makes use 
of an auditory stimulus achieved by rubbing the finger~ toge~her 
quickly and sharply in a light manner. The ~est for v1sual l.n1per
ception is applied through use of a small, d1screte movement,of 
the examiner's fingers while the subject focuses on the eXamlner's 
nose. 
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In addition to the above tests, subjects were given the Mbdi
fication of the Halstead-Weprnan Aphasia Examination. According to 
Reitan, this test provides a survey of possible aphasia and related 
deficits. The test samples the ability of the subject to name 
common objects, spell, identify individual numbers and letters, 
read, write, calculate, enunciate, understand spoken language, 
identify body parts, and differentiate between right and left. 
Tbe requirements of the test are so organized that these various 
abilities are tested1 to some extent, in terms of the particular 
sensory modalities through which the stimuli are perceived. The 
organization provides an opportunity for determining whether the 
limiting deficit is receptive or expressive in character. 

Wechsler Verbal IQ lVIQ) and Performance IQ (PIQ) scores were 
also available for the analysis. 

Diagnostia Objeativity. For the (.drninistration and scoring of the 
tests, it appears that the most iP.portant sources of contamination 
were minimized. The procedures were adopted to ensure uniform 
administration of the tests, and, for the few cases in which sub
jectiVity was a scoring factor in the tests, a conservative approach 
was reportedly employed. 

Data AnaZysis. Means, standard deviations, and t scores were reported 
for each of the Wechsler subtests and for the components of the 
H~lst~a~-Reitan Ba~tery, for the clinical and control samples. A 
dlSCrlID1nant functlon analysis is reported, using five predictors: 
(1) VerJ:>al 19, (2) Peformance IQ, (3) Halstead's Impainnent Index, 
(4) Trallrnakl.ng Test Part A, and (5) Trailmaking Test Part B. The 
discussion varies from a concise, retrained interpretation of the 
resu~ts to highlY,speculative conclusions (e.g., "the inability to 
proflt from experlence and the repeated use of poor judgment seem to 
chara~terize the ~elinquent's performance on both the Category Test 
and hlS overall llfe style." (p. 39). In particular, the discussion 
of ill has the appearance of an appendage to the main (and more 
precise) discussion of "adaptive abilities." It's interpretive state
ments do not call upon the ·test results. 
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Richard C. Compton, Diagnostic evaluation of committed delinquents 
in Betty Lou Kratoville (ed.), Youth in troubZe. San Rafael, Calif.: 
Academic Therapy Publications, 1974, pp. 44-56. 

SampZe. Four hundred forty-four adjudicated committed delinquents 
or Children in Need of Supervision (CHINS) who passed through the 
central diagnostic receiving center during a ten-month period, 
July 1, 1972 to May 1, 1973. The 444 represent all youth who 
passed through the diagnostic center during that time. 

ConceptuaZ definition of LD. "Our philosophy [is] that a learning 
disability or dysftmction is anything which prevents a child from 
achieving successfully in a normal educational setting." It includes 
five areas of dysfunction: auditory, visual, language processing, 
sociological, and psychological. In short, it is an extremely 
inclusive deflilition. 

OperationaZ Definition of LD. The tests used to diagnose LD (s.ee 
below) included a variety of established tests. The relationship 
of the test scores to the conceptual definition cited above remains 
unclear. Compton has reported that "It is true that our effort 
over the years was to identify and find means of identifying any 
block to learning but the basis for the study as published was 
strictly within the confines of a programmed concept of learning 
disabilities',' '(Compton, personal corranunication, 1976). Yet it 
would appear from the discussion in the article that the broader 
definition was in fact operationalized. The discussion relating 
to the classification process is presented below: 

;t I 

One of the first questions we encotmtered in establishing 
a format for statistical accumulation of learning disabilities 
was the myriad variety of possible classifications •••• In 
trying to simplify the procedure to an understandable form, 
we simply said there were five areas of dYSfunction: auditory, 
visual, language processing, sociological and psychological. 
Visual and auditory areas could be pretty well defined and 
identified, but the problems of language processing were, 
to us, lTRlch broader and more numerous than most texts, 
specialists, and research articles listed and described. 
Consider the bilingual child, for example. If he has to 
work in English but uses Spanish as the decoding tool, he 
certainly has a learning disability problem and would be 
reflected in these statistics. If, on the other hand, 
he could decode equally well in both English and Spanish, 
he has no problem, and would not appear as a language pro
cessing statistic. 'The child that has never mastered the 
veIY basic mathematic skills would certainly have a language 
processing problem in any math program above his basic level. 
We had a student, for example, who had never mastered the 
utilization of the number 9. At sixteen years of age, he had 
learned simply to block out anything dealing with the number 
9~ ••• Once this was identified, two weeks of intensive effort 
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cleared up this processing problem. HOwever, he would appear 
on the statistics as a language processing problem •••• Social 
and p§yChological problems indicated are only those problems 
which would prevent the child from learning in a meaningful 
way in the classroom--i.e., the child who cannot function 
ina group, or one who cannot relate to an adult for learn
ing, or a black who cannot learn from a white, or vice 
versa. The student who is conditioned to failure and/or 
the student with an extremely low self image are reflected 
here. Most of them have either social or psychological prob
lems, but if such problems would not preve~t success in 
learning, these problems would not appear within these 
statistics. One highly significant fact: 90 percent of 
those reflected in sociological and psychological problems 
are also reflected in one or more of the visual, auditory 
and language processing areas •••• 

Basically, then, what I :have said concerning classification 
of learning disabilities is a reflection of our philosophy 
that a learning disability or dysftmction is anything which 
prevents a Child from achieving successfully in a normal 
educational setting. . 

A "mild" classification indicates that the probw.ems could 
be worked out normally by 'a regular teacher in a regular 
classroom provided that the teacher is aware of the problem 
••• and could attack it in the correct learning mode ••.• 

''Moderate'' problems lTRlSt have more specialized treatment 
along with,prescriptive individual classroom attention and 
could not succeed until this is done. 

The "severe" problems ••• must have comprehensive treatment 
before even trying classroom work. Most of this treatment 
lTRlSt be planned and directed by highly qualified specialists. 
(pp. 48-49). . 

Diagnostic TooZs. Not discussed in the article. Compton reports 
that "Diagnosis was achieved through use of the Keyston~ Tele
binocular, the Audiometer, the Beery Test of Motor Visual Integra
tion, the Bender-Gestalt, the Wepman Test of Discrimination, the 
Wide Range Achievement Test, the Davis Reading Test, the Gilmore 
Reading Test, the WISC or WAIS, along with other referred testing 
accomplished by neurologists, psychiatrists, opthomologists, and 
audiologists. But more important was the fact that validity was 
determined only on the basis of the child's reaction to follow-
up treatment"'(Compton, personal contntmication, 1976). 

D1;agnostic Objectivity. All testing was conduc.ted by persons 
other than the author. 
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Statistiaal, Anal,ysis. A matrix is shown with the five types of 
10 as rows and mild-moderate-severe-total classification as columns. 
Cal,aul,ation of numbeps of students eithep 9Y LD type op al,assifiaation 
of sevepity is not possibl,e fpom the matpix3 because cells show 
number of positive diagnoses, not numbers of students. A student could 
be counted more than once because he was diagnosed as having more than 
one type of LD (i.e., multiple entry in colums) , or because he ha~ 
more than one characteristic within a type (i.e., diagnosis of two 
types of auditoryLD would result in multiple entry in the same row 
of the matrix). This is stated explicitly in the article; the author 
goes on, however, to interpret the totals for ea~h type as represen
tative of totals for individuals--which appears from his own descrip
tion of the matrix to be an error. 

Inaidence of LD 

As aonal,uded in the study. The study indicates that 90.4% 
of the 444 committed to state institutions during the 10-month period 
fell into one or more of the cells. of the matrix--was learning 
disabled by the author's definition. 

As pepaeptual, op integpative disopdep. As they are des-
cribed in the article, only two of the five categories appear to fit 
the definition of LD as perceptual and integrative disorders: the 
visual and auditory categories. Even in those categories, the study's 
defini tion appears to be extremely inclusive, apparently counting 
simple hearing or visual problems as an LD. Some of the language 
processing diagnoses probably fit the definition. Compton points. 
out, however, that the problems he included were ''much broader and 
more numerous than most texts, specialists, and research articles 
listed an4 described." The article also suggests that most of the 
children with perceptually-based language processing problems would 
also be diagnosed under either or both of the auditory and visual 
categories. The matrix of diagnoses were as follows: 

TABLE C.l 

MILD MJDERATE SEVERE TOTAL 

Visual 81 81 41 203 
Auditory 60 41 17 118 
Language Processing 38 106 31 175 
SOCiological 32 159 112 303 
Psychological 41 117 77 235 

Because of the multiple row, column, and cell entries per 
subject, actual incidence cannot be reconstructed. But these 
ranges can be estimated: 
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eIncluding all levels of severity, Some unknown 
percentage less than 72.3% of the 444 subjects 
could be said to have visual or auditory learning 
handicaps. * 

-eExcluding from the definition those cases which could 
be treated in a regular classroom with a regular 
teacher (the "mild" category), some percentage less 
than 40. 5% of the 444 could be said to have a visual 
or auditory learning handicap. 

eThose requiring special classrooms (the ~'severe" 
cases) for an auditory or visual learning handicaps 
comprised something less than 13.1% of the subjects. 

eBecause the sample excludes delinquents who are not 
committed to a state institution, no inferences can 
be drawn about incidence of LD in the general 
population. 

'" - A maximwn-likelihood deflator could be applied to these over-
estimates, but it would have to asswne that there ere neither-column 
nor row interaction~--probably an unrealistic assumption. Since it 
would start with the datwn that each learning'handicapped subject has 
an averaqe of 2.58 cell entries (1034/(.904 X 444)], the'deflation 
effect would be sUbstantial. 
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E. M. R. Critchley, Reading retardation, dyslexia and delinquency, 
BPiti8h JoUPnaZ of P8yahiat'l'Y (1968), 115, 1537-1547 .. 

SampZe. One htmdred six boys at a Remand Home and Classifying 
Center for the .twelve Irmer London Boroughs. The 106 'were per
sonally;·~xamined. An additional· 371 were examined for simple 
reading retardation, through archival data. All were adjudicated 
delinquents. Names were taken consecutively from the weekly lists . 
of referrals for psychological evaluation 

Cont'l'OZ8. None. 

ConaeptuaZ definition of LD. This study confined itself to "read
ing retardation," meaning achievement substantially below the 
expectation for that age group, and dyslexia, defined as "unability 
to read with facility despite normal intelligence, intact senses, 
conventional instruction and normal motivation." (Drawn from 
Eisenberg, 1962, p. 1540.) 

ope'l'ationaZ definition. Reading retardation was operatio~ally 
defined as retardation of three or more years for those wlth an 
IQ of 90 and above, and of five years or more for those with an 
IQ of 89 or less. 

Diagno8tia tOOZ8. For diagno,sing reading retar~tion, Critchley 
writes that "Spelling (Schonell Graded Word Readrng Test, or rarely, 
the Burt Reading Accuracy Test) were [sIc] given as individual 
tests by the psychologist, and If the child was fotmd to be retar~ed 
in reading he would also be given the Binet Vocabulary Comprehensl0n 
T~st." (p. 1539) Th.e Wechsler Scale Series was administered for 
th~ intelligence test. For diagnosis of dyslexia, a three-part 
neurological test battery was employed, '~ased upon that used by 
MacDonald Critchley, Ingram, Gooddy and others ..•. " (1540): 
(a) laterality preference (hand preference, eye preference, footed
ness, hair whorl, family history of handedness); (b) right-left 
orientation, finger agnosia, and clumsiness; and (c) dyslexia screen
ing (writing the alphabet, spelling numbers to dictation, picture 
interpretation and naming, a geography test, seven separate draw-
ing tests. 

Diagno8tia Objeativity. Unless the subject faltered in reading a 
standard eye chart during the initial test for vision (in which 
case literacy was checked), the neurological examination was con
ducted without access to the results of the reading tests. Test 
results ''were examined in the light of the history and the reports 
of the medical, ocular, psychological and psychiatric examination," 
as safeguards against false-positive diagnoses. (p. 1541) 
Critchley estimates that the dyslexic. condition was probably 
underdiagnosed because o~ the deliberately conservative procedures. 
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Stati8tiaaZ AnaZY8i8. Critchley provides detailed figures and 
tables of descriptive statistics, and diagnostic intelligence 
test results (with reports of statistical significance) broken 
into the "retarded in reading" and "not retarded in reading" 
groups. A similar breakdown is provided .in tenns of backgrotmd/ 
e~vironmental variables. Critchley's positively stated conclu
S10ns appear to stay well within the limits of the statistical 
results he cites. Two more speculative conclusions are that 
apparen! differences in dyslexia incidence among delinquents and 
non:delrnquents are probably artifacts of differences in diagnostic 
~nvlro~ents, and that "scrutiny of the life-history of the more 
rnteillgent of the retarded readers to trace the relationship 
b~tween early schooling, disruptive events and behavioral disorders, 
dld not reveal the manner whereby a dyslexic child may drift into 
delinquency." (1546) 
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Florence Duling, Sally Eddy, Victoria Risko, "Learning disabilities 
and juven.i1e delinquency," RFK Youth Center, Morgantown, W.Va. ~ 
1970. Unpublished. 

SampZe.·, Fifty-nine students. randomly selected from the RFK Youth 
Center (federal institution for male juvenile delinquents, aged 
16-21), but of approximately 148 in the population. 

Cont1!oZs. None 

C-onaeptuaZ 'defini1:ion .af LD.~ "Specific ,learning disabilities 
refers to one ormore:significant deficits in the essential learn
ing processes, involving perception, integration, and expression, 
and not primarily due to sensory, motor, and inte11ectul1 retard
ation." 

Ope1!ationaZ definition of LD. Not clear. See the following dis
cussion of diagnostic tools. 

Diagnostia tooZs. A variety of intelligence, perceptual, and 
achievement tests were administered. The presentation does not 
unambiguously state which ones were used to diagnose LD. Our best 
effort at reconstructing the ,diagnostic procedure is as follows. 

A test called the "Berea-Gestalt Test" was used to assess 
"visual-motor memory and discrimination skills." As described, 
it appears to be very similar to the Memory for Designs Test (see 
review of Hurwitz 1972). But we were unable to identify it through 
the standard compilations ~5, ~t~6, MMY7, TIP-II). Ss with scores 
of 5 or more errors were classified as disabled on this quality. 

A test for auditory discrimination was adrrdnistered. It was 
variously called the California Auditory Discrimination Test (p. 6) 
and the Chicago Auditory Discrimination Test (pp. 8, 9, 14). It 
is also referred to as the Auditory Discrimination Test (pp. 10, 11) 
and the Auditory Test (p. 12). There is also a reference (p. 14) 
to "Wepman' s scaling" of the auditory test. From this (and sjnce 
no California 01! Chicago Auditory Discrimination Test can be found 
in ~5, MMY6, YMl7, or TIP- II) we infer that the test in question 
is ~he Auditory Discrimination Test by Joseph M. Wepman. That test 
is reported to be a quick, inexpensive,'re1iable (test-retest co
efficient of reliability is reported as .91) means of identifying 
auditory discrimination deficits in children from 5 to 8 year~ of 
age. Whether it is equally suitable for adolescents from 16 to 
21 years of age is not mentioned. Three or more errors were counted 
as evidence of disability. 

A left-to-right discrimination test, apparently developed by 
"Shedd" (no reference in the reprint we received), was administered. 
It too was not listed, nor was any test by Shedd, in the MMYS-7 or 
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TIP-II. A score of 12 errors or more was classified as evidence 
of significant'disability. ' 

The Goodenough Draw-A.-Man Test was used to "test their [the 
Ss] conception of body image" (p. 6). The Goodenough drawing test 
is a widely used instrument for assessing a child's accuracy of 
observation and the development of conceptual thinking. The test's 
utility for discriminating between a specific learning disability 
and more general intelligence or maturation problems is extremely 
dollbtful. It is thought not to be suitable for subjects older than 
15 (the sample subjects in the study were 16 to 21). In all, its 
use in this study is subject to many questions. 

Verbal discrimination skills were tested through the Huelsman 
Word' Discrimination Test. Intended for grades 1 through 8, this 
test has no data on reliability. Norms are based on 1949 testing. 

Diagnostia objeativity. No information. 

StatistiaaZ anaZysis. Means, medians, and ranges of scores for 
each test in the battery were presented in terms of three pO}.illla
tions: for the entire sample of 59; for members of the sample read
ing b,elow grade level, 'regardless of IQ; and for the 19 members of 
the sample diagnosed as having specific learning disabilities. 
These populations overlap; it was impossible to deduce (and the 
authors do not provide) result~ for Ss~ An even more important 
omission was a set of tables showing frequency distributions of 
scores for the LD and non-LD populations. These problems are in 
addition to the obvious one, of ignorance about how an S was 
labeled'''LD''--because of one test score, the profile of scores, 
or whatever. 

In summary, this study is extremely vulnerable to criticism of 
diagnostic tools, procedures, and presentation. Its results as 
given in the Duling paper are uninterpretable and should be dis
counted whenever cited as evidence of LD in delinquents. 
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Irving Hurwitz, Roger M. A. Bibace, Peter H. Wolff, Barbara M. 
Rowbotham, Neuropsychological function of normal boys, delinquent 
boys, and boys with learning problems, PeT'oeptual and Motor':SkiU8, . 
1972, 35, 387-394. 

The article reports two studies which are discussed separately 
here. 

STIJDY I 

Sample. TWo clinical samples were used, each of fifteen boys 
ages 15.6-15.5 years. One sample was of .fifteen boys enrolled 
in a residential special school for treatment of demonstrated 
learning problems. All were at least two years behind age mates 
in reading level but were of normal intelligence and free of 
major neurological, sensory, or other organic illnesses or evi
dence of psychosis. The fifteen delinquent boys were being 
detained at a reception center, were of normal intelligence,and 
also were free of major illnesses and obvious psychotic symptoms. 

Control8. A sample of fifteen boys of normal academic achievement 
in a suburban junior high school, of the same age and IQ range as 
the clinical samples, free of academic, social, or psychological 
problems as judged by teachers and school counselors. 

Conceptual definition .of LD. Not specified. 

Operational definition of LD. Not applicable: no diagnosis of 
"LD" was attempted. 

Diagn08tic tool8. Study I sought to measure sensorimotor develop
ment using the Lincoln-Oseretsky Test of Mbtor Development, 36 
items which test both gross motor coordination (e.g., balancing, . 
jumping), and fine motor coordination (e.g., sorting matchsticks). 

Diagn08tic objectivity. Test scores were reviewed independently 
by two of the authors (Hurwitz and Bibace).There was no dis
agreement on any of the 36 items, " ..• to be e~ected since 

. performance on most items was reported as pass or fail and did 
not depend on equivocal criteria." (389) . .. 

Stati8tical analY8i8. The presentation in the article is succinct· 
and worth quoting in full: . 

jr / 

Performance on the LincoL~-Oseretsky Test ~as analyzed 
by pooling the scores for all three groups, assigning 
. ranks to the individual scores, and determining the 
distribution of rank orders (Kruskal-Wallace analysis 
of variance test by ranks; Siegel, 1956). Differences 
between the normal and the two clinical groups were 
statistically' significant. Only one of the normal· 
boys obtained a score below the ?Oth percentile, while 
all but one S with learning disability, and all 
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delinquent Ss scored below the 5th percentile. When 
. t.est, results for the clinical and nomal populations 

were divided into those falling above and below the 
S~h J?e::centile. the differences were statistically 
~l~lflcant Jx..? = 29.8, P <;" 001) . These comparisons 
lndlcate that adolescent boys with learning dis
abilities and juvenile delinquents were significantly 
retarded in their motor development when compared to 
normal boys of the same age. 

~e 36 tasks on the Lincoln-Oseretsky Test were divided 
lnto those which required specific competence in 
rhythmical repetition (6 items) and those clearly not 
requiring the sequential organization of isolated 
elements (27 items). Three items were eliminated be
cause they could not be classified unambiguously. 
When the over-all Lincoln-Oseretsky performance of the 
three groups was subdivided into items demanding 
rhythmical skills and those not requiring such skills, 
the two clinical groups performed consistently poorer 
than normal Ss on 5 of the 6 items demanding sequential 
organization and more poorly in only 17 of the 27 non
rhythmical tasks. A group comparison of performance on 
the rhythmical tasks was statistically significant 
whereas a comparison of the non-rhythmical items was not 
CX2 = 8.0, p = .01). Tasks demanding rhythmical repeti
tl0n therefore posed far greater difficulties for both 
clinical groups than non-rhythmical tasks. (pp. 389-390) 

The s~at~stical methods appear to be appropriate for the data, and 
the flndlngs as stated accurately draw from the statistical results. 

STUDY II 

Sample. Thirteen boys in a state training school for juvenile 
offenders, mean age 11. 7 years, IQ range of 73-108, mean 96 (WISC)' 
other criteria as in Study I. ' 

Control8. Thirteen boys attending a sixth grade of a suburban public 
school, mean age 11.3 years, IQ range 84 to 136, mean 118 (WISe) •. 
Mean IQs of the clinical sample and the control were significantly 
different (.05 level, t test). SES backgrounds also differed: all 
delinquents were from lower SES levels; all the normal boys had 
middle class backgrounds 

Conceptual. definition of LD. Not specified. 

Operational. definition of LD. Not applicable • 

Diagno8tic tool.s. Study II sought to expand on the evidence from 
Study I that delinquent boys had special difficulties of sequencing 
("temporal organization"). TWo performance dimensions ,'!ere tested, 
as follows. . 
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TempopaZ opganization of voluntary actions was assessed first 
through measures of sensopimotop phythm. S was instructed to tap 
two mechanical keys, alternating the left and right hands, and 
maintaining as steady a rhythm as possible. Each trial lasted 
45 seconds, and 10 trials were given to each S. Each child was 
allowed to practice with keys until he could manipulate the keys 
with some skill and understood the basic ~rocedures outlined 
below. The 10 different trials given to each S consisted of vari
ations on three basic instructions: (1) tapping at a preferred 
rate which was comfortable for the individual, with the only stip
ulation that S had to maintain as regular a beat as possible; (2) 
tapping in time to a metronome which was set at one of four dif
ferent rates, and continuing at this rate after the metronome was 
turned off 15 seconds after the start of the trial; and (3) tapping 
in time to a metronome set at- one of five different rates and 
maintaining the initiaZ rate after the metronome rate was changed 
(either speeded up or slowed down) 15 seconds after the start of 
the trial. 

The tapping was recorded on a magnetic tape and analyzed by 
computer in 15 second· episodes as well as for the entire 45 second 
trial. Performance was analyzed for deviations from the expected 
entraining rates of the metronome (except in the case of the 
"preferred" rate), and for the variability of peak-to-peak inter
vals between successive pulses. 

Temporal organization was next assessed on the domain of auto
mation. These measures consisted of over-learned tasks in which S 
had to carry out repetitively a simple procedure whose isolated 
elements presented little or no intellectual difficulty. The 
tasks included the naming of repeated objects by identifYing 
three familiar pictures (fly, tree, and cup) presented 100 times 
in random order on an 8~ inch by 11 inch card; and the Stroop 
Color-Word Interference Test. Performance was scored as the number 
of seconds required to complete each task. No current information 
is available on reliability or validity of the Stroop Test. 

SpatiaZ abiZity and pepceptuaZ pestpuctuping were assessed 
through the following tests: . 

" ! 

1) The Beely-Buktenica Visual-MOtor Integration Test. The 
child (ages 2-15 for the long form) copies 24 geometric 
forms. It is rated as a generally sotmd instrument for 
detecting children with visual-motor integration, with 
some tmanswered questions about reliability and predic-
tive·validity. ~7, 867). 

2) The Graham-Kendall Memory-for-Designs Test. The subject 
is asked to reproduce each of fifteen simple straight
line designs after exposure to it for five seconds. Test
retest reliabilities are good G73 to .90), and it is con
sidered to be a generally sotmd, objective test for brain. 
damage in children and adults, with special applicability 
for predicting dyslexic characteristics. OMMY6, 140; MMY7, 
101). C-16 
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.3) The Children's Embedded-Figures Test. This test asks the 
subject to find a simple form (e.g., a tent) in a complex 
one. It seeks to measure psychological differentiation 
(also labeled "field dependence- independence~'): "the extent 
to which perception of a part of a stimulus field is in
fluenced by the entire field, or the ability to overcome 
embedded contexts in perception." Internal reliability 
estimates are good, ranging from .83 to .90; concurrent 
validity estimates for 11 to 12 year olds (the dominant 
age range of the subjects in-Study II) are also good: .83 
to .86. OMMY7, 53) 

4) Standard Raven Progressive Matrices. The subject chooses 
from multiple choice options the design or design part 
which best completes a test design. The test is sometimes 
used to estimate general intelligence, but it provides "a 
measure of perceptual adequacy rather than of intellectual 
capacity." (M-1Y6, 491) (Hurwitz points out that within 
the domains of general intelligence, it has been fotmd to 
have a high factor loading for spatial abilities.) Reii
ability coefficients for earlier version of the test were 
good (.76 to .91); reliabilities for the version used by 
Hurwitz et aZ. were not obtained. ~6, 491) 

Diagnostic objectivity. Procedures were not specified.' With the 
single exception of the Beery-Buktenica test, subjectivity is minimal 
for the battery in use. 

StatisticaZ anaZysis. A table shows the means and standard deviations 
for the delinquent and normal Sst test scores on each test. The t 
statistic (in some cases, the F ratio), and its probability level 
is given. The results are stated as follows: 

The delinquent boys performed significantly less well on 
motor-tapping tasks than normals. Their poorer performance 
is reflected both in the significantly larger deviations 
from the entrajning rates set by the metronome and in the 
greater variability of tapping rhythms as measured by inter
peak intervals. Delinquent boys were also consistently 
slower on the automatization tasks. In contrast, no group 
differences were found on the four spatial abilities tasks. 
The correlation between IQs and spatial and temporal tasks 
within each population was not signifcant, suggesting that 
our measures of spatial and sequencing skills were inde
pendent of standard intelligence tests. An analysis of 
covariance was carried out with :intelligence as the control 
factor, and scores on the vario~5 other tasks as criterion 
variables. The Raven Matrices was the only test which 
showed a significant F value (F = 10.4, P = .01), which 
indicated shared variances to the extent that IQ differences 
~6iitribtited to the'observ¢d differenc~s between the means of 
the two-groups only on this task. This observation is not 
unexpected in terms of the Raven'spresumed capacity to 
measure intellectual ability. (pp. 391-392) 
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The statistical metheds appear to. be apprepriate fer the data 
and the findings as stated accurately draw frem the statistic~l 
results. 

OveraZZ aonaZusions about inaidenae of LV. Hurwitz et aZ. aveided 
trying to. diagnese "LD"; their purpese was to. centribute to. an under
stand:ing ef specific ftmctional disturbances. The authersdid net 
rep?rt incidence rates fer these disturbanc~s. They were investi
gatLng the simpler issue of whether a difference existed between 
del:inquent and centro. 1 pepulations. The studies appear to. be care
fully designed, carefully cenducted enes. The cenclud:ing discussien 
states beth the results and the implications with precisien. It is 
quoted in full: 

Juvenile delinquent beys from lower secieecenemic background 
and peer learners from middle-class envirenments were 
significantly retarded en a bread spectrum test of meter 
develepment w'hen compared with nennal age mates ef similar 
intelligence. The most sensitive :index ef peer moter per
fermance in the delinquent greups :included those test 
items requiring the sequential erganizatien and ceerdin
atien ef iselated elements. In further cemparisens ef 
nennal and del:inquent beys, we feund the latter had specific 
difficulties hI tasks demanding the sequential erdering 
ef senserimeter and verbal elements. 

The findings suggest that the neurepsychelegical deficits 
of delinquent beys and beys with learning disabilities 
are manifested more clearly in tasks ef temperal sequencing 
than in tasks ef perceptual restructuring. In eur battery 
the senserimeter tapping and autematization tasks shared 
the requirement fer cempetence in the sequencing ef 
repetitive actiens. Studies ef no~aZ children have demen
strated a high intercerrelation ameng the various aute
~tizing tasks as well as among the various tapping 
1tems and a si5\flificant pesitive correlation between 
autematizatien skills and rhythmical tapping, but no. 
cerrelatien between sequencing skills and spatial abilities •. 
The clinical pepulatiens in these two. studies showed 
apparently specific deficiency in the temperal erdering 
of elements in veltmtary behavior. Since eur evidence fer 
an asseciatien between learning problems or delinquency 
and deficits .:in sequencing skills was statistical, dis
turbances of veluntary sequencing can ebvio!lSly net be 
censtrued as sufficient cause fer either of the clinical 
entities. Yet the statistical association suggests that 
neuropsychelogical disturbances affecting particularly 
the child's ability to sequence sensorimotor events and 
symbelic stimuli may define one general adaptive function 
in which the two clinical populations are deficient. 
The inference is compatible with the observation that 
groups of children with learning disabilities and juvenile 
delinquents demonstrated a significant delay :in motor 
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maturity and emphasizes the need for more detailed inves
tigation ef central nerveus system function in the two 
clinical greups even when they manifest no gross evidence 
of neurelegical lesions. 

While we have no evidence to support the claim, the skewed 
distributien of secial class membership in ene ef the two 
cl:inical pepulations together with the similarity ef their 

. deficits on tasks ef voluntary sequencing raises the 
possibility that children with delayed er disturbed neuro
muscular develepment are more likely to be identified 
as delinquents when they grow up in a lower-class context 
and to be identified as children with learning disabil
ities when they ceme frem a middle-class envirenment. 

Until an eperatienally defined taxenemy of the varieus 
functienal disturbances centributing to. learning dis
abilities and juvenile delinquency has been fennulated, 
the indiscriminate dispositien ef all delinquents as if 
they censtituted a hemogeneous clinical pepulatien sheuld 
be abandened for a setmd clinical assessment ef each 
individual with the advice ef infenned neurelegical 
consultation. (pp. 392-393) 
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William Mulligan, A study of dyslexia and delinquency, Aaademia 
Therapy Quarterly (1969), 4(3), pp. 177-187. 

Sample. Mulligan reports data on two samples. One is of the 60-person 
"total case1oad" active in the spring of 1968 at the Special Super
vision Unit of the Sonoma COlmty Probation Department. ''Wards 
supervised by this unit are the more severely delinquent children 
on probation,' .all of whom could be connnitted to the California Youth 
Authority for their delinquent acts" (p. 177). Reading retardation 
data are presented for these youth. Then Mulligan discusses a sample 
of 32 children, some of whomwere delinquent and othersdwhom were 
referred to the Probation Department tmder California's compulsory 
education laws for truancy ot for non-delinquent dis~tive 
behavior in the classroom: "children exhibiting delinquent tendencies'.111 
(p. 184). Note that the 32-subject sample is not a subset of the 
60-subject sample. It is not clear whether there is overlap. 

ContpoZs. None. 

ConaeptuaZ definition of LD. The study focuses on dyslexia, using 
a formulation of dyslexia as the defective language achievement 
in an individual who has normal intelligence and normal achievement 
in all other areas of learning.(p. 180). 

Operational definition. Reading retardation (more than 2 years 
below grade level) accompanied by positive indications on a series 
of te~ts for dyslexia (see below). 

Diagnostic tools. For preliminary screening, diagnosis checks 
medical history (including prenatal history, and family history 
when possible), 1Q (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test), reading 
level (Wide Range Achiev3aent Test) and other nonstandardized 
items to check on gross motor coordination, cerebral dominance, 
visual discrimination, directional discrimination, auditory 
discrimination, m.nnbl"lr recall, and rhythm sequence and retention. 
If the screening warrants it, the child is them referral to a 
local committee composed of "pediatricians, M.D. 's, optometrists 
traL~ed in developmental vision, psychologists, and educators 
who are interested in the problems of the dyslexic child and in 
developing a diagnostic center" (p. 183). 

Diagnostia Objeativity. Procedures were not spelled out, but the 
variety of measures and observers involved in the process appear 
to offer considerable protection against error in anyone person 
or indicator. 

Statistiaal Analysis. Mulligan writes: 

Of the thirty-two delinquency cases screened to 
the time of this writing, nine children of average 
1 • .0. were reading at grade level or within two 
grade levels of their actual grade placement; 
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eleven of average I.Q. were reading well below grade 
level and twelve with below average I.Q. were 
readi~g well below grade lev'el. Four of the twenty
three youngsters re~ding below grade level were 
diagnosed as dys1exlc. Unfortunately ~o funds 
were available to diagnose the ot~er n1neteen. 
However, all nineteen of these.chlldren ~d symp
tams in common with the four dlagnosed chlldren 
(p. 184). 

Mulligan also gives the following tables: 

TABLE C.2 

Age 
I.Q. 
Grade 
Reading Level 

Age 
I.Q. 
Grade 
Reading Level 

Age 
LQ. 
Grade Level 
Reading Level 

Children Diagnosed as Dyslexic 

9 
89 

E.H. 
2.2 

15 
75 
9 

.4 

10 
104 

5 
1.4 

12 
106 

E.H. 
2.5 

Average I.Q .. -Reading Below Grade Level 

15 17 16 18 17 
89 108 97 94 90 

10 8 11 10 11 
3.5 6.8 1.4 6.6 2.2 

Low I.Q.-Reading Below Grade Level .. 

16 16 17 16 16 
86 76 83' 85 78 
10 '9 10 10 10 

1.7 1.7 2.4 2.3 2.3 
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16 16 
:94 101 
11 10 

8.7 6.3 

16 17 
81 76 
9 10 

S.2 5.6 

15 
100 

9 
2.6 



Thus, 12.5% of the 32 were diagnosed as dyslexic, and the ot~er 
46.9 who were reading well below grade level (more than 2 ye'ars) 
were reported to have. similar symptoms of greater or lesser' 
severity. 

These results "were obtained from a sample which apparently was 
either partially or wholly different fram the 60-person sample 
of all cases sent to the Special Supervision Unit. Mulligan 
includes case-by-case data on both samples, Rnd the smaller 
one cannot be matched' with members from the larger onf'., For 
example, none of the four children diagnosed as dyslexic 
have age/grade/reading level counterparts in the larger 
sample. It appears also that the sample fram which the dyslexics 
were diagnosed .had. much more severe reading problems than the 
overall case load. In the 32-person sample, only 28.1% were 
reading within two grade levels of placement; in the 60-person 
sample, 55.3% of children for whom reading levels were specified 
by grade within the two-year rnargin.* MOreover, it appears that 
the degree of retardation was much more severe in the 32-person 
sample than in the entire case load. Of those who were more 
than two years behind grade level, the mean difference between 
reading and grade level was almost six years in the 32-person 
sample, compared to about four years in the larger sample 
(calculated for those for which reading grade levels were 
specified) • 

The conclusion to be drawn from these observations is simply 
that the degree of reading handicap in the 32-person sample was 
much higher tilan for the oVerall case load of the Unite 

A second set of problems arises in drawing inferences about 
dyslexia in the 19 slow readers who did not undergo full-scale 
diagnosis; for it is extremely doubtful that the first four 
were drawn randomly from among the 23. Two of the dyslexics 
carne from educationally handicapped classes and the other two 
showed the two lowest reading scores of the sample. Their 
average age was 11.5 years, while the youngest of the others 
was lS'years old. All the indications are that the four most 
likely to be dyslexic were chosen for the initial diagnosis. 

The above points are raised to caution against the use of the 
Mulligan data for estimates of incidence. Something more than 
12.5% and less than 71.9% of the 32-person sample were diagnosable 
as dyslexic; an, ,incidence envelope which sample bears an unkno'~l 
relationship to that of the full case load of the Unit. In terms 

.. 
Xf those in the 60-person sample who were labeled "below average," 

"low," "very poor," or "very low" are assumed to be reading.more 
than two years below grade level, the percentage of non-retarded 
read-ers would still be 44.9%. 
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of simple r~ading retardation, t~e smaller sample was on the -
o:der of tw1ce as retarded as the full case load Mull· . 
d1~.n~t ~ttempt to draw estimates of incidence f;om the1aa~ah~!f 
ar 1C e 1S ~ valuable source of information about the kinds ~f ' 

~=;=s w~~~h w~~: ~~~~~:~, e:~b~~:~ the collateral schoOl. 
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, 
Mary Kay Stenger, Frequency of learning disabilities in adjudicated 
delinquents, 'tmpublished mas:ter's thesis, University of Missouri-
Kansas City, 1975. 

Sample. All of the 67 white adolescents (mean age 15.4 years, 
minimum 11-0, maximum 16-11) adjudicated delinquent for the first 
time in Clay County, Missouri, Juvenile Court, during the period 
1/1/75 through 5/31/75. 

Control. None. 

Conaeptual definition of ED. The -author quotes the National Advisory 
Committee definition and cites other definitional approaches, but 
does not explicitly adopt a conceptual definition for her study. 

Operational definition of ED. School reports were reviewed for 
each S. On that basis, each S was classified as having academic 
difficulties (low or failing grades) or hal/ing no academic difficulties. 
Only the Ss with academic difficulties were screened for classifi
cation as LD. They were so classified if they 1) had a 15+ point 
discrepancy between the VIQ and PIQ of the WAIS or WISC; or 2) had 
"significant scattering" on subtest scores, defined as a 3 point 
difference from the mean of their scale scores;" and 3) had achieve
ment levels on the WRAT below their ability range (WRAT Standard 
Score at least 10 points lower than FSIQ). (Stenger, 1975, p. 12) 

Diagnostia Tools. As indicated by the operational definition, 
diagnosis was based on school grades and scores on the Weschler 
Adult Intelligence Score CWAIS) or the Wechsler Intelligence 
Score for Children CWISC), and the Wide Range Achievement Test 
(WRAT) • 

Diagnostia Objeativity. Researcher subjectivity is not a signi
ficant factor with the Weschler and WRAT, given the ordinary pro
cedures for administering the test. 

Statistiaal Analysis. Thirty-six of the delinquent sample were 
classified as having school difficulties. Fifteen of these met 
the criteria of LD in the study. The other 21 were classified ac; 
achieving at their (low) ability level. Thirty-one (46.3%) of the 
original sample of 67 had been classified as having no school 
difficulties; their Weschler scores were in the high normal 
range, l~T scores were in the average range, consistent with 
their school performance. 

The author points out that (1) the Wechsler and WRAT provided 
screening procedures, not an in-depth diagnosis. Some false
positives are probably included in the diagnoses (Stenger, personal 
c~mmtmication, 1976),; and included no members of minority groups, 
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and was drawn from a suburb with a median family income of $11 000 
per year, w~ic~ might account for. some of the discrepancy bet~en 
Stenger's-flndIngs mld the much hlgher rat~s reported by others. 
But-the author argues that the main factor was the distinction 
between Gr<:>Up II _ qow ability and low achievement) from Group III 
(discr.epant ability and achievement). 
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Appendix D. 

INVENTORY OF DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS 
LINKING LD AND DELINQUENCY 

The project abstracts included in this appendix represent four 
years (FY 1972 - FY 1975) of LEAA funding in the areas of LD 
detection and remediation. The criteria used in selecting projects 
to be abstracted have been described in the first section of this 
report. It should be reiterated, however, that telephone research 
was not conducted for projects that received funding in PY'1972 and 
Py 1973. This fact accounts for the 'small number of FY 1972-73 
abstracts, relative to the number for Py 1974-75. Table D.~ 
st.mUllarizes the principal characteristics of the LD and education
related projects funded b~LEAA during the entire period. 
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TABLE 0.1 

LEAA:Funded Juvenile Delinquency Projects Related to !-D and Education, FY1972·197S. 

. 
.LO~Jtin LD Component TOTAL WITH 

LO-specific larger uc:ational . SOME LO 
program in general program COMPONE;NT 

TOTAL $96,000 (4)* $480,000 (20) $504,000 (21) $1,080,000 (45) 
.. . 

Intervention intended for .•• 

Diagnostic purposes - 48,000 (2) 192,000 (8) 240,000 (10) 

Treatment purposes 24,000 (1) 96,000 (4) 96,00Q (4) 21~,OOO (9) 

Both 72,000 (3) 336,000 (14) 216,000 (9) 624,000 (26) , 

Stage of intervention .•. 

Pre-delinquent - 144,000 (6) 72,000 (3) 216,000 (9) 

Intake 24,000 (1) 24,000 (1). 144,000 {(a) 192.000 (8) 

Post-adjudication 48,0Q0 (2) 
./ 

216,000 (9) 48,000 (2) 312,000 (13) 

More than one stage 24,000 (1) 96,000 (4) 240,000 (10) 360,000 (15) 

Primary intervention facility .•. 

Training school 48,000 (2) 48,000 (2) - 96,000 (4) 

Communi!Y-based 
residelltial 24,000 (1) 96,000 (4) 48,000 (2) 168,000 (7) 

Court intake facility 24,000 (1) - 192,000 (8) 216,000 (9) 

"Youth Services Bureau" - 72,000 (3) 144,000 (6) 216,000 (9) 

School system - 264,000 (11) 120,000 (5) 384,000.(16) 

.• Number of programs 

OTHER 
EDUCATION· 
RELATED . 

$5,208,000 (217) 

888,000 (37) 

3,408,000 (142) 

1,656,000 (69) 

1,896,000 (79) 

456,000 (19) 

1,728,000 (72~ 

1,464,000 (61) 

720,000 (30) 

1,128,000 (47) 

528,000 (22) 

1,392~006(58) 
2,160,000 (90) 

I r 
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Contractual Services aIid'Educational 'Materials 
Alabama Boys Industria:f"""School 
Birmingham, AL 
LEAA Grant No. 72AOIR0335 
Award Date - 04/10/74 
Award Amount - $17,778 

Purpose: To increase the capability of the ABIS educational program 
to provide individualized and integrated learning experiences for 
multiple-handicapped students (i.e., students exhibiting mental 
reta\rdation, physical defects, emotional instability, or the effects. 
of P00! environment). 

Content: The equipment, instructional materials, and other resources 
provided by this grant were used in classes which combined academic 
a!:.d vocational subject matter. In the course of administering this 
"career education" curriculum, more effective approacl),es for educating 
multiple-handicapped students were determined. 

Expand ~~,lmprove Diagnostic Services Available to the Juvenile Court 
Mercer County 
Trenton, NJ 
LeAA Grant No. 72A34R0037 
Award Date - 08/25/72 
Award Amount - $28,985 

Purpose: To provide the personnel necessary to keep pace with a case
load that had been increasing since 1970, when the Diagnostic Services 
Unit was originally established. 

Content: The Diagnostic Servi~es Unit, consisting of a psychologist, 
a disabilities specialist, and a psychiatrist provided diagnosis and 
when'indicated, therapy to children held in detention pending juvenile 
court sen.tencing. 

Diagnostic Research and Planning Team 
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders 
Eiizabeth, NJ 
LEAA Grant No. 72A34R0097 
Award Date .• 01/02/ 73 
Award Amount - $37,624 

Purpose: To provide diagnostic and related services to juveniles in 
detention and to provide comprehensive. reports to the court. 

Content: The team included a psychiatrist, a psychologist, a learning 
disabilities specialists, and a part-time social worker. During 1971, 
the social worker interviewed all 1,100 residents of the detention 
center and made referrals to 16 agencies in the community. When indi
cated, the learning disabilities specialist conducted individual 
sessions. In addition, two qualified teachers provided remedial educa
tion in small groups. 
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Alternative S~hooling for ProbationarY'Youth 
City of New York 
New York, NY 
LEAA Grant No. 72A36R11S6 
Award Date - 06/01/72 
Award Amount - $173,524 

PUrpos~: To establish a special elementary school for students diagnosed 
as emotionally disturbed and/or having a serious learning handicap. 

Content: The school curriculum was structured around each child's 
individual patterns of behavior and levels of function. A remedial 
and/or corrective reading program was available to each child r.equiring 
such treatment. . 

E!!Eineered Classroom Technique for Adjudicated Delinquents with 
Measurable Learning Disabilities 
North Carolina Office of Youth Development 
Raleigh, NC 
LEAA Grant No. 72A37R0451 
Award Date - 09/15/72 
Award Amount - $39,348 

The GMIS summary was too truncated to be abstracted in the usu;:l,l 
fashion. The essence of the summary is presented below. 

The Project involved: (1) development of a project rationale; (2) a 
workshop on learning disabilities in delinquents and techniques 
for the engineered classroom; (3) screening and identification of 
students; (4) beginning of engineered classroom instruction;. (5) post
testing of experimental and control groups. 

._--------, ----~ 
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District Guidance Center 
City of Huntington Beach 
Huntington Beach, CA 
LBAAGrant No. 73A06R0077 
Award Date - 12/07/73 
Award Amount - $28,296 

Purpose:: To serve troubled youth and reduce the rate of delinquency 
by coordinating the activities of traditionally autonomous public and 
private youth service agencies. 

Content: Close working relationships were developed between public 
schools, mental health and abuse clinics, youth employment centers, 
juvenile halls, police and probation departments, and other similar 
agencies. Individual programs of treatment were prescribed for the 
cente~'s clients once they had been interviewed, screened, and tested. 
Team members participating in the diagnostic-prescriptive process 
included a psychologist/coordinator, a teacher competent in the 
remediation of learning disabilities, and selected guidance and 
behavioral. change ~pecialists. 

Learning Disabilities Project 
Department of Institutions 
Denver, CO 
LEAA Grant No. 73AOBR0167 
Award Date - 04/26/74 
Award Amount - $115,000 

Purpose: To plan, implement, and evalu~te a comprehensive program 
for diagnosing and treating the learning handicaps of adjudicated 
delinquents or children in need of supervision. 

Content: Once identified, the learning disabled children were t~eated 
by specially trained staff members. Treatment methodologies were 
aimed at correcting the disabilities ·whenever possible. When the 
problem was too severe to be corrected, adaptive behavior was stressed. 

Parent ,Delinquent Education Program 
Civil City of Each Chicago 
East Chicago, IN 
LEAA Grant No. 73AIBR0073 
A"'ard Date - 06/29/73 
Award Amount - $20,000 

Pu?ose: To modif;y behavior interfering with home and social adjustment 
an with learning -in the classroom and to change t'he attitudes of those 
students who regarded. school in an especially negative light. 
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Content: Children were placed in an academic remediation program 
that focused on physical treatmeht. In addition. tutoring was 
provided to those students who did not possess the basic skills 
nec'essary for normal progress within their class placement. 

Project Door: Tutorial.Center 
Project Door, Inc. 
St. Louis. MO 
LEAA Grant No. 73A29R0088 
Award Date - 03/23/73' 
Award Amount - $18.000 

Purpose: To meet the educational needs of children who have had 
contact with the juvenile court and who were either profoundly truant 
or had been suspended from the school syste~. 

Content: A year-round day school program was provided for up to 25 
delinquents. A curriculum designed to remediate educational handic~ps 
was delivered to the students on an individual basis. . 

Learning Disabilities Teachez:. 
Clay County Juvenile Justice Center 
Liberty. MO 
LEAA Grant No. 73A29R0504 
Award Date - 04/02/73 
Award Amount - $6,375 

Purpose: To provide the juvenile court and any subsequent involved 
schools with an educational analysis of all detained juveniles. 

Content: A learning disabilities specialist surveyed all detained 
juveniles with regard to the individual child's past, present. and 
future educational sta.tus a On the basis of these assessments. individual 
courses 'oftreatment were prescribed for the juveniles. In addition, 
a specialized learning setting ~d a certified learning disabilities 
teacher were available to any child requiring such attention. 

Diagnostic Evaluation ~~.Service the Juvenile Justice ~ystem 
Atlantic County 
Atlantic City. NJ 
LEAA Grant No. 73A34R0030 
Award Date - 08/01/73 
Award Amount - $46,900 

BUrpose: To provide the juvenile court with diagnostic evaluations 
of detained juveniles and other youngsters of interest to the court. 

Content: The diagnostic evaluation team included a psychologist, social 
wDrker. learning disabilities specialist. and a part-time psychiatrist. 
The project was located in the county detention home. 
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Pre-Delinquent and Delinquent Identification and Planning 
Hillsborough County 
Tampa s FL 
LEAA Grant No. 74A12R0018 
Award Date - 07/26/74 
Award Amount " $128,000 
Contact - Mr. Paul Rich 

(813) 228"8666 

Purpose: To provide an evaluation and treatment cent~r to.me~t the needs 
of youth who evidence maladaptive attitudes and behav10r w1th1n the 
school environment and community. 

Content: Youth are referred to the center by classroom teachers, school 
psychologists" and principals. A11 youth referred to the :denter come 
from a cOD~lex of 22 junior high schools and 85 elementary schools. !he 
center supplements the youth's regular school program: Once. a yout? ~s 
referred to the center, the staff, composed of educat10nal d1agnost1c1ans, 
psychologists, and teacher's aides, administers ,a full battery of tests. 
LOs are actively looked for in all youth. Of the 90 youth at th~ c~n~er, 
22 have been diagnosed 'as having LOs. Youth receive 5 hours of 1nd1v1du
alized remediation a week. 

Comprehensive Community Based Treatment Program for Delinquent/Pre
Delinquent Youth 
Hillsborough County 
Tampa, FL 
LEAA Grant No. 74A12R0166 
Award Date " 04/14/74 
Award AmOtmt - $89,000 
Contact - Ms. Tish Elsten 

(813) 272"5765 

Purpose: To provide a residential diagnostic and therapeutic unit for 
multi-problem children between the ages of 8 and 14. 

Content: Youth are referred to the program by schools, yout~ ser~ice 
agencies, families, and courts, on the. basis of :e~ere ~eha~10r d1sorders. 
Most youth have had prior encounters w1th the cr1m1n~1 Just1:e syst~m. 
Upon entry into the program, all youth are involved 1n the d1agnost1c. 
phase, which provides a complete evaluation (i. e. phy:ical, psycholpg1ca1, 
psychiatric, academic and neurological). LOs are act1~ely loo~ed for 
during the diagnostic phase. The percent of youth hav1ng LOs 1S tmknown. 
Resources for treating LOs are not available t~rough the p:og:am, there
fore referrals are made to outside agencies, w1th.a prescr1pt1?n fO: 
treatment. Follow~up delinquency prevention serV1ces are prov1ded 1n 
addition to parent counseling when needed. 
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Regional Juvenile Corrections Project 
St. Josephs Probate Court 
South Bend, IN 
LEAA Grant. No. 74A18R0550 
Award Date - 12/09/74 
Award Amount - $208,000 
'Contact - Ms. Sandy Cohen, Coordinator 

Mr. Richard Kiekbusch, Director 
(219) 288-0661 

Purpose: To provide assistance to local juvenile courts in addressing 
the needs for improved pre-dispositional diagnostic evaluations and 
post-dispositional treatment alternatives. 

C?ntent: The pl'oject provides an extensive array of evaluative services 
(~.e. psychological, psychiatric, medical, dental, academic, and voca
~10na1 tests). Throughout the evaluative process, LDs are looked for 
1n the youth. At the present, no LDs have been discovered. In terms 
of treat~ent, the program provides 2 group home residential settings, 
each haV1ng 9 youth. Youth attend local public schools with additional 
remedial tutoring done at the home. Treatment services are provided by 
a staff of special education teachers. The group home staff lacks skills 
and materials for the treatment of LOs. The program lacks funds to refer 
LD youth to qualified specialists. 

Marion County Juvenile Housing Program 
Office of Youth Development 
Indianapolis, IN 
LEAA Grant No. 74E18R0573 
Award Date - 08/05/74 
AWard Amount - $20,000 
Contact - Mr. Don Cashen & Mr. Tony' Beumer 

(317) 633-3830 

Purpose: To provide. remedial education and counseling in a group home 
setting for youths, 11-17 years of age, who are either .chronica11y delin
quent or educationa11y handicapped. 

Content: Only one of the group homes, Happy House, has the facilities 
and staff requisite to treating LDs. Happy House employs an educational 
consultant and a psychometrist. No testing is done since a11 youth have 
been previously tested by the courts. 
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Marion County Remedial Readin& and Pre-vocational Counseling Project 
Marion County Juvenile Court and Center 
Indianapolis, IN 
LEAA Grant. No. 74A18R1094 
Award Date - 05/05/74; 
Award Amount - $42,000 
Contact - Ms. Susan Swabb & Mr. Paul Aleksic 

(317) 926-4175 (317) 924-4841, ext. 269 

Purpose: To ameliorate reading disabilities, academic failure, and 
unemployment as contributors to juvenile crime. 

Content: At the present time, 28 adjudicated delinquents betwee~ 9 
and 18 years of age are provided with an individualized daily program 
of instruction and/or job preparatory training. The program staff 
includes a special education instructor and volunteer tutors. Upon 
entry into the p~gram, all youth are given a series of diagnostic 
tests (Le. academic, psychological ~d vocational). Very lit~le LD 
diagnostic testing is done, due to a lack of funds. Program personnel 
acknowledge a definite correlation between LD and JD, and plan to expand 
into LD testing and treatment soon. 

School Delinquenc¥ Prevention Demonstration 
McCraken County 
Paducah, KY 
LEAA Grant No. 74A2lR0045 
Award Date - 07/10/74 
Award P~ount - $40,500 
Contact - Mr. Mike Lawrence 

Director 
(502) 443-7594 

Puxpose: To provide a coordinated and comprehensive local approach to 
the prevention of juvenile delinquency through the development of a 
non-residential counseling and educational center. 

Content: Youth are referred to the program by the schools, juvenile 
'CoUr~and local mental health center. Approximately 75 percent to 80 
percent of the yquth have had an encounter with the cr~minal justice 
system, usually due to chronic truancy or severe behav10r problems. " 
Once a youth arrives at the program, he has already been tested by the 
schools for special education and LD problems. Roughly 25 percent to 
30 percent exhibit a LD problem. The treatment component of the program 
lasts between 9 weeks to·6 months, at which point the youth returns to 
the regular school system. Treatment is provided on the premises by 
a certified special education teacher (25 students to 1 teacher). It 
is estimated that a 'out of 25 youth end. up in the courts again. 
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Alternate School Program 
City of Owensboro 
Owensboro, KY 
LEAA Grant No. 74A21R0074 
Award Date - 09/13/74 
Award Amount - $55,000 
Contact - Mr. Sublet 

(502) 685-5626 

• j~ 

Purpose: To provide short-term developmental/educational experiences 
within an alternative school setting for youth, ages 12-18, who 
display chronic behavior problems. 

Content: Once a youth has been referred to th"e Program, a personalized 
plan to alleviate the youth's personal, sociai and educational weaknessesl 
is developed and carried out by a staff of certified special education 
teachers. Youth have usually been fully tested by the referral agency 
prior to their entry into the program. Referrals are made by schools 
(city, county and parochial), courts, the health department, and the 
bureau of human "resources. Of ~l1e 45 studen.ts p!esently enrolled in 
the program, approximately, 75 p~t:c,~nt a.~,e" ~c:1uca~ionally halldicappedd~~ 
to either LD or emotional disorders. Sixty percent of the youth are 
adjudicated delinquents.' ", , . 

Alternative Curriculum Program 
Franklin County 
Frankfort, KY 
LEAA Grant No. 74A2lR0084 
Award Date - 09/13/74 
Award Amount - $41,000 
Contact - Ms. Leslie Cromer 

Purpose: To provide counseling and tutoring to pre-delinquent and 
delinquent youth, thereb)" increasing academic achievement levels and 
reducing the drop-out and truancy rates. 

Cbntent: In school delinquency treatment programs presently being run 
at two local junior high schools., approximately 50' percent -of referral,s 
to the program are made 'by the courts, in addition to referrals from 
schools, community organizations and self-referrals. 

Once a: youth is admitted to the program, reading and math tests are 
administered if they have not already been given by the school. If 
test scores indicate a handicap, 'the California Personality Test and 
tests for LDs are administered. Approximately 30 percent of the 
program youth'have LDs. 

Once a LD is diagnosed in a youth, he is referred to a LD teacher in 
the school system for individualized instruction. In such cases, 
the Alternative Curriculum Program may still continue to provide 
counseling. 
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Minnesota ~~Advocate COrps 
City of Saint Paul 
St. Paul, MN 
LEAA Grant No. 74A27R0049 
Award Date - 09/01/74 
Award Amount - $75,000 (no longer LEAA funded) 
Contact -" Mr.; Daley 

. (612) 298-5864 

Purpose: To provide an auxiliary service group to arrange and cooiixlinat.e 
alternative educational experiences for probationary, post-institution
alized, an~.pre-delinquent youth. 

Content: Youth Advocate Corps is composed of eight full-time profes
sionals from varied fields, (i.e., psychology, social work, languages, 
and teaching). The primary responsibility of the advocate is to 
supervise the educational and social development of program youth. The 
advocate works with school staff to create a climate which will assure 
continued education for the student. All program youth are referred 
by the courts, a~d most are on probation. Once a youth enters into 
the program, he is given a full range of tests including an educational 
evaluation. If a LD is apparent, the youth is then referred to a special 
learning teacher in the school system. Approximately 10 percent of 
program youth are diagnosed as learning disabled. 

Area Detention Services 
Clay County Juvenile Justice Center 
Liberty, MO 
LEAA Grant No. 74A29ROlOl 
Award Date - 03/18/74 
Award Amount - $23,820 
Contact - Ms. Mary Kay Stenger 

(816) 781-6901 

Purpose: To provide a short-term detention center for youth, who are 
awaiting court hearings as an aiternative to placing them in the county 
jail. 

Content: The primary goal of the center is to increase the learning 
abilities of the youth in. detention. A full battery of tests is, 
administered to the youth upon arrival. A speciaU~ed classroom and 
LD teacher actively seeks out LDs in the youth. BGcause the average 
length of detention is only six days, LDs cannot be treated on the 
premises. Once a LD youth" has 1eft the program, the st·gff prescI'ibe 
necessary treatment and do follow-up studies. 
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Juvenile Attention Center- Educational Counselor 
Cole County ~ . 
Jefferson City, MO 
LEAA Grant No. 74A29R05l8 
Award Date - 03/17/74 
Award Amount - $10,000 
Contact!- Mr. Donald Klien 

Purpose: T,o provide a non-residential, multi-service diagnostic and 
treatment :ente7 to keep delinquents in school or in alternative 
learning sltuatl0ns. 

C?ntent: Upon entry into the program, all youth, ages ]1 to 17, are 
glven ~ full battery of educational tests by a LD diagnostician. 
Approxlmately 25-30 percent have a LD. Most youth are referred by 
the courts, in,add~tion to referrals by parents and schools.' The 
most ~ommon crlterla for referral are behavioral disorders and 
chronlc truancy. . 

Once a youth has been diagnosed as learning disabled, he is referred 
to one of two local Universities or to the Mid-Missouri M~ntal Health 
Center for treatment. The program began in September 1975. 

Archway Children's Residential Treatment Center 
Camden County Board of "Freeholders 
Camden, NJ 
LEAA Grant No. 74A34ROl53 
Award Date - 12/04/74 
Award Amount - $100,000 
Contact - Mr. John Gallagher 

(609) 767-5757 ext. 228 

Purpose: To provide a residential treatment center fer adolescent boys who 
~re either socially maladjusted, emotionally disturbed, or neurOlogically 
lmpaired. 

Conterit: T~e Center offers each youth an individualized learning 
and :ecreatlon program. Each program of instruction is developed . 
and lmplemented, by a staff, cons~sting of a LD specialist, psychologists', 
a speech theraplst, anaudlologlst, social workers, nurses, and doctors. 
All ~rogram,youth are.first administered a full range of tests, including 
LD dlagnostlc evaluatl0ns. When a LD is discovered, program staff are 
able to treat the youngster on the premises. The percent of youth 
diagnosed as learning disabled could not be estimated. The average 
length of stay in the program is 2 years, then the youth is retur.ned 
to the school system. 
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Jersey City Juvenile Diversion Project 
Jersey City 
Jersey City, NJ 
LEAA Grant No. 74A34R0221 
Award Date - 05/15/74 
Award Amount - $175,000 
Contact - Mr. Raymond Aurnack 

(201) 451-2869 

Purpose: To provide an alternative school setting for youth ages 12-16, 
in which their educational skills are developed to the extent that they 
may fuIiction successfully in a regular school system, thereby lowering 
the drop-out rate, 

Content: The maj ori ty or the Program participants are referred by the 
courts. Upon entry into the program, each youth is tested for reading 
and math skills by the staff psychologist. If a student's score· 
indicates a handicap, further diagnostic measures are taken, including 
a neurological workup by a psychiatric consultant, If a LD is 
diagnosed, the student is referred to a local child-study team for 
treatment. 

Yardville Learning· Center and Communications Ski1:1s Program 
Department of Institutions/Agencies - Division of Corrections 
and Parole 

Trenton, NJ 
LEAA Grant No. 74E34R0058 
Award Date 06/14/74 
Award Amount - $21,000 
Contact - Mr. William Auto 

(609) 298-6300 ext. 213 

Purpose: To provide a comprehensive individualized educational 
diagnostic and treatment center for institutionalized youth and adults 
between the ages of IS and 34. 

Content: Youth are immediately tested for academic deficiencies upon 
entry into the program. LDs are actively looked for by a LD specialist 
on the staff. Once a LD has been identified, the LD specialist pre
scribes appropriate' treatment. Treatment is provided by the Program's 
teaching staff which consists of four certified teachers and five 
teacher's aides. Of the Program~'60 students in 1975, 10 were diagnosed 
as learning disabled. As a delinquency prevention program, the Genter 
has exhibited greatest success once students have reached the GED level. 
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Five Towns Youth Services 3 
'NaSSau CQm'l~Y .. 
Mineola, NY 
LEAA Grant No. 74A36R0185 
Award Date - 04/25/74 
Award Amount - $106,000 
Contact - Ms. Maddy Mayor 

(516) 239-6244 

. t,"" 

Purpose: To provide comprehenSive educational, psychological, a~d 
pre-vocational services to pre-delinquent and delinquent youth •. ', 

Content: The program operates as a full-time alternative education 
program for court referred yo~th and their families. 'Upon admittance 
to theprogr~, all Y-Guth are administered a complete battery of 
educational and psychological tests. If it is determined that a youth 
has a LD, further testing is conducted by a LD teacher and then 
returned to the regular school system which provides special LD classes. 
Approximately 20 percent of the youth are diagnosed as learning dis
abled. 
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Huntsville Delinquency Prevention Center 
City of Huntsville 
Huntsville, AL 
LEAA Grant No. 75A01R0110 
Award Date - 05/14/75 
!Award Amount - $30,000 
Contact - Mrs. Mary Jane Caylor~ Director of Special Education 

(205) 539-2111 

Purpose: To alleviate delinquency within the Huntsville School System 
through provision of a nfocused educational environment" to those 
youth on the verge, of being expeUed,by the, Board of Education. 

'Content: Youth, are, referred ,to' the prog:ram by the Board of .Education 
on the basis ·of severe discipline problems which wouid normally p~ompt 
immediate expulsion. A full battery of psychological and educational 
tests is administere~, at the intake phase, and individual programs are 
designed to meet each youth's specific needs. LDs axe actively looked 
for and~ When detected, are treated with visual and auditory materials 
and equipment. Before the program began, an average of 35 students 
were expelled each year from the Huntsville School System. In 1975, 
only one youth was expelled. The program hamUed 32 cases in 1975. 

Jl,wenileCrisis and Diagnostic Center 
LOgan County 
Sterling, CO 
LEAA Grant No. 75A08R0032 
Award Date -05/30/75 
Award Amount - $12,000 
Contact - Mr. Jim Simpson, Director 

(303) 522-4392 

'PUrpose: To reduce the rate of recidivism among juvenile offenders 
in the six northeast counties of the state by providing residential 
facilities, counseling services, diagnostic evaluations, and educational 
pro graJllS to both pre - and post -adj udi cat ed juvenil es • 

, ~-. 
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Content: The Center is staffed with housepaxenf"s', three volunteers, 
and the personnel in a local mental health clinic. The program can 
serve 10 jmreniles at anyone time, and their stay varies from 24 hours 
to 30 days. Incl"\1ded in the diagnostic services i~an educational 
evaluation capable of detecting LDs. (The test bat~ery consists of the 
WISC, a Visual Motor Integration Test, and reading achievement tests.) 
Youth!. ident~Jied as having LDs arerefe:rred b~ck to their respective 
schools, which have special education cOlIlponents ,or to a private phy
siciap. If the juvenile is a court referral, the court is made aware 
of his condition and recommendations regarding future treatment are 
made. In 1975, 80 juveniles passed tbrough the Center. Using a broad 
definition of LD (i.e., taking social and emotional factors into account 
as well as neurological ones) 80 percent had LOs. 



Computer Assisted Instruction 
Hillsborough County 
Tampa, FL 
LEAA Grant No. 75A12R0275 
Award Date - 08/27/75 
Award Amount - $15,000 
Contact - Dr. Harold Edwards, Staff Psychologist 

(813) 961-1242 

Purpose:' 'To define and reduce emotional, social, and academic dysfunc
tioning to the de~ee that the student can return to the Eainstream of 
community-home-'school life on a full-time basis. 

Content: Actually, computer assisted instruction is only one component 
of the Lake Magdalene HOT;.i'iJ." which, in turn, is under the Children's 
Service Center. The homG". which is not a detention facility, accepts 
referrals from schools, the Division of Family Services, and the Division 
of Youth Services. On occasion, however, adjudicated delinquents are 
also dealt with. A full evaluation of entrants is conducted, including 
the type of educational testing which would detect LDs. The DQrothy 
Thomas School on the Lake Magdalene campus is devoted solely to the 
remediation of LDs. The school is run under the auspices of the Hills
borough County School System. The program can handle 108 youth at any 
one time, with 16 in residence. 

School Delinquency Program 
Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corp. 
Evansville, IN 
LEAA Grant No. 75A18R0204 
Award Date - 08/1/75 
Award Amount - $56,000 
Contact - Messrs. Jim Trader & Carl Hendrickson 

(812) 426-5052 

Purpose: To establish a program for jtmior and senior high school stu
dents who exhibit serious behavior and attitude problems in the hope 
that these students can be diverted from involvement with the juvenile 
justice system. 

Content: A student exhibiting problems 1,s: first seen by the Special 
Concerns Counselor at his school. At the discretion of the counselor, 
he may then be referred to one of the Program's intern p$ychologists 
for testing. The test battery includes basic perceptual tests capable 
of detecting LDs. If the psychologist suspects an 10, the student would 
then be refarred to a private physician for diagnos~s. (Note: In 
Indiana, a youth must be diagnosed as having a .LD by a physician before 
he can be placed in a, LD classroom.) Very few of the p~oblems seen by 
the Program are attributable to neurological ilDpairment. Apparently, 
such problems are usually detected at the elementary-school level. 
Since the beginning of the 1975-76 school year, the intern psychologist 
has seen 100 new cases. It is estimated that during the 1974-75 school 
year, 83% of the students taking part in the program were diverted from 
involvement with the juvenilIa justice system. 
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S~h~ol ~elinquent Program 
Cl.vl.l C1ty of East Chicago 
East Chicago, IN 
LEAA Grant No. 75A18R0206 
Award Date - 03/25/75 
Award Amount - $15,000 
Contact - Mr. ,Johnson, Youth Service Bureau 

(219) 397-4200 
.. .) "" .. 

Pur.{>ose: To reduce the number of suspensions and expulsions and to 
a~sl.st pare~t~ or guar~ians.in ~stablishing and maintaining a construc
t1ve and gul.dl.ng re1atl.onsh1p wl.th their teenage children. 

Content: The Pro~am is administered by the Youth Service Bureau. 
Schools refer de1l.nquent students to the juvenile court which, in turn 
sends status offenders to the YSB in lieu of disposition. Additionally, 
the YSB ,accepts referrals directly from· the schools if students and 
parents are willing. LD screening is performed for' the YSB as a matter 
of c~urse by the Tri-City Community Mental Health Center. As the YSB 
provl.des only counseling, it is not involved in LD remediation. Rather, 
~s are referred back to the East Chicago schools, which run LD remedia
tl.O~ programs. The Program can handle 10 cases at anyone time. It is 
estl.mated that 1 out of 10 students has a LD. 

Extension and Improvement of Probation Services 
Vigo County Circuit Court --
Terre Haute, IN 
LEAA Grant No. 75A18R0437 
Award Date - 05/08/75 
Award Amount - $13,000 
Contact - Mr. John Sed1etzeck 

(812) 877-2415 

Purpose: To identify those delinquents who have LDs and then prescribe 
and carry out remedial programs for them. 

Conte~t: The project serves junior high school students who have already' 
had ~nor run-ins with the juvenile justice system and who for the most 
pa~, come from economically and academi cally deprived hom~s. The diag
n~sl.s of LD rests on reports from school psychologists, consultations 
Wl.th par~nts,.and the results of a questionnaire designed by an Indiana 
~tate Ulll. verSl. ty consultant to indicate students having LDs. Remediation 
l.S p:ovided to the delinquents by volunteers on a one-to-one basis. 
Specl.a1 equipment and e~cercises are also available. At present, 14 
students ar~ enrolled in the program, which began in July of 1975. Thus 
far, approxl.mately 25 volunteers have been trained in remediation tech
niques by the 3 full-time staff members. 
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Pre-sentence Diagnostic Services 
Delaware County Circuit Court 
Muncie, IN 
LEAA Grant No. 75A18R0504 
Award Date - 08/06/75 
Award Amount - $31,000 
Contact - Dr. Donald Hendrickson, Head of Regional Diagnostic and 

Evaluation Center 
(317) 747-4577 

Purpose:- To continue the services of the Regional Diagnostic and Evalu
ation Ceriter, which provides diagnostic services to the juYenile courts 
of Region IV. 

Content: The Center conducts pre-sentencing evaluations of court refer
rals from 12 counties. Screening for visual and auditory defe~ts (e.g., 
Phonetfc Aperception Test} is carried out as a matter of course. Youths 
who exhibit a LD are referred to a private physician for a neurological 
work-up. According to Hendrickson, less then 5 percent of the youth 
seen at the Center test positive for a LD. In addition to the LD screen
ing, a psychological test battery is administered to the juveniles, and 
social pistories are taken. On the basis of this information, the Center 
make~; specific recommendations to the courts regarding the future disposi
tion of the youth. 

Comprehensive Evaluation for District Court Referrals 
Montgomery County' 
Rockvi 11 e, MD 
LEAA Grant No. 75A24R0008 
Award Date - 04/16/75 
Award Amount - $111,000 
Contact - Dr. Phelps 

(301) 869-6303 

Purpose: To provide an evaluation of, and recommendations regarding, 
all juveniles referred by the Department of Juvenile Services staff or 
district court judges. 

Content: The project serves youth of all ages, but the majority of 
referrals are adolescents. The youth are given a full battery of tests, 
which includes an educational component capable of detecting LOs. Once 
a LD has been diagnosed, the juvenile is referred to the Montgomery 
County school system for remediation (e.g., tutoring ~nd participation 
in special education programs). Evaluation services are provided for 
approximately 500 youth per year. The program employs two full-time 
education specialists. 
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The Group Scho~ Education and Advocacy Program 
County of Middlesex -- - . 
Cambridge, MA 
LEAA Grant No. 75A25R0021 
Award Date - 12/20/74 
Award Amount - $76,000 
Contact - Susan Claw, Teacher and College Counselor 

(617') 491-4884 

Purpose :To divert a limited number of youth who have been involved in 
the criminal justice system into the Group School's educational component 
and, . through t.he advocacy component, to dinlinish the likelihood of other 
low-l.ncome youth becoming delinquent. 

Content: The sc~ool ~eals with junior and senior high school students 
referred by t~e Juve~ll.le court. At the intake phase, students are given 
~th ~d readl.ng achl.evement tests, neither of which are designed to 
l.dentl.~y LOs. _ It occasionally happens, however, that students identified 
as ha~l.n~ LOs .by the court clinic are referred to the Group School for 
re~dl.atl.on. In these cases, remediation is based on tutoring. If the 
LO l.S too severe to be treated in this manner, the student would likely 
be rE~ferred to the special edur.:ation tutor of th~l Cambridge Public 
Schools for more extensive testing and treatment. The Group School 
currl~ntly serves 15 youth. 

Transitional School 
Bay City School District 
Bay City, MI 
LEAA Grant No. 75A26R0084 
Award Date - 09/27/74 
Award Amount - $63,000 
Contact - MS. Laurie Mahon 

(517) 686-6780 

'PUrpose: To reduce both the dropout rate in Bay City schools and the 
arrest rate of project youth through alleviation of the students' social 
and academic problems. 

Content: Th~ program concentrates on individual academic problems but 
does ~o~ actl.vely screen for LDs. When an obvious LO is encountered, 
Trans~tl.onal School teachers attempt to remediate the problem through 
tutorl.ng •. The school do~s not maintain special equipment or materials 
for treatl.ng to, and proJect personnel see no correlation between LD 
and JD. The full-time school staff consists of the project director, 
three teachers, and three ~eacher's aides. 
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Diagriostic Evaluation Social Services 
MS Department of Youth Services 
Jackson, MS 
LEAA Grant No. 75A28M0037 
Award Date - 08/08/75 
Award Amount - $135,000 
Contact - Mr. Parker, Administrative Assistant to the Director 

(609) 354-6512 

Purpose: "To provide comp:r'ehensive evaluation services and short-term 
intensive treatment (including detention in a facility exclusively for 
children) to delinquent youth. 

Content: The program deals exclusively with court referrals, both pre
and post-disposition. The type of educational testing that would detect 
a LO is contracted out to a firm of psychologists. While the program 
attempts to remediate generalized learning problems, it has neither the 
equipment nor staff to deal with neurological impairments. In such 
cases, the youth are referred to other stCilte agencies (e.g., a mental 
health facility or clinic). Of the 700 youths seen in the course of· a 
year, 3 percent to 5 percent are diagnosed as having neurological im
pairment. 

PrOVidence Educatiortal Center 
Providence Programs, Inc. 
St. Louis, m 
LEAA Grant No. 75A29R0118 
Award Date - 04/14/75 
Award Amount - $94,000 
Contact - Ms. Brown 

(314) 535-3821 
& Mr. Joseph Ryan 

(314) 652-5866 

Purpo~: To provide an educationally oriented resocialization progr~!m 
for juvenile offenders referred to the juvenile court for burglary aIlld 

other stranger-to-stranger crimes. 

Content: All youth involved in the program are tested during intake 
for: 1) reading, writing, and math deficiencies; 2) vocational prefor
ences; 3) LOs caused by organic dysfunctions. It is estimated that 
more than 55 percent of the youth have LOs. In most cases, th~l prim::Lry 
sympton is a reading level that is inconsistent with the IQ. With 
regard to LD remediation, Ms. Brown complained that there are too £f';'W 

LO teaching materials on the market. Therefore,staff at the Center 
often must create their own materials. The Center's remediation program 
emphasizes moving a youth from skill to skill, rather than from grade 
to grade. The program has a capacity of 60 students; 46 are currently 
enrolled. Students entering the program are'usually between 13 and 15 
years old. 
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Q!:. .!!! ~alle Education Center 
De La Salle Education Center 
Kansas City, MO 
LEAA Grant No. 75A29R0192 
Award Date - 01/08/75 
Award Amount - $75,,000 
Contact - Mr. Godfrey s. Kobets 

(816) 221-1389 

Purpose: To increase the number of ,. 1=>. • 

job skills and vocational guidanc;' n:,-gll s;hoo'[ graduates and to provide 
steps toward juvenile del· . to Y0l!tl1S who have taken some first J.nquency and crlJJle. 

Content: The project is a communit b" . 
p~-delinquent youths. De La SaIl y~ a.5ed ~dl!catJ.on/training center for 
diplomas. While th~ program is ? J.s.certJ.fJ.ed to grant high school 
in the educational ~etting all p~~arl.lY conce:rned with social problems 
estimated that 31 percent 'f D s ents arete:!~ted for LOs. It is 
is carried out by LD speci~is~s La S:~le students have LDs. Remediation 
believes that a stron COrr . on . e Center' Si staff. Mr. Kobets 
in fact, the Center h!s bee~l:::::v:x~sts. betweEI'DLD and JD. ~ince 1~74, 
schools in an attempt to identify LDDl.ngbl.ln a fe~'fl se!ect elementary 
process. . pro eIDS early l.n the educational 

'Redirect 
Southeast Jackson County Mental Health Center 
Lee's Summi t, MO . 
LEAA Grant No. 75A29R0246 
Award Date - 01/02/75 
Awa.rd Amount - $40,000 
Contact - Mr. John Wubbenhorst 

(816) 524-7300 

Purpose: To provide an alternative to th . 
for youth who do not fit the trad'1:. I e estabIJ.shed educational system 
thereby diverting the youth int ]. l.ona ~~es o~ classroom instruction, 

o more POSl. bve hfesty'les. 

Content: The p~ogram deals primaril . h ,. , 
although a few court referral y Wl.t waIK-l.ns and school referrals 
program, a student is given a sn:: accepted •. Upon admittance t~ the ' 
~e.g., Illinois TPA 'Wechsler WAT)r o~vocatJ.onal and educational tests 
l.S remediated in on~ of two w~ if" ce a LD· has been identified it 
specialists on the Redirect st~~f de lth? ~ro~lem is perceptual in ~ature, 
auditory dysfunctionin howev a Wl.t t e problem. In the case of 
pist at a local healthg~enter ~r, the student. is referred to the or thera-
perce~t of Redirect's students ~~v;u~~er ~~~stance" Appl'o::cimately 40 
relatl.on between LD and JD. . enhorst reCO~ll.ZeS a cor-
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- Woodbrid.&.e Action for Youth (WAY) 
Township of Woodbridge 
Woodbridge, NJ 
LEAA Grant No. 75A34R0029 
Award Date - 03/19/75 
Award Amount - $55,000 
Contact - Mr. James Kilroy, Director 

, (201) 574-0900 

Purpose: To provide dTUg and alcohol treatment services that result in 
the client's return to .school or in his attaimnent of a General Equiv-
alency Diploma. 

Content: WAY accepts referrals from courts (both pre- and post-disposition), 
schools, and youth agencies. WAY does not undertake any diagnostic work, 
as most of the youth have been evaluated before they enter the program. 
Youth with LOs are accepted; it is estimated, in fact, that 25 percent of 
WAY's clients are so afflicted. Whenever possible, LOs are remediated 
through tutoring. However, if a problem is too severe to be treated in 
this fashion, the youth is referred back to the school system for remedi
ation. ' In 1975, WAY handled 50 cases, but no more than 15 at anyone 
time. 

Probation Reading Clinic I 
City of New York 
New York, NY 
LEAA Grant No. 75A36R0002 
Award Date - 04/25/75 
Award Amount - $286,000 
Contact - Ms. Margaret Donovan 

(212) 990-5655 

Purpose: To continue and expand the Probation Department's remedial 
education and supportive counseling services to 225 probationers between 
the ages of 10 and 16 from the Borough of Queens. 

Content: All participating probationers are given psychological, intelli
gence and diagnostic reading tests. LDs are actively looked for, but, 
once identified, the youth suffering from a perceptual disorder is not 
isolated from the others. After being sent to an optometrist for a ' 
thorough eye check and, if needed, to a psychologists for further diag
nosis, the youth returns to the prog:ram for individualized reading 
instruction. It is estimated that 'at least 50% of the probationers have 
LOs, and Donovan acknowledges a correlation between LD and JD. 
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Richmond Reading Clinic 2 
City of New York -
New York, NY 
LEAA Grant No. 75A36R0021 
Award Date - 06/27/75 
Award Amount - $150,000 
Contact - Mr. Tom Lamanna, Probation Officer 

(212) 720-3242 

L 

Purpos~ : To continue and expand a reading center program of remedial 
educat10~ and counseling for Staten Island youth who have become' in
volv~1 w1th the juvenile or criminal court system. 

Content: The Clinic serves court referrals between the ages of 13 and 
18, ~ost of ~om are.on probation. During intake, the youth are given 
standard read1ng achl,evement tests (e.g., California and Metropolitan) 
as well as a special diagnostic test designed to determine individual 
weakness~s .. Probationers suspected of having LDs are referred to a 
~D rem~d1at~on p:ogr~ at St~ilten Island's Wagner College, which is run 
1n cOn]unct1on w1th R1chmond College and the Staten Island Board of 
Education. Of the 200 youth seen ,in the course of an average year 
approximately 10 percent are referred to the Wagner LD program. ' 
Lamanna sees a LD/JD link using abroad definition of LD. Indeed, he 
would tend to stress the emotional and social aspects of the problem. 

Department of Correction Remedial Language Development Two 
City of New~ork 
New York, NY 
LEAA Grant No. 75A36R0042 
Award Date - 04/25/75 
Award' Amount - $131.,000 
Contact - Dr. Sperber, Director of Program 

(212) 726-5700 

Purpose:, To teach reading skills to adult and adolescent detainees or 
inmates of Riker's Island who are illiterate or functioning at a reading 
level below the fourth grade. 

'Content: The program's adolescent component is aimed at taking zero 
readers between the ages of 16 and 21 up to a 5.5 grade level. Upon 
entering the program, paTticipants undergo both "formal" Md "informal" 
screening. The former, consisting of the Adult Basic Learning Exam is 
necessary to fulfill Federal and state requirements. The latter (e:g. 
Random House High Intensity Learning System) is carried out to,provide 
program workers with more information. Once a youth's reading level 
has been determined, bis specific, needs are assessed. 'When a youth is 
sus~ected of having a LO, there a;'e virtually no spec:ia~ treat~ent alter
nat1!e~ open to the program staff. Problems of finance and logistics 
probib1t the referrals of juveniles to a phYSician for a neurological 
~k-up, and the medical facilities at Riker's are not equipped to deal 
W1 th such a problem. Sperber, however, does not believe that greater 
diagnostic capabilities would improve the reading program. Program 
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participants currently average a 2.2 level gain with 60 hours of instruc
tion, using a strictly behavioral approach. The program serves approxi
mately 340 youth per year. 

Elmcrest Children's Center 
City of Syracuse 
Sr+acuse, NY 
LEAA Grant No. 75A36R0053 
Award Date - 04/25/75 
Award Amount - $100,000 
Contact - Dr. Barry GH,ck 

(315) 446-6250 

Purpose: To establish p. day treatment program for adolescent and pre
adolescent girls who are able to live at home if provided with intensive 
educational, psychological, and recreational services. 

Content: The Center serves girls between the ages of 7 and 17, all of 
whom are school referrals. Students are referred to the program on 
the basis of disciplinary or academic problems. All girls are evaluated 
educationally and psychologically. The screening is sufficiently 
detailed to detect LDs. A girl having a LD is kept at the Center, and 
remediation through tutoring is carried cut by staff. 

Rheedland Truancy Program 
City of New York 
New York, NY' 
LEAA Grant No. 7SA36R0077 
Award Date - 06/27/75 
Award Amount - $138,000 
Contact - Mr. Richard MUrphy, Project Director 

(212) 929-8630 

putfl0se: To provide intensive assistance to a maximum of 100 children 
wi t -the goal of their returning to, and remaining in', school. 

Content~ The Project, administered by the Rheedland Foundation, Inc., 
deals with children between the ages of 8 and 11 referred by schools in 
the ~per west-side School District #3. Upon entering the Program, a 
child is given: II an eye exam (more than SO percent need treatment); 
2) a general physical (this will eventually include auditory tests); 
3) reading tests; 4) psychological tests; '5) a neurological work-up: ~ if 
the psychologist deems it advisable. All children, wheth~r or not they' 
have LDs, are tutored on a one-to-one basis. The project staff consists 
of five full-time professionals trained in psychology a.,d sociology, 
part-time specialists, and volunteers from the neighborhood. MpTphy 
recognizes a correlation between LD and JD and feels that an effort 
should be made to treat LDs prior to adolescence. 

( 
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Individualized Instruction to Meet Student Needs 
Department of Human Resources - -.;..;.;.;;..;;..;.:.;;.. 
Raleigh, NC 
LEAA Grant No. 75A37ROl80 
Award Date - 09/12/75 
Award Amount - $100,000 
Contact - Ms. Mildred Spencer 

(919) 829-3011 

Purpose: To provide individualized instruction for 
quents on a state-wide basis. adjudicated delin-

Content: Upon entry into'the ro r 
logical. and educational evalua~io~sam'W:i~ y~~thtund7rgO.fuII pSY9ho-
d.tecting LOs in terms of '.: e e est1ng 1S capable of 
component has'been develo e~e~~d1at10n only the sp:ech and hearing 
program an average of 7~BPmonthsany extent. Juven1les remain in the 
correlation between LD and JD. • Ms. Spencer acknOwledges a high 

Project to' Extend and Improve the Cli - f' . . 
Administracion De~Tribunales- n1C ~ D1agnost1cs~d Treatment 
Hato Rey, PR 
LEAA Grant No. 7SA72ROOOS 
Award Date - 02/06/75 
Award Amount - $90,000 
Contact - Mr. Enrique Ridera 

(B09) 763-3690 

Purpose: To improve the services f th CI' . 
ment of the Superior Court. 0 e 1n1C of Diagnostics and Treat-

Content: The Clinic provides the court w' h '-
and neurological evaluations of' 1t psy~holog1cal, psychiatric, 
of course, be detected durin ththe referr:d del1nquents. LDs WOUld, 
istered on the basis of soci!l h7 ~eu:olog1ca~ work-up, which is admin
a delinquent has been diagnosed ~ ~~~~s compLD1lehd f?r each youth. Once 
remediation. 1ng a , e 1S referred out for 

C?aract:r Education Delinquency Prevention 

JM1fsf
sour1 Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 

e erson City, NO 
LEAA Grant No. 75E29R0236 
Award Date - 04/22/75 
Award Amount - $100,000 
Contact - Mr. Keith Schaffer 

(314) 751-4212 

:~rpo~e: To develop alternative education programs' t h 
1s~r1c~s geared toward dealing with the PSYChologiC~~, :~o~~o~~~ 

att1tud1nal, and physical problems of the high-risk child. ' 
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Conten~: The program's main emphasis is on the amelioration of social 
and emotional problems. Students are screened, however, for LDs: stu
dents are given a battery of educational tests, and· teachers compile a 
behavior rating scale for each youth. When a child is diagnosed as 
having a LD, he is referred to a trained LD teache:r: in the school system. 
The two p~ograms each handle between 50 and 100 students a year. 

.i 
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In addition to the LEAA-sponsored projects abstracted above, three 
Colorado programs are cited in the text (p. 70). Abstracts of these 
programs follow. 

Project New Pride 
Denver, CO --
Contact - Mr. Thomas James, Director 

(303) 320 .. 4631 

The New Pride Project is a community-based intensive supervision 
project serving approximately sixty probationers. The project, which 
takes the form of a work-study program, serves as an alternative to 
institutionalization for juveniles, aged fourteen to seventeen, who 
have records of two or more prior adjudications of delinquency. 
The identification of learn~ng handicaps, including learning disabilities, 
is a focal point of the diagnostic process. Remedial educational 
programs also are central to the rehabilitative services. A brief 
evaluation of Project New Pride was conducted by the MITRE Corporation 
as part of the national evaluation of LEAA's IMPACT Program. Its 
overall assessment was extremely positive, calling New Pride "a highly 
innovative community-based intensive supervision project, operating 
well outside the context of traditional probation practices." 

Diagnostic Services of the Colorado Division of Youth Services 
Denver, CO 
Contact - Dr. Helen Hursch 

(303) 986-2277 

The Colorado Division of Youth Services operates one of the largest 
programs in the nation for diagnosis and treatment of learning dis
abled delinquents. After a youth has been committed by the state, he 
is tested for learning disabilities by diagnosticians employed at the 
Colorado Division of Youth Services. Diagnostic testing typically 
starts with visual and audiometric screening examinations that measure 
sensory input. If results of a recent general achievement test are 
not available, such a test is administered and the results, including 
a handwriting legibility analysis, serve as the basis for further 
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testing. If the youth does poorly on either the reading, spelling, 
or mathematics achievement subtest; or if the youth's handwritten 
test ::esponses' are found to be clumsy, se~i1egible, or poorly 
coord1nated, further testing is conducted. Such testing might 
determine the youth's reading comprehension level, nonverbal 
intelligence, visual perception ability, auditory discrim.ination 
ability, visual memory, or visual motor integration ability. In 
addition to t~e testing procedures mentioned above, all students 
are given a speech screening to determine articulation problems. 
If such problems are found, an auditory discrimination test is 
administered. In addition, the speech screening picks up mumbly 
speech, stammering, stuttering, nasality, and voice problems. 
Based on test results, personal observation by the learning dis
ability diagnostician, and recommendations of the Department of 
Youth Services' psychologist, ari individualized rehabilitation 
program is developed for each youth. ~ehabi1itation goals are 
determined and progress toward those goals is periodically measured. 

Lathrop ~ Youth Camp 
Walsenburg, CO 
Contact ~ Dr. Richard C. Compton, now Executive Director of the 

Juvenile Services Section, Department of Social and 
Rehabilitative Servi~es, Arkansas 
(501) 371-2108 

(Description of the program is taken from Compton, R. C., speech 
before the Symposium on the Relationship of Delinquency to Learning 
Disabilities Among Youth, Little Rock, Arkansas, December 1971, 
esp. pp. 9-l9). 

Lathrop Park is a residential facility operated by the Colorado 
Division of Youth Services for adjudicated delinquent boys at least 
12 years.of age, classified as ~3-cfm, with multiple learning 
disabilities. The remedial program stresses a contractual process 
whereby the child participates in the definition of his program 
and schedule for achievement. Highly individualized instructional 
approaches are used. Nontraditional approaches to education are 
also stressed. Progress is measured by indices relating to 
affective behaviors, intrapersonal capabilities, interpersonal 
capabilities, social-environmental capabilities, and economic 
capabili ties • Compton reports that during the two years prior to 
his presentation (December 1974), no child who had completed the 
Lathrop Park program had been returned to an institution. 
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Appendix E. 

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE LITERATURE 
LINKING LD AND DELINQUENCY 

A 

Ardoff, D. G. Reoent trends in the reading levels of delinquent boys. 
Unpublished paper,' April 1972. . \ 

The role of reading retardation as'a factor·in juvenile delinquency was 
examined in a study which sought (1) to determine a correlation between 
retardation over a 5-year period and (2) to observe any changes which 
might have occurred in 'the relationship .since a 1915study. Boys committed 
to a St. Paul, Minnesota, boys' residential treatment Fenter over as-year 
period from 1966 to 1971 were used as subjects. Interviews; intelligence, 
reading, arithmetic, and spelling tests; and personality' inventories ad
ministered at the time of referral to the center provi~e~data for analysi.s. 
The results indicated that reading grade levels of deltinl{uents remained 
stable over the S-year period and showed c9nsistent r~ardation. Little 
change in the relationship between retardation and dei1inquency couid be 
found since 1915. It was concluded that while retardation cannot be 
said to be a cause of delinquency, it is felt that remediation may be 
a factor in rehabilitating delinquents. Tables and '·r.eferences are 
included. 
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Bailey, E. J. Aaad~;;;7;a aativities fop ·adb.feso~nt_s with leaming disabil
ities. Evergreen, Col.: Learm.ng Pa·tnways, inc., 1975. 

This book presents a c.ollection of learning activities for children of 
all ages. The author's experience includes teaching remedial reading ~o 
institutionalized teenage boys whose reading abilities fell below 6th 
grade level. She draws a line b~tween learning disabled and delinque.nt 
youth-:-"Perhaps if their learning disabilities had been diagncsed and 
treated earlier, they would not have had to prove themse'lves in deviant 
behavior. ,. The book outlines skill building diagnostic techniques , and 
remedial activities for c9rnpensatory learning in the areas of auditory 
perception, visual perception, conceptualization and extended thinking, 
language extension, socialization, interneurosensory integration, and 
reading. The teacher in the special education or ordinary classroom is 
viewed as the key to providing these children with the special help they 
need. This volume is intended to serve as a guide to aid teachers in 
reaching that end. 

Bartlett, R. H. Characteristics of the adolescent mentally retarded 
delinquents in Virginia's juvenile training facilities. Tpaining Sahool 
BuZZetin~ 1974, 71 (3). 157- 163. 

About 22 p~rcent of the population of Virginia's training schools for 
juvenile delinquents, aged 14 to 19, can be classified as mentally 
retarded. The following statistics are noted: 44.l.percent of the 
institutionalized popUlation were Black; 5.5.9 percent were White; the 
relationship between urban and center city environment and delinquency 
is high for those identified as mentally retarded in the facilities; 
of the mentally retarded population, the Black population in the train
ing schools is in excess of 2.5 for each Black in the general popula
tion. 

Bednar, R. L., Zelhart, P. F., Greathouse, L., & Weinberg, S. Operant 
conditioning principles in the treatment of learning and behavior 
problems with delinquent boys. Journal of Counseling Psyahology~ 1970, 
17, 492-497. 

:r I 

In this study, 32 12-18 year old delinquent boys were given 18 consec
utive weekly lessons of programed, reading instruction. Subjects Wt::L~ 
rand.omly assigned either to a group reinforced with monetar" tokens or 
to a group that was nonreinforced. Analysis of variance wi~h repe'ated 
measures was employed to analyze ,the data. Results indicat.e that both 
groups showed significant improv~ment in reading skill from pre- to 
posttesting, but that the reinforce,d group showed significantly more 
improvement than the nonreinforced group. Teacher ratings of general 
classroom behavior showed concomitant improvement for the reinforced 
group. Results are discussed in the context of applying conditioning 
principles to learning problems and the role of the counseling psy
chologist as a consultant to teaching personneL 
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t Berman, A. DeU,nquents ape dil 'bZed: An innovative apppoaah to the pZleven

tion and tZleatment of juvenit-8 deU,nquenay. Final report of the Neuro
psychology Diagnostic Laboratory at the Rhode Island Training Schools, 
December 1974. 

In an attempt to investigate the occuI'rpnce of adaptive disao·iJ..l.ties in 
delinquents, an experimental group of 4S maJ.es recently incarcerated at 
the Rhode Island Training School and a cQntrol group matched on age~ 
race, and sex from a Providence inner~·ci ty ·high school were admiTJ.istered 
the Halstead Neuropsychological Battery for Adults. Significantdiffer
ences emerged between the sample means on almost all of the Wechsler 
scales and on the majority of Halstead's te~ts, indicating that~the delin
quent group showed marked impairment in critical adaptive abilities. 
Moreover, discriminant analysis of the test protocols showed that the 
delinquents had a different pattern of abilities when compared with 
the controls. The author concludes that these results raise questions 
about the role of neurological factors in the etiology of delinquent 
behavior, that could be clarified by longi tud~i.nal studies. He offers 
suggestions for prevention and rehabilitation efforts concentrating 
on overcoming skill deficits. 

Berman, A. Speech before the Symposium on the Relationship of Delinquency 
to Learning Disabilities Among Youth, Little Rock, Arkansas, December 
1974. 

Given the failure of traditional approaches to rehabilitating delinquents, 
Berman demands a chan~e in attitudes toward delinquency so that the dis
abilities of yaungsters are recognized. He cites the results of a 5 year 
study on a random popUlation of new admissions to the Rhode Island Training 
School for Boys as proof of the incidence of learning disabilities among 
delinquents. Around 70 percent of the youngsters imprisoned had "measurable 
disabilities signif~cant enough to warrant professional attention" and 
most of these had existed for some time. Finally, Berman describes a 
hypothetical cycle Gescribing how learning disabilities and delinquency 
become linked. He concludes that it is nsarly impossible to interrupt 
this cycle unless the following critical changes are made: (1) mandatory 
disability detection training for all teachers of grades K-3; (2) early 
diagnostic screening for LD in kindergarten and the first grade; (3) ins.tal
lation of diagnostic and remedial facilities in reformatories; and 
(4) teachers hired who demonstrate compassion and respect instead of 
degrees and fancy training. 

Berman, A. Delinquents are disabled. In B. Kratoville (Ed.), Youth in 
tZloubt.e. Proceedings of a s'ymposium,Dallas-Fort Worth Regional 
Airport. May 1974. San Rafael, Calif.: Academic Therapy. Publications, 
1974- Pp. 39-43. . . 

In this presentation the author presents preliminary results from a 
five year study on the incidence of learning disabi.lities among new 
admissions to the Rhode Island Training School for Boys. The boys in 
the random sample and a contro"! group in a regular school were inter-
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viewed to obtain a detailed personal history and administered the entire 
Halstead-l<eitan Neuropsychology Battery. The diagnostic data show 
that 70 percent of the incarcerated youth and 20 percent of the control 
group had measurable disabilities significant enoug~ to war:ant 
professional attention. The author. conc~ud~s . that ~he ~r~J ~ct has 
demonstrated that failure to recogm.ze s~gn~f~cant d~s~b~l1h7s early 
in a child's school career sets into motion a devastat~ng ser~es of 
events that, for a l~rge number of unfortunates, ends up i~ a.reforma
tory -or juvenile court." He, therefore, re70mmends esta?hsh~ng 
diagnostic screening and disabili ty correct~o~ programs In. both . 
kindergarten and in l'eforJnatories. See teehJ1~ca1 summary ~n Append~x C. 

Berman A. Neurological dysfunction in juvenile delinquents: Impiications 
, .' t' Ch';"7d n"''II>e 1'lo' ....... te.".7,y. 1972, 1(4), 264-271. for early ~ntarven ~on. vI.- v""'" ~"""'""~ ,f..- # 
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Suggested is the possibility of undiagnosed neuro1og~c~ld~sfuncti~n in 
juvenile delinquents, and recommended is early id7nt~f~cat~on and ~nte:-. 
vention of neurologically impaired children. ,It ~~ reported t~a~ spec~f~c 
deficits found in delinquents are also found ~n ch~ldrenc~ass~~~ed as 
learning disabled with earlier identification of the learn~ng d~sab17d 
thought to be the difference. Spe~ialized treatment program~ are.sa~d 
to be able to teach the impaired child self-regulat~ry behav~o:s ~n the 
common problem areas of hyperactivity, short at:e~t~on span, v~sual/ . 
perceptual or visual/motor inefficiency, impu1s~v~ty and'low frustrat~on 
tolerance, irritability and aggressiveness, and lack of control and 
understanding. 

Blakely, W. P. An expl.oY'atory study of emotional :responses Y'el.ated to 
Y'eading. Unpublished paper, Drake Uni versi ty, 1969. 

The relationship of reading material to delinquent behavior has been 
a much" discussed subj ect.' This author has, taken s~~e steps tow~:d 
identifying and understanding the emotional concom~~ants of :ead1n~. 
He investigated the perceptions of emotional concom~tants w~~ch ex~st 
a:"lClng a sizable and geographically diversified group of sub~ects presumed 
t~ be sensitive to phenomena of human development andlearn~ng,.and/or 
verbal behavior. The subjects were 414 men and women enrolled ~n 11 
colleges and universities in nine states. A constructed ch~ckl~~t 
asked ea.':h subject to indicate as "never," "rarely," "somet~mes,. or 
"often," his perception of the commonness of oc7urrence ~f.cert~~n 
emotional J:1esponses during reading. TJ:le check~~st ~as d~v~ded ~nto. 
four sections: subjective experiences of e~ot~on, ~n~oluntary phys~o
logical responses, overt action, aridincent~ve~reduct~on. ,It was 
concluded that the subjects did perceive a var~ety of emot1On~1 
responses occurring in relation to their reading a~d th~t the~r 
perceptions differed according to sex, age, and maJor f~el~ of 
study. It was suggested that the checklist be further ref1ned. 
Tables and references are included. 
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Blanchard, P. Reading disabilities in relation to maladjustment. Mental. 
Hygiene" 1928, 12, 772-788. 

This article presents four ~ase studies that show a ~elationship be
tween a reading disability and maladjustment. In each case the child 
is of average or superior intelligence. From these individual studies 
the author concludes that persistent reading disabilities lead to 
school failure and often to feelings of inferiority ,which" in turn, may 
lead to personality and behavior deviations. She recommends that 
effort:s to remediate learning disabilities be increased as a ;first 
step to overcoming educational maladjustment and other deviant(behavior~ 

Brown, B. S., & Court1ess, T. F. The mentallY,Y'etaY'ded offende:r. Rock
ville, Md.: National Institute of Mental Health, Center for Studies 
of Crime and Delinquency, 1973. 

The monograph covers the history and current status of the institution
alized mentally retarded offender in the U.S. Th~ authors describe 
historical handling and treatment of the 'feeble minded' criminals and 
touch on the varying definitions of 'defective delinquent.' A survey 
of penal and correctional institutions in the U.S. was made in 1963 
(with a second phase in 1966) to gather information 'on the IQs, types 
of offenses committed by inmates with low intelligence, treatment pro
grams, and management prob lems related to retarded offenders. Resul ts 
showed the'mean IQ to be 93.2, with a variance by geographic region 
for IQ falling below 70. Current state plans for retarded offenders 
are cited, along with critical issues and recommendations for action 
and research throughout the U.S. 

Bul'll:S, J. De1i.nquents failed by the system. Special Education" 1971, 60 
(1), 13-16. 

A summary of 1,445 ;boys arriving at a school for the educationally and 
socially handicapped in Britain showed an average IQ of 95.8 and an 
average retardation in reading of 3.0 years. Nearly two-thirds of 
the boys had been failed by the regular education system in that they 
had been denied entry to special. scho'ols because of long waiting lists. 
Once -8 child has reached age 12 I. sp~cial schools are reluctant to 
accept him. Inadequate diagnosis, differing treatment theories and 
approaches, and diff~cultyof measuring success compound these childrens' 
problems. A smaller scale study of 112 boys from the same group led the 
author to expect that about, 34 percent of incoming boys will be dis
rupti ve of the treatment regime advocated by people trying to help 
them. Further, it was found that the longer a boy has to wait before 
his educational need is discovered (or to be placed in a special school), 
the more likely he is to. become disruptive of the treatment that should 
be therapeutic for him. 
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J Goding I., Storm, R., Bishop, R. M., Cohen, H. L., Filipczak, J:, Bo~en, .·i behavi~r change in a public school 
& Breiling, J. ~cadem~c~. s~~~~ect year four. Silver Spring, Md.: 
setting: PICA Final Repor . hJ I Educational Facility ,Press, Institute for Behavioral Researc > nc., 
April 1974. 

1 C rricula for Adolescents) project "The PICA (Programming Inte~ersona hUt serious educational problem--
was conceived as a pragmatl~ ~pproacac ~i:e during their growing years 
that of children who are falhng to. d to successful functioning as 
the academic and social ski~ls requlre t' t' ve society." The program is 
adult citizens ~n to~ay's hlghly c~~hea~a~emic problems that are 
directed to j~10r h:gh~tud:~t~e~aVioral problems. PICA proposed.to 
usually assoclate~ wlth la~gbehavior-oriented training programs" 
assess the effectlveness ~ . d behavior management. PICA 
utilizing individualized lnhst~c~10n :~ternative training program for 
began as an out-of-school, a - ay, d t of IBR in Silver Spring. 

bl t dents and operate ou d 
selected pro em s u..' . hborin junior high school an com-
Later, PICA was apph.ed m ~ nelg th! be inning of year four, PICA 
bined with its daily ~peratlons. At 'vegEducational Programs) and 
became PREP (Preparatlon Thro~gh.R~sh~n~lSChOOl. PICA's objectives 
was totally relocated to the ]Unlo. 19 ning' (2) develop student 
were to (1) enhance student academlc

f 
e~rlY l'n~eraction training; and 

1 t . 'ng' (3) promote aml h d f r interpersona ralnl , 1 t . . ng Data were gat ere 0 
(4) maximize public school personne raln~ tng the four-year period. 
PICA-PREP experimental and control ~~~~~RE~rdocuments are available 
(Previous yearly reports a~dto~~erinformation gathered and analyzed 
from IBR). Th{s document e al s . s years The experimental 
from year four, with backup,fr~m p~e:~~~age in the scholastic areas of 
group's gains exceeded th~ na~lona and com utations, and in SAT 
arithmetic concePts,.a~p~l~~tlo~~iar andPGates-MacGinitie Compre
language, Gates-MacGlnltle oca. Yf 11 below the national average 

. Th trol group's galns e b 1 .. 
henslon. e con .. nd Gates-MacGinitie Va~~ uary. 
in all but arithmetic apphc~hO~S a. ,- ssions by school pe'rsonnel 
Other obj ecti ve data, and "sub] ech ve· lmp;re 'd . 
on non-academic variables were also report!: . 

. . bl d adolescent. In B. Kratoville (Ed.), Compton, R. The learnlng dlsa. e a s osium, Dallas-Fort Wort~ 
Youth in trouble. proceedlng

ss OfR f ymelP Ca~ll' f. Academic Therapy . . t My 1974 an a a. •. Regl0na1 A1T~or, a . 
Publications, 1974. Pp. 44-56. 

. ad'udicated delinquents and Children In this epidemiol~g:cal study, 4:4thr~Ugh the Colorado Division of 
in Need of Supervlslon w~o pass~ . 'ng center from July 1972 to 
Youth Services central dlagn,ostl~ r~~~~ v~nCidence and type of learning 
May 1973 we're assessed to determl~e f' d as "anything which prevents a 
disabilities among them. LD was : 1:enorma1 educational setting." 
child from achieving ~uccessfu11y 1~ 1 auditory information proces-
. h 1 ssifled by type--vlsua " and 
LD yout were ca. 1 d by severity--mild, moderate, . '. 
sing, social and psy:ho1og1ca --an used to diagnose since it was severe. No standardlzed tests were 
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felt that they do not distinguish between retatded and LD youth. 
Instead, a prescriptive diagnostic approach was used, which relied on 
observation to determine why the child was functioning below his level. 
The results showed that 90.4 percent of the youth had mild to severe 
learning disabilities requiring special, individualized attention. 
Also, a general pattern emerged from studies of these youths' public 
school records; 75 percent had a sudden drop in achievement coupled 
with truancy by the sixth grade. It was suggested that this pattern of 
truancy and achievement drop could be used by schools and communities 
for early identification of troubled youth in need of intervention. 
See technical summary in Appendix 'C. 

Compton,' R. Speech before the Symposium on the Re1ationship.of Delinquency 
to Learning Disabilities Among Youth, Little Rock, Arkansas, December 1974. 

Compton described the model program at Lathrop Park Youth Camp in Colorado 
as an example of how to remediate delinquent youngsters with learning 
disabilities. COlorado youth are classified as LD for audio-visual 
neurological problems, the "hard" disabilities, and for social and psycho
logical problems, the "soft" disabilities. In 1972, 87% of the youth 
committed to institutions in Colorado had hard disabilities as diagnosed 
by a school psychologist, neurOlogist, physiCian, and ophthalmologist, and 
90.4% had some type of disability. Seventy-five percent of these students 
exhibited a common pattern of school failure first shown by a sudden 
drop in achievement fOllowed by a developing truancy pattern and eventual 
delinquency. These youngsters all lacked recognition from either their 
peer group, their family, or their school. The Lathrop Park program is 
designed to give the students the recognition and support they have lacked. 
Each youth makes a contract to accomplish certain tasks in a specified 
time frame. Modes of instruction are varied according to such youth's 
needs. Compton claims a recidivism rate of zero for all youth who remain 
in the camp at least 3 weeks. ' 

Council of Europe. Role of &he schooZ in. the prevention of juveniZe 
deZinquency. New York: Manhattan, 1972. 

The text presented to the European committee on crime problems 
investigates the school's position in socially integrating the child 
and providing a stimulating environment. Studies from various countries 
reveal characteristics common to delinquents and characteristics of 
schools apt to cause delinquency. Individual and sociological factors 
are discussed in a theoretical framework to point up implications for 
research in this field. Main research methods and examples of projects 
are described. A model from learning psychology is applied to social
ization and juvenile delinquency. Considerati,on is, given to such 
individual aspects of juvenile behavior as learning, adjustment and 
personality development. Attention is given to prevention of delin
quency including early detection of learning disorders, organic 
defects, and behavior' problems. The conclusion focuses upon the 
'importance of educational research and presents criteria for a sound 
research program. Numerous references and studies are cited. 
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Critchley, E. M. R. Reading retardation, dyslexia and delinquency. 
Briti8h Jouma~ of P8yahiatry, 1968, 114, 1537-1547. , . 

con~irmingearlie!r~:~~r~~ ~~~td;~~~~:!~~YC~~l:~:~c~:;:df:~~ ~o ~e 2 or 
del1nquency, 60 Pd d ' d'ng' Left-handedness, crossed la~era.l1t,y, 
more years retar e 1n rea 1 . " 'h th retarded 

::~!:~~~;u:~~:~~!a~~~ ~; ;~;y:~~~~~:::rl~i~s~!ri~: ~~~~!~stiC 
and emot1onal backgrounhd anbdy :c~y!~~~iC child may drift into "delinquency. 
to reveal the manner were 
See technical summa:t;y i,n Appendix C. 
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Dell, G. A. Social?,;factors and school influence in juvenile delinquency. 
British Journa~of EduaationaZP8yahoZogy, 1963, 33, 312-322. . , 

.. • -, • j' • 

'~An analysis of some of the educational and social factors 'associated 
with 492 police cases appearing in the Belfast juvenile court over .a 
perJod of twelve months, showed the .heaviest incidence of delinquency 
among children of secondary non-selective 'schools~. Differences in' 
iJ.lcidence rates between Roman Ga,tholic and Protestant children were 
strongly associated with 'differences in socioeconom:i,c status., Other 
factors appearing to facilitate delinquency were low S.E.S., lesser 
school attainment, and, possibly, age. Independent of the general 
socioeconomic level, the location of a school in one of the old, 
central, and socially declining areas of the city was. associated with 
a high delinquency rate. High school morale was effective in a small 
Q~t measurable degree in counteracting tendencies to delinquency. 
Ways of increasing the strength of this influence are discussed. 

Duling, F., Eddy, S., &·.Risko, V. Learning di8abiUties and juvenile deUn
quenay. " Unpublished paper prepared at the Robert F. Kennedy Youth Center, 
Morgantown, W.Va., 1970. . 

This study attempted to ascertain the incidence of reading disabilities 
(refers to those individuals r.eading below grade level, regardless of 
IQ) and learning disabilities (refers to significant deficits in the 
ess03ntia1 learning processes that are not primarily due to sensory, 
motor, and intellectual retardation) among the juveniles incarcerated 
at the RFK Youth Center. It was hypothesized that a greater proportion 
of the juvenile delinquents than non-deUnquents would be characterized 
as disabled. Fifty-nine pupils (40% of the total population) were 
randomly selected and administered a comprehensive battery of tests 
(including the Berea-Gestalt, the California Auditory Discrimination, 
the Goodenough Draw a Man, the Huelsman Word Discri~ination, the Money 
Di~tation, the Left-to-Right Discrimination, the Gorham Proverbs, the 
Gilmore Oral Reading and the WRAT tests). Results indicated that 31 
boys (53%) of the sample population had significant reading disabilities 
and that 19 boys (32%) had specific learning disabilities. The authors 
conclude that the youths studied have "significant reading disabilities lf 

and a greater proportion of learning disabilities than found in a 
"normal" population. There is no discussion of comparability of the 
data from RFK and the source~ who quote incidence of LD in "normal" 
populations. See tedhnical summary in Appendix Co 

Durfee, K. E. Crooked ears and the bad boy syndrome: ' Asymmetry as an 
indicator of minimal brain dysfunction •. Bu~Zetin of the Menningep 
CZinia, 1974, 38, 305-316. 

The author cites his 1965 study of 275 children classified as mental 
retardates, learning disabled, delinquent, etc. Among these Ss asymmetry 
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96 2% (p = .005). In the current 
Of the ears ranged from 67.8% to • i' ficant asymme.try of the 

, 1 ding some adults, s gnl . h d 
study of 22 Ss, lnc u 009) It is suggested that tees: 
ears are liKewise found (p,=' 'etry may be a method of screenlng 
cribed technique of meaSurlng asymm i 1 tralnervouS system defectS. 
for the possible existence of congen ta cen 

Dzik, D. Vi~ion and,t~~o~uv~~~~e ~;li~~~~~~8, 
JoupnaZ of the Amepiaan 

OptometM-a Assoa-z..a 'l,. ~ '. ' 

f student's learning is through eye
Eighty-five to ninety perc~n~,o ~sion is poor, his chances of success. 
sight and vision. If a c~ll s ~Th act of vision and the act of re~dlng 
in the classroom are very low. t ~hat there are four perceptual Sklll~ 
are similar." The. author sugg~s l~y bef01'e a child can achieve in s~hoo • 
which must be acqulred sequentla 'Locomotion or "where am I ln 
These fourL's of lear~ing.to see a~:iti{)n.of thin~s around him. Label-
space?" Location, or Judg~ng the ~ f the first two L' s to represent 
ing, or the synthesiS a~d ln~~~ratl~~doLanguage, or the expr~ssion of 
patterns that are th:n ldentlfl~d'f 'r L's of visual ,perceptl0n are 
how the child l visuallzes, If t e ou e the child will stand a much 
established in proper pre-schoo~ s~que~e'author quotes incidence of 
greater chance of success in sc ~~. nts and makes recommendations 
vision-related problems among de lnJues who often become delinquent. 
for proper handling of the poor rea er , 
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Elliott, D. S. DeZinquenay and the school. Draft manuscript based on a 
paper, "Towards a successful educational experience," pr~pared for 
the Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention AdministratiQn, 
Washington, 1972. 

This presentation describes the situation in our public school system 
that fosters delinquency. The author contends that th~ two primary 
goals of school are learning and achievement. However, ~he two are 
incompatible and, in actuality, learning has taken a secondary position 
to the more 'visible certif,ication of achievement. The basic structure 
of school is competitive; the successful students are rewarded by good 
grades while the unsuccessful ones are labeled as dumb or losers. The 
competitive process dictates the necessity for a group of losers, in 
order for thereto be a group of winners. The author suggests remedy
ing these and other inequities in the school system so that emphasis 
is placed on learning, not achievement. Evaluation constructs should 
be reviewed and restructured, and cooperative teaching and learning 
should be emphasized. Ability groupings should be discouraged. Compu1-
'sory'attendance laws, too, should be modified. Individual students' 
needs should take precedence above all. These suggestions offer "delin
quency prevention programs that are oriented toward making desirable 
social roles more readily accessible to all youth." 

Elliott, D. S. Delinquency, school attendanc'e, and dropout, SoaiaZ 
Problems~ 1966, 13, 307-314. 

Two specific hypotheses were studied and supported: (1) "the rate 
of delinquency is greater for boys in school than out of school"; 
and (2) "delinquents who dropout have a higher delinquency rate while 
in than out of school." The study population consisted of 743 tenth
grade boys entering urban high schoolS in 1959. Dropouts totaled 182 
boys while those classified as 'graduates' totaled 561 of the study 
group. The overall delinquency rate among graduates was 4.95 (per 
10,000 in or out of school days) compared to a rate of 2.75 among 
drop.outs. Highest delinquency rates were obs-erved among lower SES 

, dropouts prior to their leav.ing school, but this same group had the 
lowest delinquency rate after dropping out. Once out of school, the 
lower SES boys exhibited one-third their in-school rate of delinquency. 
For boys from higher SES areas, little differences existed between 
in-school and out-of-school delinquency rates. 

Elliott, D. S., & Voss, H. L. DeZinquency and dropout. Lexington, Mass,: 
Lexington Books, 1974. 

This volume presents data 'from a longitudinal, cohort study initiated 
in 1963. The study population was 2,617 ninth-grade students in eight 
California schools located in metropolitan areas. The authors hypo
thesized that delinquent behavior was' attributable to four variables: 
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(1) aspiration-opportunity disjunction, (2) internal-external attri
bution of blame, (3) alienation or normlessness, and (4) access and 
exposure to delinquent groups. Three types of dropouts were identified 

involuntary, educationally handicapped, and capable. Two percent 
of the dropouts left school involuntarily; 32% were educationally 
handicapped; and 66% were capable of completing high school. The 
proposition that delinquent behavior and dropout ar~ alternative 
responses to failure and alienation, particularly in the school 
context, was confirmed. The authors contend that delinquency is 
causally involved in dropout, and dropout ill 'turn ieads' to decreasing 
involvement in delinquency. School is the critical generating milieu 
for delinquency. The strongest predictors of dropout were found to be 
academic fai~ure, school normlessness and social ~solation, exposure 
to dropouts 1n the home, and.commitment to peers. Data also showed that 
dropout is r~lated to class while delinquency ~s not. Many figures: 
tables, matr1ces, scales, and references are included. ' 
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Feldhusen, J. F., et al. Prediction of social adjustment. over an eight year 
period,; Oorrelates a:rul long-range implications of classrpom aggression; 
Prediction of academic achievement of children who display agressive
disruptive alassroom beha1J1:or. Papers presented at the American Educa
tional Research Association Convention,' New York,. February 19'71. 

These papers focus on early identification, by cl~ssroom teachers, of 
children who; without planned intervention, are likely to eventually 
display poor social adjustment, low academic ach.ievement and/or delin
quency. The research indicates that ~here are v'alid predictors of these 
outcomes. Classroom teachers of selected elementary grades nominated 
for study aggressive/disruptive chi1dren~ .and socially acceptable! 
productive children. Random samples were drawn" For all the studies, 
predictors and criteria are made explicit. Si~lificant predictors were 
found for later social adjustment: (1) classroom behavior traits, 
(2) arithmetic achievement, (3) response to a sentence completion test, 
(4) a child's parents' marital relationship, and (5) maternal discipline. 
Significant factors were also found for academic achievement: (1) teacher 
ratings of social adjustment, (2) IQ, (3) sex, (4) scores on a behavioral 
problems checklist, (5) parents' education level, and (6) classroom 
behavior. Both poor social adjustment and low academic achievement are 
correlated with aggressive/disruptive behavior and all three are corre
lated significantly with eventual delinquent behavior in the community. 
Early identification and individualized intervention are urged. Reme
diation and behavior modification are highly recommended. 

Fendrick, P., & Bond, G. Delinquency and reading. Journal of Genetia 
PsyahoZogy~ 1936, 48, 236-243. 

The study is based on the conjecture that failure to learn to read 
adequately is re~ated to delinquency. The population of delinquents 
studied (187 boys, ages 16-19, at the House of Refuge in New York City) 
showed markedly inferior achievement in reading. There was found to 
be a mean disparity of 5 years, 8 months between the chronological and 
reading ages of the total group studied. Among the boys with IQ range 
from 90 to 110, a mean difference of 5 years existed between chronOlogical 
age and reading st.atus. Thes(\' findings demonstrate that this delinquent 
population was quite retarded in reading skills. The author feels that 
future studies should determine the impact of reading maladjustment upon 
delinquency. 

Fishmarl, J. A new look at special problems, Project Beacon--a project 
addressed to the needs of the socially disadvantaged. Reprint from 
Pioneer ideaZs in education~ September.1963. 

A great number of American children are growing up in socia~ly deprived 
surroundings. These deprivations are reflected in lower educational 
achievement. Teachers should have special preparation in order.to lessen 
this waste of educational potential. Project Beacon is an effort to 
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introduce within the public school system a permanent corps of psycho
educational specialists who have been rigorously trained to meet the 
edu7ational needs of socially disadvantaged children and their parents. 
It 1S a long-range program to attack the problems of delinquency and 
school dropouts through (1) behavioral science reseal~~h into the rela
tionship between learning and social disadvantage and (2) graduate 
level training of psychoeducational per~onnel such as psychologists, 
guidance specialists, administrators, and teachers who work with socially 
disadvantaged children and their parents. Disadvantages'include improper 
learning habits, obscured vocational and personal goals, inadequate 
prepa:ation and motivation, and conditions of life which discourage the 
pract1ces and values necessary for'adjustment and achievement in our . 
society. The project seeks to improve the educational achievement levels 
of these chi1~ren, a~d to enhance the preparation and add new dimensions 
to career opportunities for personnel who want to work t:Tith disadvantaged 
children through public schools. Training for project Beacon student 
teachers centers around three catel~ories: (1) home, conununi ty, and 
school analysis, (2) child appraisal, and (3) psychoeducational processes 
and guided development. A description of each category includes the 
cour~es offered and parallel field work in the conununity, in schools, 
and 1n the psychological center. 
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Gates, A. I., & Bond, G. L. Failure in reading and social maladjustment. 
JournaZof the NationaZ EduaationaZ Assoaiation, 1936, 25(7), 205-206. 

The author reports that "it has long been known that failure or serious 
retardation in learning to read almost always results in faHure or 
backwardness in school work .••. "· If serious difficulty in r~ading 
disrupts a pupil's school career, it may be expected that it will dis~ 
turb his personal and social adjustment. In 1933, a New York: city
wide project was undertaken to detect"roughly diagnose, and apply 
remedial instructions to the most serious cases' of reading dif:!=iculty. 
A top-ranking school official backing theo'peration was convinced that 
continued 'frustration in 'school, produced by inability to read effi
ciently, fr~quently leads to tl~ancy and delinquency. Of the selected 
students provided remedial instruction, 95% made gains at least as 
great as the average pupil makes in the same time. Evidence also 
showed that better emotional and social adjustment and conduct usually 
accompanied, or followed, the scholastic improvement. In a sub
sampling of typical reading disabled caSies, the group that was 
'coached' individually by remedia~ reading teachers showed gains in 
reading ability more than three times greater than the matched, un
coached control group. 

Glueck, S., & Glueck, E. ~ediating deZinquency and crime. Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harva~d University Press, 1960. 

In this classic work, the Glueck team attempted to operationalize the 
means for predicting delinquent behavior with the goal of more equitable 
administration of criminal justice. Basically, the predictors are 
based upon correlations between delinquency and delinquent chara~ter 
and social traits, and comparisons of delinquents and non-delinquents. 
Additionally, a causal etiology is presented based on (1) intelUgence, 
(2) physical condition, (3) character structure, (4) mental condition, 
(5) temperament, (6) family and home background, (7) school behavior, 
and (8) ·general background. 

Gormly, J., & Nittoli, M. J. Rapid improvement of reading skills in juvenile 
delinquents. JournaZ of EroperimentaZ Education, 1971, 40(2), 45-48. 

Researchers pretested 20 male adolescents~onunitted to a state institu
tion as delinquents on the WISC and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests 
for grades 4-6. Ss then participated in a short-term reading program 
which provided structured self-instruction, high interest reading 
material, and reduced chances of experiencing failure. After completing 
an average of 24 SO-minute sessjons, significant ,improvement was found in 
vocabulary, speed, and accuracy in reading (p " .01) which exceeded a 
gain of a year on grade-normed Gate,s-MacGinitie posttests. S~·. responded 
favorably to the program, and discjpline problems were minimal. Reading 
improvement was not related to IQ. '·It is concluded that remedial education 
is an important aspect of correctional programs for delinquent youths. 
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Graubard, P. 
children. 
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Psycholinguistic correlate's of reading disability in disturbed 
J~l of Speqial Eduaation~ 1967, 1(4)$ 363-368. 

Subjects of this study were 35 children, 8-11 years old who had been 
placed by the court in residential treatment centers because of'anti
social behavior. Extensive testing confirmed the hypothesis that a 
disturbed, delinquent population would deviate from normal communica
tion processes. The author points out that this population has special 
attributes and deficits, and needs teaching designed to remediate their 
weaknesses. Most deficits -found were at the integrational level and in 
the visual motor channel. Suggested methods of instruction included' 
the phonics approach to reading, development of an art arid crafts 'program 
to aid in eye/hand coordination, training to use symbols for concepts, 
learning dire~tional relationships (right-left, up-down) ,and utiliza"', 
tion of color in letters and words to accentuate differences. "The 
data suggest that research must be done in devising training methods 
to remediate integrational deficits particularly at the visual-motor 
channel." . 

Graubard, p, S. Utilizing the group in teaching disturbed delinquents 
to learn. Exaeptional Chiza.r.en~ 1969, 36(4), 267-272. 

A group of disturbed, delinquent children were ta~ght under three 
conditions: (1) with group consensus determining reinforcers, followed 
by, (2) a noncontingent reward condition, and finally by (3) group and 
individual contingencies condition. "The group acted as ·.its own 
control •. ?' Dependent variables were reading gains and appropriate "lass
room beha.viors. Making rewards for all subjects':.contingent on each 
subject's behaving appropriately proved superior to giving rewards on 
a noncontingent oasis. Giving group reinforcers for appropriate class
room behavior, plus individual reinforcers for academic achievement, 
proved to be the most efficacious. The group 'can i.J( a powerful instru
ment in tea~,hi.ng disturbed delinquents." 

Gromfin, A. M., et al. Cur:.."'i~ulum development: Stmtegies fop ahange; and 
.delinquenay: Cau8ation~ leaPning~ and aUX'!'iaulum. Los Angeles: 
University of Southern California, School of Education, November 1971. 

This module is the first in a curricul~~ development component. It is 
designed to enable prospective teachers to develop curricula for 
delinquency prone youth. The prospective teacher is presented with 
an overview of learning theory after an exploration of delinquency 
causation'providing him/her with greater insight as a basis for curri
culumplanning. The module itself includes steps for completing the 
module, a preassessment, a description of enabling element.s, a post
assessment, and a remediation. There is also a bibliography. 
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Haski~s, J. R., & Friel, C~ M. The mentaZ~y !'etar>ded in a ... 1uvenile ao!,peationa1; 
insti ~ute--PPojeat "J!WIO~ Vol. 5. Huntsville, Texas: Sam Houston State 
University, Texas Institute of Contemporary Corrections and the Behavioral 
Sciences, and Texas State Department of Mental Health and Mental Retarda
tion, December 1973. 

Evaluated were 1,666 j:~ ,enile inmates committed to the Texas Youth Council. 
The study was part of i' ... ~oject CAMIO, a Texas effort to determine the 
incidence of criminal incarceration of the mentally retarded (MR) and 
to identify laws, procedures, arid practices which affect the prosecution 
and imprisonment of the MR offender. Information was gathered on 
intelligence, age, race, sex, drug and alcohol history, prior delin
quency, and current commitment information. Findings indicated that 
approximately 12.9% of the males and 16.6% of the females were retarded 
(compared to 3% incidence in the general population). More MR than 
non-MR inmates were from minority groups, had poorer school, attendance 
records, came from financially impoverished families, and came from 
large families. MRoffenders were less likely to have a history of 
drug and alcohol use than non-MR offenders. MR offenders were granted 
probation significantly less frequently than non-MR offenders. Current 
commitment offense was less likely to have involved codefendants with 
MR offenders th~l with non-MR offenders. Additionally, the investiga
tion revealed that one out of seven retarded youths were improperly 
committed, since there is a Texas law prohibitjng incarceration of 
MR juveniles within Youth Council facilities. 

Henderson, P. Changing pattern of disease and disability in school children 
in England and Wales. B!'itish Mediaal JOu:l'nal~ 1968, 2, 329-334. 

T~is article descTibes the disease patterns ofce~ebral palsy, spina 
bifida, muscular dystrophy, hemophilia, diabetes, epilepsy, blindness, 
deafness, speech and language disorders, retardation, emotional dis
turbance, autism, brain-damage, and delinquency among school-aged 
children in Britain. Among those that wer.e delinquent, it was found 
that a minority are persistent offenders and that the success of special 
schools in dealing with delinqu~nts had lessened in recent years. The 
necessity for interaction between the medical, social, education, and 
health fields is pointed out. 

Hogenson, D. L. Reading failure and juvenile delinquency. BuUetin of the 
Orton Soaiety~ 1974, 24, 164-169. 

Data on two experimental populations of 48 boys each from state training 
5chools in Lansing,Michigan and Red Wing, Minnesota were evaluated 
to assess a hypothesized relationship b~tween reading failure and anti
social, aggressive behaviors. Data bcluded a complete soCial and 
behavioral history, including court transcripts; an individual Wechsler 
intelligence test; a reading achievement score based upon Form OK of the 
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Stanford Achievement Test; a student attitude instrument; a measure 
of Rokeach's construct dogmatism; and data concerning familY, community, 
economic, and ethnic variables. Only readin.g failure was found to 
correlate with aggression in both population.s of delinquent boys. 
IQ was equally related to reading among more and less aggressive boy~·. 

Holte, A. Confessions of a juvenile court judge. Speech before the 9th 
Annual International Conference on Children with Learning Disabilities, 
February 1972. 

In this speech, a juvenile court judge describes how he came to recognize 
the relationship between learning disabilities ana delinquency; ,citing 
several informal studies which showed that delinquents with normal 
IQ's frequently read below grade level. He concludes that learning 
disabled children will become severe social problems at great costs to 
society unless preventative measures are taken in the early school years. 

Hurwitz, I., Bibace, R. M., Wolff, P. H., & Rowbotham, B. M. Neuropsycho
logical function of normal boys, delinquent boys, and boys with learning 
problems. Pe~aeptuaZ and Moto~ SkiZZs~ 1972, 35(2), 387-394. 

Two studies comparing the sensorimotor function a'Old cognitive styles of 
normal boys, juvenile delinquents, and boys with learning disabilities 
(14-16 years old) are reported. The two clinical groups performed 
significantly poor.er on the Lincoln-Oseretsky Test of motor development 
than normal boys and had particular difficulties on items of the test 
requiring rhythmical repetition. In a second study, the sequencing 
skills of normal boys and matched delinquents were compared. Delinquent 
boys did consistently more poorly on tasks of sensorimotor and symbolic 
sequencing than normals; tests of spatial ability did not discriminate 
the groups. Results are discussed in terms of implications for the 
functional analysis of behavior disturbances. 
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Jackson, N. Educable mental handicap and delinquency.. EduaationaZ Rese~ah, 
1970, 12(2), 128-134. 

In a sample population of 232 mentally handicapped ex-pupils drawn from 
special schools and classes in a Scottish city and county, 29.8% of 
the boys and none,\ of the girls had delinquent records. There was a 
marginal, though not significant, tendency for the delinquent. youths to 
be more intelligent than the nondelinquent youths. A significant 
relationship was found between delinquency and (a) an absence of 
physical defect, (b) family neglect, (c) abnormal family structure, 
and (d) occupational instability. Those youths committing their first 
offense after leaving school were found to be significantly more 
intelligent than those whose first offense was committed while of 
school age. A relationship was found between postschool first offense, 
occupational instability, and high measured intelligence. 

Jacobson, F. Learning disabilities and juvenile delinquency: A demon~trated 
relationship. In R. E. Weber (Ed.), Handbook of Zea~ing disabiZities: 
A p~ognosis fo~ the ahiZd~ the adoZesaent~ the aduZt. Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1974. Pp. 189-216. 

This concept paper details the historical evidence for a relationship 
between learning disabilities and delinquency, presents 'a theoretical 
linkage between the two behaviors and discusses implications of this 
finding for research, delinquency prevention, and teacher selection 
and education. The author propos~s that the importance of evidence that 
learning disabilities occur frequently in delinquents was eclipsed for 
years by greater attention to social intrapsychic and intellectual 
factors. His explanation of demonstrated correlations is that schools 
are suc~ess ladders and children with learning disabilities are handi
capped in such an extensive, competitive system. Since they rarely 
succeed, they become frustrated by school and exhibit delinquent be
haviors. The teacher becomes frustrated in turn by the child's seeming 
lack of motivation and applies labels which only further catalyze a 
delinquent orientation. 

The relationship as presented implies that research and prevention efforts 
be aimed at early diagnosis and treatment of learning disabilities. To 
accomplish this, the author suggests educating involved personnel as to 
symptoms and means of dealing with LD children. The ultimate step is to 
modify the failure-producing structure of the school that adversely 
affects both LD and other students. 
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Jacobson, F. N. 'The juvenile aourot judge and learning disabiUt"if!s.' Pap~r. 
presented at the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges Graduate Co~lege. 
University of Nevada, Reno, August 12 and November 11, 1974. 

"Learning disability is a basic factor in delinquency. Learning 
disabilities, after they lead. to delinquency, eventuate in a compound 
problem and need specific treatment to achieve rehabilitation." The 
author contends that approximately 12% of the population is learning " 
disabled; and that at least SO%--perhaps even 80%--of delinquents . I 

a.re also Learning disabled. What learning disabilities are and what 
they are not, are discussed in detaii in this presentation, as well as 
factors that may cause LD, and means for evaluati:ilg or assessing a 
learning disabled child. The author also discusses JD, and its 
relationship to LO in terms· of school and society, the frustration 
that leads to deviance, and resultant effects of labeling. A child 
that is simply LD may be negfltively labeled by teachers and may then 
embark on a delinquent career. Many teachers consider LDs to be 
underachievers who can perform, but choose not to. Jacobson states 
that LD is not a "won't do,i handicap--it is, in fact, a "can't do" 
problem. The author's position is that ,imost frequently delinquency 
begins in an antagonistic interaction between teacher and student, 
and that the basic cause of that antagoniSm is learning disabilities." 
Appended list also include observable warnings or signs of LD categorized 
by motor coordination, behavior,. auditory or vocal responses, communica
tion, vision, and academics. 

Jordan, D.' LeaPning disabilities and predelin~ent behavior of juveniles. 
Report on a project sponsored by the Okalahoma Association for Children 
with Learning Disabilities, 'May 1974. ' 

Eighty-one percent of 100+ juveniles administered the Jordan Written 
Screening Test for Learning Disabilities at the Youth Bureau intake 
interviews were classified as probably learning-disabled. The eighty 
LD youth were equally divided into a study and a control group in 
order to test the effects of remediation on school performance and on 
unacceptable social behavior. Tests administered to the study group 
included the WISC, WAIS, Bender Drawing Test, the Rorschach, the 
House-Tree-Persons test, the Jordan Oral Screening test, the Keystone 
Visual Survey test, the Spache Binocular Reading Test, neurological 
evaluations, and EEGs: The study group received tutoring in coding/ 
encoding skills and personal attention from the volunteer counselor/ 
tutors. The control group received the Youth's standard counseling' 
services. Results showed that the experimental gro:up showed steady 
increases in school achievemflnt levels and decreases in unacceptable 
social behavior over the two semester periods, whereas the control 
group showed few achievement gains. (Control group social patterns 
were not mentioned). Complete profiles of the study group are pre
sented in the report. 
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Jorgensen, E., Bangsgard, 0., & Glad T Adol . 
Danish institution. Journal of iea~inn D:scbi~~~.p~ych1atry in a private 
33-44. .~ ~sa ~~t~es~ 1968, 1(1), 

~is article relates a practical a h '. . 
_and.me~. While t~e majority of th~P~~~~Ol~~ d~a11ng.w1th ad~lescent boys 
de11nquents, it is suggested that a la p.pulat10n cons1sts of ,juvenile 
have started out as children suff . r~e port10n of the pupils may 
disorder. This study uestion er1ng rom some form of learning 
are retarded and aSksq~f 0 s whether a great, part of the pupils , ... , 1n some cases thO . '-
or a reflection of the hand' . f ' 0 1S 1S true mental retardatiOJ 
is based on a "help to self

1cap ~ aole~rnlng disability. The school 
men and their families in th:~lP f~r1nc1Ple w~ich supports the young 
This.private social-pedagogic~rn:ti~~~fo!O bU11d a satisfactory existence. 
hand1caps and other difficulties of °t 1~ISO helps to overcome personal 
vating indiVidual positive character~sii~s~entele by finding and culti-
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Karnes, M., et al. The effiaac:y of a ppevoaationaZ au1"t'iaut,,{1T/ and sepviaes 
designed to pehabiZitate sZ~ ZeaPneps who aPe sahooZ dPopout~ deZinquenay~ 
and unempZoyment ppone. Champaign, Illinois Community Unit 4 School 
District, August 1966. 

It w.as hypothesized that 91 experimental subjects from low socioeconomic 
status homes, provided with a carefully designed 2-year vocationally 
oriented educational program and prevocational Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation (DVR) counseling, would have significantly superior 
achievement to that of a matched control group enrolled in a regular 
educational program without such benefits. Data were collected from 
school records, interviews, case studies, various psychological tests, 
and DVR records. The experimental subjects had significantly better 
attendance and fewer school dropouts, and made a better vocational 
adjustment than the control.group. There was no significant difference 
between the two groups in social and emotional adjustment as measured 
by social maturity, perception of peer acceptance, perceived anxiety, 
and a.bility to determine the appropriateness of certain activities or 
goals. Achievement test scores for the tool subjects of arithmetic, 
reading, and spelling showed no significant differences between the 
two groups in amount gained. Some implications for program implemen
tation were that specially trained administrative and teaching pers~nnel 
should be employed for this kind of program. The ratio of teacher to 
youth should be no greater than 1:20, and the curriculum should be 
functional, individualized, and vocationally oriented; A review of 
related literature, a complete program description, and recommendations 
for further research and programming are included. 

Keldgord, R. E. Brain damage and delinquency: A question and a challenge. 
Academia ThePapy~ 1968, 4(2), 93-99. 

This article teviews the available literature relating to brain damage 
and delinquen~y, emphasizing at the outset how little had been done. 
The author reviews titles in the professional criminological litera
ture, then discusses ongoing efforts in Alameda, Merced, and Sonoma 
Counties in California. Statistics on juvenile offenders and brain
damaged child~en are compared, leading to the author's conclusion 
that up to 1,094 of the 5,470 y.outh committed to the California Youth 
Authority in 1966 may have been brain damaged. The article concludes 
with reco~endations for immediate, ·multi-disciplinary work on the 

·problem. 
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Kelly, D., & Pink, W. School commitment, youth rebellion, and delinquency. 
CPiminoZogy, 1973, 10, 473-485. 

The hypothesis that decreaSing levels of commitment to school are 
associated with increaSing rates of youth rebellion and delinquency 
was tested on 292 male high: school sophomores. Interviews obtained 
information on grades, time spent on homework, affiliation with school 
clubs and activities, and whether subjects planned to attend college. 
Questionnaires elicited data on allegiance to school and peer group 
loyalty, aggressive behavior, drinking, and whether the subjects had 
ever been apprehended for delinquent or felonious behavior. Results 
supported the hypothesis; subjects displaying lower degrees of commit
men~ to school had much ¥reater rates of rebellion and delinquency. 
It 1S suggested that soc1a1 labeling of a student as unmotivated 
behavior problem, or poor worker can lead to declining levels 0/ 
school commitment and differential treatment by teachers and peers. 

Kerr, J. Crime and dyslexia. ~iminoZogist, 1973, 8(29), 29-32. 

Drawing on British ~esearch, the author relates deviant behavior to a 
reading disability and resultant low academic achievement frustration 
and rebellion. The need for teacher recognition of sociai and emotion~l 
difficulties of pupils is stressed. The provision of specialists to 
improve language skills is suggested. 

Kvaraceus, W. C. Reading: Failure and delinquency. NEA JoUPnaZ: Today's 
Eduaation, 1971, 60(7), 53-54. 

This ~s a.commenta:y on children who fail to read a~d their subsequent 
behav10r 1n a host1le school environment. Failure and frustration 
in school c~ :e~ult in norm-violating aggressive actions that attempt 
to mend an 1nd1v1dual's loss of self esteem and ego-deflation. Teachers 
often become the hate object for hostile, failing delinquents. De1in
q~ent~ s?metimes identify with an older delinquent or ally themselves 
w1th de11~quent groups for defense and support. Youngsters also dis
pla~e the1r agg:essive ~ctivit~es into the home and community. Other 
de11nquents project the1r host1lity onto a list of their "enemies"-
teachers! p01i~e, parent~, ~nd achievers in school. The delinquent 
~ay cons1der h1mse~f a v1ct1m of a grand conspiracy to keep him captive 
1n a school ~stabhshment, and may react like a martyr or even a savior. 
The autho: c7t~s the need f~r understanding and supporting school person
nel and s1gn1f1cant others 2n attempts to help the failing student and 
prevent his potential problems. 
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Kvaraceus, W. Forecasting delinquency: A three-year experiment. E~aeptionaZ 
ChiZdPen~ 1961, 27, 429-435. 

This study aimed to ga.ther validation data on the revised Kvara~eus "," 
Del~nquency :ro?eness Scale--Non-Ve:bal. In a before-and-after 'st~dy 
des~gn, ~red~ct~on scores were obta~n~ on the basis of independent . 
teacherJudg~ment of future delinquency. Subjects were 7th, 8th,. ,and 
9th ~rad~rs ~n one community and pupils of the same age enrolled, in ' 
spec~al classes for the mentally retarded in two communities. They 
~ere fO~lowe~ for thr~e years. Juvenile de~inquency was defined '~s ' 
no:m,",.v~,olahng behav~or." Conclusions of the, study were that, (1) the 

rev~sed,KD P:oneness Saa~e ,failed to meet the test set up, in the, _, 
:esea:ch,des~gnj (2) rahngsof teachers showed more promise for 
~dent~fy~ng future norm violators than the scales, (3) junior high. 
school students who. fall into low reading groups tended to show a ' 
heavy preponderance of norm violations, (4) a trend was apparent fo~ 
low IQ youth to get lower behavior ratings and show more evidence 
of norm violations; (5) in special classes for the mentally retarded 
the "brighter" youngsters evidenced more behavioral difficulties tha~ 
the~r ~u~ler.classmatesj and (6) ther.e is potential utility and 
r.el~ab~l~ty ~n a non-verbal scale for delinquency identification and 
subsequent prevention programs. 
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Love, W. C., & Bachara, G~H. A diagnostic team approach for juvenile delin
quents with learning ,disabilities. eTuveniZe JU8tiae~ 1975, 26(1), 27-30. 

Recognizing the relationship between juvenile delinquency and lea~ing 
disabilities, the Norfolk Juvenile and Domestic Relations District Court 
established a diagnostic and evaluation" team to ,assist the juvenile court 
in its probation program. A diagnostic team studied the juvenile's 
social, educationalj and psychological background to determine the pr.oper 
treatment modality. For most children, a behavioral modification group 
therapyprcigram proved helpful. Other areas in the program involved 
athletic c1ompetition. The authors assert that "probably the most 
significant need for the learning-disabled' juvenile deHnquent is an 
individualized reading program." The study promotes the need for 
collaborative, multidisciplinary approaches in treatment programs. 
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Margolin~ J., Roman, M., & Harari, C. Reading disability in the delinquent 
child: A microcosm of psyc;hosocia1 pathology. Ameriacm Jouzrna~ of 
Orthopsyahiatx>y~ 1955, 25·, 25-35. 

In 1951, a survey of the ICourt Intake Project at NIMH showed 84% of 
the children to be retarded in reading by two or more years. This 
experimental study was designed to determine the most effective means 
of remediating these retarded students. The 21 subjects were divided 
into three grou~s: (I) remedial reading, (II) tutorial group therapy, 
and (III) interview·group therapy. Results of these treatment approaches 
were that: Group I improved in their reading by 39%; Group II, by 74%; 
and Group III, by 26%. The tutorial group therapy (II) was found to be 
a successful, new treatment approach, which involved remedial assistance 
while encouraging discussion of past experiences. Part of the goal was 
to identify what had interfered with their learning to read, and to 
express their feelings about teachers, school, reading, and other matters. 
Improvement in school and adjustment was also greatest in Group II (~l%), 
compared to Group I (45%), and Group III (28%). Adjustment at home was 
improved among 81% of the tutorial group, with the other groups each 
experiencing a 71% rate of home improvement. The authors conclude that 
children with learning disabilities must be identified and aided before 
truancy and subsequent delinquency develop; that schoolS must recognize 
that lower class children cannot be expected to learn in the same manner 
as middle-class children nor with the same curriculum; and that prevent
ing the deVelopment of learning difficulties is one of the steps in pre-
venting the growth of delinquency. 

Matthews, C. A projeat to prevent sahoo~ dropouts in the Quinay~ I~linois 
Iub~ia Sahools. Unpublished paper, Delinquency Study Project, Southern 
Illinois University, undated. 

This paper .describes a proj ect aimed at identifying and counseling dropout
prone students before critical school failures. It was developed for use 
in an average public school system. The study team used SES, intelligence, 
school achievement, reading achievement, size of family. and birth order, 
,and school and social adjustment indicators to determine dropout prone
ness. The general activities of the project included: school counselor 
visits to'dropout-prone students'-homesj intensive individual counsel{ngj 
school .progress checks; group counseling sessions j' and regular meetings 
between the project db.-ector and the teachers and counselors involved 
in the project. Results of the program have contributed to a reduction 
in the dropout ra.te,: The reduction is attributed to e::i't'lier discovery 
and treatment of problems, and to greater awareness among the faculty 
of problems specific to potential dl-OpoUts and techniques useful in 
helping them. Curricular modifications for dropout-prone students are 

recommended. 
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Matt.hews, C. Sahoot footor . fl . 80aioeaonomia status ~~~~bi~~~a~:~ ~hetsahool persistenae of l~ 

Delinquenc:y Study Pr~ject, South~rn ~l~~n~is g~i~~;!~~;~ :~:~;d. 
This paper deals with the functi 1 d' . between the school and alar e ~~~i ~spa:~ty that currently exists 
a~e ,based on data from the Q~in~y I~~.Of.~ts ~~~dents. Recommendations 
of the k.i~s who drop out of schooi' ~no~s pu ~c school,s. The.~ajor~ty. 
have low ability levels. they'havea~~tfr~~ ~ow S~S background, and 
and experi.enced extensive failure i en alled,ln.pre-school years, 
geared-to-academic achievement schn ~he success-or~ented, competitive, 
failures among students in high SChOOl shst~m. The largest number of 
industrial arts courses Onl 00 w 0 . ater dropped out was in 
students from low SES b~CkgrO~n~:r~!~ d~ schoo~s have activities in which 
autho: contends that if schoolS are t p b ay an lmportant ~ar~. The " 
vocatlona1 success, they must mov 1° e seen as.a.real~st~c means to 
levels o~ the lower twenty percen~ ~fo~~~i~os~~:!~~~ng Tthh

e 
abhilitl

y 

must strlve for goals h' J • e sc 00 s 
student, making succes~ ~c~e:~:' reachable by the culturally deprived 
pre-school education parental i~~~~V!~r ~ach s~u1un~ent. Suggested are 
individualization work stud en , enr~c ent programs, 
public school cur;icula~ y programs, and extensive modification of 

Matthews, C., & Roam J A ··Z d . prone students: 'Deii ~~~~u urn emonstrat~on progpam for dPopout-
Edwardsville, Illinoi~ So~th;U~YI~~ y~ut~ ~eveZ~pment projeat. 
the Study of Crime Delinquency d clno~s ~lvers~ty, Center for , , an orrect~ons, June 1966. 

A demonstration program was d d' 
alienated students from the ~~~n~~teI1~7th.slowblearning, socially 
FUll-time classes were established'f '~no~s pu lic school system. 
special learning units in Ian or gra e~ 7 to l~, containing 
sciencr,>,' industrial arts, hom:U:~~n~~r~~ sO~la~ s!ud~es, ~rit1unetic, 
work experience. The experimental edemo~sir~~~~~)l educatlon, and 
was".selected from students . d d group 
basis of (1) intelligence Jeu2)gree dt~ be mho~t dropout-prone on the 
h.' ' a mg ac ~evement (3) 1 

:' ~~~:~n~~n~!~lS~~::;C~~~~~r!!~t~~ic~nd (5) S~h~O~,-,dr~~~~:nt. 
adjustments~ work ex erience . rece~ve nel.t~er curricular 
who worked tdth the ~emonstr~t~~~ ;~~lces o!'nont~ac?~ng personnel 
of data obta.ined durin a 3- ea gr~. . stat1st1cal analysis 
was signifil!antly suCC:SsfU1Y in

r i:~~~~i~:d~~:t~~l~~at: (1) the progr'am 
(2) special reading and arithmetic lng power of school, 
in achievemEmt

J 
and (3) students i:~~gram\prOdUC~d significant gains 

not significantl i . . e w~r experlence program did 
with studentsinYth:P~~~~r~~ ~~~~; aC::~~~7 performance when compared 
of the curriculum were Teconwended: 1 lona study and revision 
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Mauser, A. Learning disabili;7,ies and delinquent youth. AcademiaTheraphy~ 
1974, 9(6), 389-402. 

The author points out differences between today's delinquent and his 
co~nterpart of 10-15 years ago. The delinquent today is younger, 
br1ghter, and can be culturally typified. In linking the delinquent 
to' his school situation, the author contends that truancy is very 
frequently related to delinquency. Similarities between LD and JD 
were cit~d: (1) both groups evidence flfJ!gative self-concept and low' 
frustrat10n tolerance; (2) both are primarily associated with the male 
species; (3) directional orientation problems are common among both 
groups; (4) minimal brain dysfunction occurs more frequently among 
delinquent and learning-disabled youth; (5) children from both groups 
have difficulties in school, beginning in the primary grades; (6) both 
phenomena have multiple causes and complex treatment approaches; and 
(7) bot~ ?,rou~s.lack positive personality characteristics. Despite 
these s1m1la:r;'1 t1es, "not all delinque't~ ts are learning disabled and not 
all learning disabled are juvenile delinquents." Further reviewing 
the current state of knowledge on LD/JD, the author cites various 
treatment programs, associates school and teacher's roles with delin
quencyand LD problems, and asserts guidelines for treatment 'of del in
quency. 

Mauser, A. Learning disabilities and delinquent youth. In B. Kratoville 
(Ed.), Youth in tpouble. Proceedings of a symposium, Dallas-Fort Worth 
Regional Airport, May 1974. San Rafael, Calif.: Academic Therapy 
Publications,1974. pp. 91-102. 

The author discusses similarities between leading concepts of learning 
,disabilities and juvenile delinquency. and focuses on the following behav
ioral similarities between the two populations: (1) both groups diSlike 
subjects requiring strict logical reasoning, persistency of effort 
and good.memory; (2) both evidence a negative self-concept and lOW' 
f:ustrat10n tolerance; (3) both problems are primarily associated 
w1th males; (4) both groups have directional orientation problems; 
(5) there is a greater incidence of minimal brain dysfunction among 
both groups; (6~ both groups have difficulties in school in the primary 
grades; (7) botn groups have normal IQ scores, and (8) both delinquency 
and LD appear to have no single cause nor cure, but are associated with 
a variety of etiological factors and treatment strategies. It is 
emphasized that prevention and treatment for both LD and JD are often 
inseparable. Both require early identification of specific problems 
by concerned teachers and other significant persons, and intensive 
community··based treatment focusing on each youth's needs. SpeCifically, 
the a~thor recommends flexible school ,'programs .for youth who are not 
l~arn1ng,such as the bookless approach to education developed by the 
S1lberbergs, and vocational education. It is concluded that collabora
tive tre~t~ent programs including input from many disciplines--education, 
law"med1c1ne, psychology, sociology, and social work--are the only 
answer to increasing crime rates. 
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Mauser, A. J. The remediation of learning disabilitie~ i~ juv~nile. 
delinquent youth. Unpublished paper, Northern Il11no1s Un1vers1ty, 
undated. 

This presentation describes treatment approa~hes to ~outh who are . 
both delinquent and learning disabled. The author c1tes sev~ral st~d1es 
describing delinquents and learning disabled youth, and :epeats var10US 
recommendations for handling .. these problems. Collaborahve ~fforts 
from the fields of education, law, medicine, psychology, soc1ology, 
and social work are necessary in the rehabilitative process. Not,all 
juvenile delinquents are learning disabled; neither are.all learV1ng 
disabled children delinquents. But when the two occur 1n one Ch1ld, 
that child needs 'specialized, individualized treatment. 

• rid b ha' "b1 " Mercer J. R. Socia-cultural cOY'Y'eZates of learn'l-ng a e V'l-OY' Pr:o t.-ems. 
Pa~er presented at Conference on Learning Disabilities and Behavlor 
Problems, Washington, D.C., June 1974. 

In this presentation. the author criticize~ th~ use of a"path~logical 
or medical model as a framework for invest1gatlng human behaV10r. 
Whereas a medical model is good and useful for describing biological 
functions and malfunctions, it is neither proper nor ac:eptable for ~se 
in describing human behavior, i.e., "learning and behavlor proble~s. 
Neither is the traditional statistical framework a proper conceptual 
model for determining normality and abnormality • The .. author promotes 
the use of a social system model which encompasses· a patterned set 
of statuses and their associated roles, and a n07IDat~ve structur~. 
Such phenomena as IIdisabilities" and "pro~lem'.' behav1~rs are. def1ne~ 
within the normative structure. Abnormal1ty 1S relatlve to 1ts SOCH!,l . 
context. Wi thin a social system model" each sep~rate sociocultural group 
is a distinct social system, with its own normat1ve structure •. R~les 
and behaviors are defined and allowed to operate differently w1th1n 
each social system. The author has applied her social system mo~el 
to research on the exceptionality of California public schoo~ chlldren. 
Mothers of 700 Black, 700 Chicano/Latino, and 700 Anglo-~er1can 
children were interviewed and scored on factors of: famlly s~ructur~, 
Anglization, occupation, family size. parent/child relationsh;p, 
sense of efficacy, source of income, urbani~a~ion, and commun1ty 
participation. Results are reported; suggest10ns for further research 
are made. 

Miller, W. H., & Windhauser, E. Reading disability: Tendency toward 
delinquency? CleaY'inghouse~ 1971, 46(3), 183-187. 

"This article explores the relation between readi~g disability and the. 
tendency toward delinquency in secon~ar~ school stud:nts •••. The artlcle 
takes· the position that some of the 1nc1~ence.of ~e~1nq~enc~ could be 
prevented through the prevention ofread1~g.d1sab1l1ty •. Dlsabled . 
readers and delinquent students possess sl~l~ar personal1~~.character1s
tics such as emotional maladjustment, host1l1ty, and SUsplclon. Both 
groups usually have a negative self-concept a~d a low t~leranc~ to 
frustration. The school's role is important 1n prevent1ng dehnquency 
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among a delinquent-prone grou~ .. By pre~enting :ead~ng f~ilur.e in 
elementary grades, or by prov1d1ng spec1al read1ng hel~ 1n later 
years, the potential reading retardation--truancy--de11nquency 
triad can hopefully be eliminated. 

Minuchin, S., Chamberlain, ~:, & Graub~rd, P. 
skills to disturbed, del1nquent ch1ldren. 
psyahiatpY3 1967, 37, 558"568. 

A project to teach learning 
American Journal of OPtho-

In this study, patterns of communication in low soc~oec~nomic families 
which produce acting-out children were ~nalyzed •. S1X d1stur~ed, 
delinquent children were followed for £1ve week~ 1n ~ ?Omm~n1ty 
residential treatment center. An experimental ~~e. curr1culum was 
developed that involved collaboration between cl1n1~1~ns "and e~ucators. 
Strategies were developed for intervention or "rep.a1r.1ng 'curr1culum 
which made it feasible to teach the disturbed children. Le:sons f~cused 
on: listening, the implications of noise" stay~ng on a tOp1C, .,ta~1ng 
turns and sharing in communication, tel~ing a s1mp1~ story, bU11~1~g 
up a longer story, asking relative and cog~nt quest10ns, categor1z1ng 
and classifying information, and role plaY1ng. 

The curriculum appeared to be quite effective in ch~nging lear~ing 
behavior. The authors conc1ude,that "with these ch~ldren, as 1n the 
general field of learning disabilities, the underlY1ng corre~ates 
of the disability must be remediated before ~uccessful teach1ng of 
the skill per se can be accomplished.". Chi~d:en must be_able to. 
master a curriculum which develops t~e1r ab1l1ty t~ ~o:u~ attent10n 
and use ~tandard rules of communicat10n. These ab111t1es must be 
acquired before any meaningful academic skills can be mastered. 

Mulligan, W. 
tT'oubZe,. 
May 1974. 
~. 32-38. 

This side of the court. In B. Katrovi11e (Ed.), ~outh i~ 
Proceedings of a symposium, Dallas-Fort Wor,~h R~g10nal A1rport, 
San Rafael, Calif.: Academic Therapy Pub.l1cat10ns, 1974, 

The author believes that a disproportionate number of the 8 mi~lion. 
learning disabled youth in the U.S. are processed through ~he Juven11e 
justice system. He describes how the Sonoma County Pr~bat10n Depart
ment first became aware of the problem, and the screen1ng.program they 
designed to test for learning dis~bil~ties. :heir screen1ng process 
begins in the area of motor coord1nat10n and 1nc1udesthe Pe~body 
Picture Vocabulary Test for IQ, the WRAT, the Gray Oral.Read1ng, the 
Wepman, and selected portions of other tests: Thep:of1~e.of each 
child is sent to a referral source (neurolog1st, ped1atr1c1an or 
school) where the emphasis is on diverting the LD.youth from. the 
juvenile justice system by placing him in appropr1ate ~ommu~1ty treat
ment programs. In conclusion, a proposed research proJect 1S des
cribed which "will doubtless dramatically point up ~he n~ed ~o: ~arly 
identification and treatment of children with learn1ng d1sab111t1~s 
as well as the necessity for remedial programs for those alrea~y 1n 
the system." If such programs are established, the authoT beheves 
we can substantially reduce delinquency. 
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Mulligan, W. Dyslexia, specific learning disability, and delinquency. 

JuveniZe Justice3 1972, 23(3), 20-25. 

The relationship between dyslexia and specific learning disabilities, 
on the one hand, and delinquency, 011 the other, is discussed. The 
probation worker who is well informed with regard to the problems of 
the dyslexic child will usually be more understanding'of the fears, 
frustrations, and inability of this chi,ld to compete in the reg1.llar 
classroom setting or even within his own peer group. Some of the 
symptoms of specific language disability have been found to include 
poor ability to discriminate visual likenesses or differences in words 
even though vision is normal, directional confusion, poor ability 
for visual or aud~tory recall of words, early tendency towards motor 
clumsiness, and behavioral problems. Probation officers are encouraged 
to have delinquent children referred for screening tests in order to 
determine whether any learning disabilities exist before an overall 
disposition is made. 

Mulligan, W. A study of dyslexia and delinquency. Academic TheT'apy QuaT'teT'lY3 
1969, 4(3), 177-187. 

In the author'S capacity as Chief Probation Officer for Sonoma County, 
California, he reports his interest in and investigation of the 
occurrence of dyslexia and other reading disabilities among delinquents. 
Surveying the total caseload of juveniles in one year, most of them 
were found tQ be reading below grade level. Based on that information, 
the possibility was asserted that dyslexia might be a contributing 
factor to their delinquency. Symptoms of dyslexic children are listed, 
as well as information items needed in personal histories fQr adequate 
diagnosis and treatment. Through preliminary' screenings, ~ significantly 
large number of children who may have learning disabilities have been 
found. The need for a probation worker to be knowledgeable about and 
sympathetic to the problems of the dyslexic child is set forth. The 
author asserts his opinion that "if we are going to effectively rehabili
tate juveniles, we must be aware of their total problem." 

Myklebust, H. R. (Ed.) PT'ogT'ess in Zearoning disabiZities. Vol. 3. New York: 
Grune & Stratton, 1975. 

This third volume in the series on learning disabilities emphasizes 
interdisciplinary approaches to intervention. (Vol. 1 dealt with 
concepts, definitions, differential diagnosis, and identification; 
Vol. 2 added concepts for management and treatment of LD). One new 
development in the LD field has been the cognitive systems approach 
to assessment and remediation which appears as a major theme in the 
book. Medical/physiological problems are addressed--particularly 
medical diagnosis and treatment, and the role of seizu~es.Association 
between learning disability and social maladjustment is pointed out. 
School programs that provide remedial services are outlined, and t.he 
difficulty of handling this complex .of problems within one individual 
is stressed. Emphasis is given to procedural handling of children, 
so that they are helped in the most complete and positive way. Edu
cators, psychologists, clinicians, psychiatrists,~social workers, and 
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parents: 3hould expect to _collabor~te in these multidisciplinary efforts 
to help learning disabled children. 

It 
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Peterson, M. Juvenile ,delinquency as a form of learning disability. 
Conneatiaut Teaahe1', 1971, 39(2). 11-14; 31. 

In this review of documentation on learning disabilities and juvenile 
delinquency, the author recommends sophisticated research to find 
causes, diagnoses; and treatment of LD and JD problems. Malnutrition 
and chemical malfunctioning have been suggested as contributors to 
problems of adjustment and learning. Inadequate pedagogy is cited as 
another causative factor of JD and LD. New approaches from courts and 
law enforcement agencies are encouraged. Some chemical malfunctions 
that have been largely ignored are believed to contribute to learning 
difficulties. The author recommends that diagnostic evaluations of 
individuals include a thorough examination of the endocrine system, 
along with the more traditio~a1 battery of psychological tests, 
pediatric exam, eye exam, and EEG. S1.:ch glandular system testing 
could find a relationship between metabolic malfunctions and learning 
problems. ", 

Petrie, A., McCulloch, R., & Kazdin, P. The perceptual characteristics of 
juvenile delinquents. JournaZ of Nervous and MentaZ Disease, 1959, 
13'4, 415-421. 

The two hypotheses of this study were (1) that in certain delinquents 
there may be some unrecognized organic pathology; and (2) that in 
others there may be certain unrecognized perceptual needs and conse
quent vulnerabilities resulting from their particular perceptual 
characteristics. S5 in this experiment were 70 delinquents, aged 
13-17, with a'control group of the same age in public schools. Experi
ments were conducted·to determine if Sstendec! to decrease perceived 
size of an object (through holding and feeling while blindfolded), to 
increase the perceived size, or to alter perceived size very little. 
The delinquent group contained significantly more reducers (those who 
tend to decrease perceived size). "Delinquants are thus prone to the 
vulnerabilities associated with reducing characteristics •• to suffering 
from monotony, isolation and'enforced inactivity." The authors suggest 
that delinquents and pre-delinquent's need "change, movement and speed, 
actual rather than "symbolic" instruction, bright colors, music and 
company. " 
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Polk, K., & Schafer, W. E. Sahoo"ls and deUnquenay. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Prentice-Hall, 1972. 

This collection of articles by the authors focuses on how the school 
system contributes to delinquency, It is divided into 3 major sections: 
perspec~ives on the school experience and delinquency; some supporting 
studies; and ways that the school contributes to delinquency. The 
general theme is that the schools foster maladjustment and failure 
among certain groups of youth, and that the stigma of failure generates 
rebellious behavior often ending in delinquency. 

Poremba, C. D. Learning disabilities, youth and delinquency: Programs for 
intervention. In H.R. Myklebust (Ed.), Progress in tearning disabiUties. 
Vol. 3. New York: Grune & Stratton, 1975. Pp. 123-149. 

"The case for the relationship between learning disabilities and 
delinquency clearly is being made. The pattern of the delinquent is 
quite evident: early school failure, frustration, acting-out, truancy, 
apprehension, more frustration, development of poor self-image, a1ien
~tion, and finally being pushed out, or dropping out as a response to 
the ove:rwhe1ming sense of defeat. II The author asserts that the maj or 
line of defense against rising crime and delinquency rates is early 
school diagnosis and intervention. Early identification, various' 
school programs, and community agencies are discussed as important 
operatives for intervention. The responsibility of the 1egis1a.ture 
to service troubled youth is required. The Lathrop Park Youth Center 
program is described as an example of a successful alternative educa
tion process. Poremba concludes that the judicial and corrections 
systems need to better understand learning disabilities since LD seems 
to be a major contributing cause of delinquency. Intervention must 
take place through legislation, financial support of remedial 'education, 
voca.tional training, job opportunities, and community business and 
industria.l enterprises. 

Poremba, C. Speech before the Symposium on the Re1~tionship of Delinquency 
to Learning Disabilities Among Youth, Little Rock, Arkansas, December 
1974. 

;t' { 

In this opening speech of the Little Rock conference, Poremba gives a 
broad overview of inadequacies in the educational and juvenile justice 
systems which have resulted in large nUmbers of learning disabled 
youth being incarcerated. Citing results of studies which claim that 
as many as 90 percent of youth in state institutions are learning dis
abled, Poremba makes a plea for special education programs in the 
primary grades so that the LD youngsters have a chance to succeed. 
It is claimed that this is cost-effective because special education 
for one learning-disabled youth, grades K-l2, ,would cost the taxpayer 
only $25,000 more than regular schooling, while a criminal career 
typically costs $500,000. 
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Poremba, C. As'I was saying .••. In B. , Kratoville (Ed.), Youth in troub"le. 
Proceedings of a symposium~--DaHas-Fort Worth Regional Airport,May 1974. 
San Rafael, Cal.: Academic Therapy Publications, 1974. Pp. 74. 

In this summary of the symposium, it is concluded that most of the 
delinquents in this country are learning disabled youth who have never 
been t:eated or .helped for their disabilhy. Around 85 to 90 percent 
of de11nquent youngsters have learning disabilities as opposed to 
20 to 25 percent of the school population. The author believes we are 
beginning to see a philosophy develop which will insist that every 
child deserves an education which he can handle and which is meaningful 
and relevant to him. We may not save all of the kids, but we can't 
afford to not do something for them. 

Prenti~e. N. M •• & Kelly. F. J. Intelligence and del;nqu~ncy: A reconsider
at10n. Journa"l of Sooia"l Psyaho"logy~ 1963, 60, 327-337. 

This report studied Wechsler IQ scores among a randomly selected group 
of boys admitted to Massachusetts Youth Service Board. The IQ's of 
delinquents were in the Normal range when measured for perceptual-
motor tasks, and in the high Dull Normal range for their verbal skills. 
The study suggests, however, that the "true" intellectual functioning 
of delinquents may not be significantly different from that of the 
general population. Other evidence from the study negated the assumption 
that a perceptual-motor score substantially higher than a verbal score 
on the Wechsler scales was diagnostic of delinquency. The authors 
suggest that the discrepancies between perceptual-motor and verbal 
scales may be diagnostic of a learning disability among both delinquents 
and non-delinquents. 
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Quay J H.' C. 1 & erry, • • .' 
New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1972. 

. ed' d '\ olume rests on the usefulness of 
The primary outlook of.th1.S ~te a~d treating the psychopathological 
the scientific method 1.n studY1.ng - d' ff . cuI ty of classifying deviant 

f h 'ldhood The inherent 1. 1.. '. disorders 0 c 1. : . . t Basic patterns of aggress1.on, 
behaviors in children ].: pOl.ntea ou ied through multivariate statistical 
withdrawal, and immatur].t~ are.reve~ume are based on clinical studies 
analyses. s~ver~l wor~s .1.n t~1S vo hiatric literature. A new p~rspec~ive 
found primar1.ly ].n med1ca~ an ~sY~'on and planning for the dev1.ant 
is presented on community organ1.z~ 1. t I studies are reported on, as' 
child and ~is ~nvironment.. ~xie~~~:ei~r ~nd educational programs for 
well as gU1.del1.nes for paren a 
problem children. 
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Rice., R. Educo-therapy: A new approach to ,delinquent beha'l(ior. Journal 
of Learning Disa~lities, 1970, 3(1), 16-23. 

This program utilized behavioral modific~tion procedures, remedial 
education techniques, and an enriched social-cultural-personal improve
ment prQgram in a. treatmeiit procedure for delinquent girls. Ten 11-
IS yr. old delinquent girls, who were evaluated as having learning 
and/or behavior disorders, participated in an intensive, in-depth 
program which occupied their total life space for 3 months. Behavioral 
and educational improvements are documented by subjective evaluations 
by the institutional and project staff and posttest scores. It is 
suggested 'that this intensive approach to educational remediation and 
behavior therapy is more economically feasible than loOng-term incar
ceration without treatment. 

Richmond, J. B., & Walzer, S. Biological and social factors in early 
development: Implications for child care programs. In S. Glueck & 
E. Glueck (Eds.), Identification of predelinquents: Validation studies 
and sane suggested uses of Glueck Table. New York: Intercontinental 
Medical Book Corporation, 1972, Pp. 132-142. 

Biological factors and learning deficiencies related to delinquency 
and the Glueck studies are discussed along with the need for programs 
influencing the direction of human development. Being fully aware 
of the relationship between the biology of the child and the environ
ment, the Gluecks realized the role which early central nervous sys
tem insult might have in contributing to the causation of delinquent 
behavior. Nutrition, sex chromosome number, and pollution are the 
biological factors involved in development. Most delinquents are 
poor students and tend to be retarded in reading. Since programs 
designed to foster growth and development may not sustain their impact, 
followup programs are recommended, Centers and programs to system-. 
atically guide parents, young children, and prospective parents in 
the requisites of mental health and contented family life should also 
be available. 
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Segal, S. S. Retarded readers' and anti-social young people: An English 
study. IntemationaZ JoUPnaZ of Offender Therapy and Comparative 
criminoZogy~ 1973, 17(3), 297-302. 

Retarded readers and antisocial youth were studied in England. Edu
cational, intellE:ctual, psychiatric and other han,dicaps were corre
lated with antisocial behavior. Antisocial J>ehavior is so widespread 
and varied that the thumbful of detected delinquency is a rather 
doubtful sample. The danger is that studies of captive populations 
are used to feed prejudices and not as an aid for constructive 
prevention. 

Senna, J., et al. Delinquent behavior and academic investment among 
suburban youth. AdoZe8aenae~ 1974, 9, 481-494. 

Investigated was the relationship between delinquent behavior and 
academic investment among 296 suburban male senior high school stu
dents. Responses to delinquency and school performance questionnaire 
items were factor analyzed and correlated. Results provided little 
evidence for the existence of a generalized delinquency factor among 
suburban high school youth. Intercorrelations among the six derived 
delinquency factors was positive but low. A slight generalized~en
dency for delinquent behavior to vary negatively with school perfor
mance was observed. Results suggested that the creat~on of academic 
programs in which suburban delinquent adolescents might excel would 
not decrease the incidence of delinquen~ behavior in suburbia. 

Sheppard, B. Making the case for behavior as an expression of physiologi
cal condition. In B. Kratoville (Ed.), Youth in trouble. Proceedings 
of a s'ymposium, Dallas-Fort Wortli' Regional AirpoJ;'t, May 1974. San 
Rafael, Calif.: Academic Therapy Publications" 1974. 'Pp. 24-26. 

The speaker cites several anecdotes which show the relationship of 
disruptive behavior to organic malfunctionings. He is convinced that 
there are chemical and medical reasons for learning disabilities and 
behavior problems and is concerned that judges may not have enough 
medical data before pronouncing sentence. He suggests that screening 
programs be started that focus on early recognition of learning dis
abilities and which can provide a cornpl~e profile of the child, in
cluding an EEG, the sugar tolerance test and some allergy studies. 

Silberberg, N. E., & Silberberg, M. C. School achievement and delinquency. 
Revi~ of Edv~ationaZ Re8earah~ 1971, 41(1), 17-33. 

In this review of the literature on the relationship between school 
achievement and delinquency, the authors make the point that the 
school has largely been absolved from responsibility for contributing 
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to delinquency, despite the fact that delinquents are frequently low 
achievers, and maladapted to school. They are particularly concerned 
that the evidence seems to support a correlation between reading 
disabi lity and delinquency', It is concluded th!lt one does not cause 
the other, but that both conditions are manifestations of a dysfunc
tioning in the central nervous system. The evidence of similar ab
normal brain wave patterns in delinquents and reading disabled youth 
leads to the inference that the impact of the general culture is less 
significant in generating delinquency than are the biologic endow
ments of the individual and the parental influences in the formative 
years of early childhood. The school can intervene, by providing 
opportunities for success, although it cannot change the biological 
endowment or childhood experiences. Both delinquents and reading 
disabled youth are generally low in linguisitic skill and abstract 
conceptual abilities, but rely heavily on concrete thought. They 
could probably succeed in a curriculum emphasizing concrete experience 
and realistic vocational preparation instead of abstrac,t linguistic 
skills. 

Staats, A. W., & Butterfield, W. H. Treatment of non-reading in a cul
turally deprived juvenile delinquent: An application of reinforce
ment principles. ChiZd DeveZopment~ 1965, 36, 925-942. 

A l4-year old Mexican"'American delinquent boy, 'Who had a long history 
of school failure and misbehavior and second-grade reading achievement, 
was given 40 hours of reading training which extended over a 4~ month 
period. Science Research A~sociates reading materials were adapted 
for use in conjunction with a token system of reinforcement. During 
training, the subject's attention and participation were maintained 
by using reinforcers. He made'many new reading responses and 
learned and retained 430 new words. The boy's reading achievement 
increased to the 4.3-grade level, he passed all his courses for the 
first time, and his misbehaviors in school decreased to zero. 

Stenger, M. Frequency of learning disabilities in adjudicated delinquents. 
Masters thesis at the University of Missouri-Kansas City, Kansas 
City, Missouri, 1975. 

Sixty-seven white juveniles adjudicated delinquent for the first time 
were separated into 3 groups on the basis of school reports 'and the 
results of the administration of the Wechsler Intelligence Test and 
the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT). Group I consisted of the 31 
delinquents who did not exhibit school difficulti~s, Group II con-' 
sisted of 21 delinquents who performed in the dull/normal range on 
the Wechslers and who were achieving in their ability range in school. 
Group III consisted of the 15 (22 percent) delinquents classified as 
learning disabled on the basis of: (1) a 15+ point discrepancy be
tween the verbal (VIQ) and PerfClrmance (PIQ) scales on the Wechs 1ers; 
or (2) had a subtest score 3 points different from the mean of their' 
scale scores; and had achievement levels on the WRAT below their 
ability range. It was hypothesized that the LD group: (1) would be 
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lower VIQ than PIQ; (2) scores on Information and Vocabulary subtests 
would be lower than for Group I; and (3) WRAT scores in Reading, 
Spelling and Ari thmetic'would be lower. than for Groups 1 and II. 
Results 'showed that Group III delinquents mean scores on the Wechsler 
were within the normal range, but that their VIQ was significaI:ltly 
lower than. their PIQ as, expected. Group III· was significantly lower 
than GrOlJ}.i'.l on VIQ, FSIQ and. on 5·:Wechs ler subtests including Information 
and Vocabulary, and on reading, spelling and arithmetic subtests of 
the WRAT. (Differences on the WRAT between Groups Hand III were not 
~ignificant.) The discussion highlights the importance of distinguish
lngbetwee.n slqw learners (GrotipII) 'and learning disabled (Group III) 
youth :~n. remedial programs. 

,,;, : 
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Tamopol, L. Delinquency and minimal brain dysftmction. JoumaZ of ' 
LeaPning DisabiZities~ 1970, 3(4),~00-207. 

This study population consisted of 102 male youths, aged 16-2-3, who 
were primarily nonwhite, delinquent, school dropouts. A substantial 
amount of untreated medical and dental problems were found in the 
group. "Fifty-eight percent were reading below the sixth-grade.level, 
and 64% were below the sixth-grade level on the Gates Reading to 
Understand Directions test. ',Qn the .Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt test, 
only one-third were in the normal range. Other tests indicated that 
most visual-motor problems were related to visual-motor integration 
imd motor coordination.",'The author contends that'the deficiencies 
found among these youth are symptoms of "the minimal brain dysfunction 
syndrome which is related to learning disab7. lities. n The evidence 
from this research supports the hypothesisinat "a significant degree 
of minimal brain dysfunction exists in the n~nority group, delinquent, 
school dropout population." The author sugge!sts treatment programs 
encompassing diagnostic testing and prescriptive teaching beginning 
in the preschool years. 

Tokyo, I. S.-I. Current status and trends in juvenile correction -- thera
peutic education of mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed ju
veniles. Keisei: Japanese JournaZ of COPreatior~~ 1974, 85(6), 25-29 . 

Therapeutic education for mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed 
ju~eni1e deHnquents at the Tokyo Medical Juvenile Reformatory is 
reviewed. The Reformatory was established in 1949 purely to treat 
mentally retarded juveniles; the servic~ expanded in 1971 to emo
tionally disturbed delinquents as well. Therapeutic ed!lcation includes 
traditional school subjects as well as occupational guidance, athletic 
and recreational activities, milieu therapy, and group counseling. 
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Wacker, J. A. The :raeduction of c:l'ime ttz'l'U [sic] the p:raevention and t:raeat
ment of lea:raning disabiZities. Report to the National Institute of 
Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, September 1974. 

The author asserts that a new approach to the reduction of crime is 
required, due to recent re.search which links learning disabilities 
to juvenile delinquency. Biological malfunctions, resulting in 
learning disabilities, pave the way for later anti-social, delinquent 
behavior. Thus, "if we can prevent and/or treat the learning dis-
abi lity, a fantastic possibility exists for th~ reduction of crime," 
the author 'contends. Recent literature describing the relationship 
between learning disabilities and juvenile delinquency is cited, and 
excerpts quoted, with the conclusion that disabilities should be 
treated, and ultimately prevented, in order to help the youth of our 
country and to reduce crime. The author proposes a seven-point re
search program'that is both multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary. 
Etiology should be researched, and the most productive type of therapy 
should be emphasized. It is suggested that, for the information 
gathered from this research to be most effective, it must be dis
seminated to parents, educators, social workers, researchers, psy
chologists, psychiatrists, physicians, and law enforcement and ju
dicial personnel. 

Walle, E. L. Communicative diso:rade:ras of juvenile delinquents and young 
aduZt c:r>iminaZs. Paper presented at the International Conference of 
the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities, Atlantic City, 
New Jersey, February 1972. 

Findings on the incidence and severity of communication problems among 
defective delinquents--sociopathic offenders--were presented for a 
group of young men confined td Patuxent Institution at Jessup, Maryland. 
Incidence and severity of problems reported in this paper were conveyed 
in statistical tables and reinforced by the presentation of three case 
descriptions. The ca.se studies reveal the complexities of typical 
problems encountered. The disorders are not isolated; many are, in 
fact, multiple disabilities. Of 63 unduplicated communication problems 
detected from a samp1e.of 128 young, male prisoners, 48.3% had diffi
culties and were in nee& of immediate, intensive clinical work. The 
incidence of communication disabilities were clinically significant and 
appeared as follows: 34.9% with articulation problems; 34.9% with 
hearing difficulties; 17.5% with stuttering problems; 9.5% with voice 
disorders; and 3.2% with language impairments. In July of 1970, a full 
time speech pathologist-audiologist was assigned and clinical equipment 
for a therapeutic program for communication problems was set up at 
Patuxent. The author calls for similar therapy and specialized 
attention to criminal offenders with communication problems, in an 
effort to return them to productive citizenship. 
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Woodworth, D. G. The effe6ts of laMs gove:raning youth employment and school 
attendance on youth offenses and delinquency. Menlo Park, Calif.: 
Stanford Research Institute, December 1965. 

This report deals with three major problem' areas -- education, employ
ment, and crime -- facing the nation and its youth today. Specifically, 
the report addresses itself to the effects that school attendance 
laws and child labor laws have on the incidence of youth offenses 
and delinquency. It was further limited to the investigation of 
delinquencies in males, ages 12 through 17. Field case studies were 
conducted in ten locations, followed by literature searches and anal
ysis of statistical data from federal and local agency reports. The 
study results do not support the hypothesis that a relationship exists 
among youth offenses and delinquency, compulsory school attendance 
laws, and child labor laws. Other conclusions of the study were 
that: (1) Youths' behavior with resuel:;t to school attendance and 
employment was not influenced by chiid labor and compulsory attendance 
laws; (2) Youths who are out-of-school and out-of-work are likely to 
become greater delinquency risks *;. (3) Enforcement of a child labor 
law that closes most employment opportunities for youth does not 
ne~essarily result in an increase in youth crime; (4) Youth. crime 
does not appear to. repres ent hos tile or aggress i ve acts, such as 
crime against persons. Recommendations for government action are 
included that relate to education, employment, and other problems 
of youth. 

*See annotation for Elliott & Voss, Delinqueney and Dropout. 

Work Training Program, Inc. Study of :raeading diso:rade:ras in :raeZation to 
pove:raty and c:raime: Final RlEpo'Pt to U.S. Department of Labo:ra ManpoUJe:ra 
Administ:raation~ Office of Research and Development. Santa B~rbara 
Calif.: Author, April 1972. ' 

A follow-up study was made of 83 dyslexic job trainees who were given 
reading and writing remediation as part of a manpower training program. 
The purpose of the study was to determine if, three years later, they 
had regressed or continued to function on a higher socioeconomic 
level than before undergoing training. When training began 69% of 
the dys1exiacs (herein defined as disabled readers unable to learn 
by means of conventional teaching techniques) were totally dependent 
on welfare. Three years after training 25% were on welfare and 45% 
had obtained and retained full-time jobs. The study also examines 
the effects of reading remediation on two other dyslexic groups in 
Sa.nta ~arbara Count~: st~dents in a City College continuing education 
class and students ln a hlgh school for delinquent boys. Substantial 
improvements in social attitudes and self-esteem occurred with reading 
remediation in all three groups. Other significant findings and in
~erences ~re given f?r the combined gruups. Among the group of boys 
ln a spec~a1 correctlonal camp, 46% were dyslexiacs. Within an average 
stay of flve months, all the dyslexic students made rapid progress 
and learned to read. at a functional level. At termination 6% of 
the bo~s ~emaine~ at the 0-3 grade levels, compared to 23.5% prior 
to adffilsslon; 48ru were at the 7-12 grade levels, compared to 37% 
previously; and one student advanced to grade level 16 in reading. 
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